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Atlas of the Counties of England & Wales  

 

 
Christopher Saxton, London: c.1579 

 

Sp Coll Hunterian Di.1.12  

 
The June book is a Tudor atlas of 35 coloured maps depicting the counties of England and 

Wales. Originally published as a collection in 1579, this volume is a landmark in British 

cartography and printing. Christopher Saxton was responsible for producing the maps and his 

work provided a new standard of cartographic representation in Britain. This atlas formed the 

basis for all succeeding county maps for over one hundred years. 

 

 
Detail from map of Wiltshire   

Dubbed 'the father of English cartography', 

little is known about Saxton's personal life. 

Born in Yorkshire between 1542 and 1544, 

his yeoman family were probably clothiers 

and farmers. It is likely that Saxton was 

apprenticed in cartographic 

draughtsmanship and surveying to John 

Rudd, Vicar of Dewsbury (1554-1570) and 

Rector of Thornhill (1558-1570/78). Rudd 

had a passion for maps, and was engaged at 

some time in the 1550s in making a 'platt' 

of England; in 1561 he was granted leave 

from his duties to travel further to map the 

country. It is suggested that Saxton 

accompanied  him on these travels, at 

which time he would have been about 17 

years old.  Saxton was definitely employed 

by Rudd by 1570.  

The idea of making a survey of the kingdom and its parts in a consistent format developed in the 
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mid Sixteenth Century. Although the first English map of Britain by Matthew Paris had appeared 

in about 1250, it was not until the mid Fifteenth Century that the principles of mapping were 

fully understood. The craft of cartography was boosted by the Italian invention of printing maps 

from copper plates in 1473, while advances in scientific learning helped the Dutch and Flemish 

to become the masters of map making by the late 1500s: in 1564, Gerard Mercator, the Dutch 

cartographer, published a detailed map of the British Isles on eight sheets; his friend Abraham 

Ortelius first published a map of the world in 1570.   

 

 
Map of England & Wales: 'Anglia'  

 

These pioneering maps were made possible thanks to developments in draughtsmanship and 

surveying. Such techniques emerged in part as a result of the practical needs of military 

engineers: military surveyors were well able to draft plans and topographical maps to scale by 

the 1540s. Graphic estate surveys also became increasingly popular as  the replacement of open 

fields meant that land boundaries had to be defined. Thus, a large number of treatises on 

surveying appeared, while military textbooks were published explaining the use of the cross-staff 

for surveying lengths and distances as well as heights. Such interest lead to the construction of 

increasingly sophisticated surveying instruments resulting in a new accuracy in mapping.  
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Saxton came to London at an 

unknown date and was chosen 

by Thomas Seckford to survey 

and map the counties of 

England and Wales. A court 

official, Seckford worked 

closely with William Cecil, 

Lord Burghley, who was 

possibly behind both Rudd's 

and Saxton's mapping 

projects; he certainly had a 

keen appreciation of the 

political value of maps, 

making his own sketches of 

politically sensitive areas such 

as the Anglo-Scottish borders.  

He evidently took great 

interest in Saxton's work as it 

progressed: the maps were 

sent to him as each plate was 

engraved, and once the survey 

was complete he bound up 

these early proof maps with 

some other maps and plans of 

relevance. This volume still 

exists and is in the keeping of 

the British Library.  

 
Map of Cornwall 

 
Arms of Seckford with early motto Pestis patriae pigrities (detail from map of 

Cornwall) 

It is Seckford, however, who is generally 

thought to have financed the undertaking. 

His involvement is reflected in the 

appearance of his mottos and coats of 

arms on every map. The project was 

further authorized by Queen Elizabeth I, 

to whom the work was dedicated. As a 

result of this backing, Saxton received a 

considerable amount of administrative 

assistance and financial reward: on March 

11, 1574, he was granted a lease of land at 

Grigston Manor in Suffolk in 

consideration of his expenses 'in the 

survey of divers parts of England' . 

Moreover, on July 20th, 1577, Elizabeth 

granted Saxton a licence for the exclusive 

publication of the maps for a ten year 

period.  
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As the work's patron, it is not surprising that a 

portrait of Elizabeth should be found as a 

frontispiece to the volume. Two versions of this 

portrait appear in copies of the atlas, both depicting 

a seated queen flanked by bearded male figures who 

represent geography and astronomy. In our copy, 

however, this portrait has been replaced by a 

different engraving of Elizabeth. This was probably 

added at a later date in an attempt to make good the 

copy. The original might have been removed 

deliberately, or possibly our copy was compiled at a 

time when the portrait was being redrawn and so 

was not available for inclusion. Our copy also lacks 

the table of cities and coats of arms usually found as 

part of the preliminaries. The index, however, is 

present. The only part of the atlas printed in 

moveable type, the index occurs in several different 

settings: ours is setting 'D', the most common, and is 

associated with the 'definitive' 1590 version of the 

atlas.   

The bibliographical history of all the surviving 

copies of the atlas are complicated. The survey 

began in 1574 and 34 county maps were 

subsequently printed separately until completion in 

1578. The general map and all the county maps were 

first issued as an atlas in 1579. However, copies did 

not emerge as a single issue and some are clearly 

earlier than others; even the order of the maps varies 

from atlas to atlas.  Three maps (Anglia, Norfolk and 

Northamptonshire) underwent revision after their 

initial incorporation into the atlas and therefore exist 

in two different states.  Our copy has a mix of states 

in these maps, making an attempt to date it 

accurately difficult - it might even be an example of 

a  copy assembled from separate sheets acquired at 

various times.   

 
Frontispiece portrait of Elizabeth I   
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Map of Norfolk  

The map of Norfolk was the first 

to be completed and it bears the 

date 1574. Possibly experimental, 

this is the only map in which the 

hundreds are designated by letters 

on the map, with a key to the 

letters and names of the areas in 

the top right hand corner. Other 

features, however, are common to 

the maps which were to follow. 

The title appears in Latin in an 

embellished cartouche in the top 

left corner. Other decorative 

features include the Elizabethan 

ships, fish and sea monsters 

inhabiting the sea. Although the 

map obviously had a functional 

use, these details were not 

irrelevant but were incorporated 

as an integral part of the map - 

the map was intended to be 

ornamental as well as practical.  

Map of Kent/Sussex/Surrey/Middlesex
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Map of Dorset  

Twenty-four of the maps depict individual counties while ten show groups. The 

groups usually portray two counties, although some show more, as in this map of 

Kent, Sussex, Surrey and Middlesex. There is no apparent rationale behind the 

decision to portray some counties in groups. Similarly, there are  incongruities of 

scale between the maps and of orientation and style. The size of each map also 

varies; while the average size is 397 x 510 mm, the map of Yorkshire is 

exceptionally large and requires folding to fit in. Each map is engraved on a single 

copper-plate, again with the exception of Yorkshire, the size of which necessitated 

two plates. Several engravers were employed to create the plates, several of whom 

were Dutch or Flemish, as is only to be expected in a period when cartographers 

from the Low Countries excelled in the art. Thus, Remigius Hogenberg, Cornelis de 

Hooghe and Lenaert Terwoort between them engraved fifteen of the maps. Saxton, 

however, also employed some Englishmen to work on the maps, although their style 

reflects continental training. Augustine Ryther, for instance, was responsible for 

engraving 'Anglia'. The addition of colour was at the discretion of individual owners 

and therefore does not follow any universal pattern. Again, colour was applied 

primarily for visual attraction.  
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  Detail from map of Somerset  
 

 

Detail from map of Denbigh & Flint    
 

The main geographical features found on the maps comprise relief, including water, vegetation, 

settlements and notable buildings. A small building with a spire represents  a village, while more 

important towns are indicated by groups of buildings, as may be seen by Bristol and Wrexham 

here. Hills and mountains are also pictorially defined. According to Evans and Lawrence, the 

'aim was to convey an impression of topography rather than to provide precise information on 

the location and altitude of individual summits'. Rivers, streams, parks and woodlands are also 

depicted carefully. Woods are shown by small tree-symbols, with clusters representing forests 

(as  in Kingswood forest). Parklands, meanwhile, are enclosed with ring fences (as in Holt Park). 

Despite some discrepancies - such as in the coastline of Cornwall  -  the maps are impressively 

accurate and detailed.   
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This is all the more remarkable 

considering the relatively short space of 

time it took to complete the survey. 

Although Saxton may well have drawn 

upon material gathered earlier (such as 

by Rudd) there is  evidence to show that 

much of the work was completed thanks 

to personal field observation. In Wales, 

for example, he was accompanied by 

locals who would assist him in naming 

the towns and villages which he saw 

from his surveying vantage points.  

Although none of Saxton's working notes 

survive, the method of survey used was 

probably an early system of 

triangulation. 

 
Saxton's authorship acknowledgement, with compasses and scale (detail from map 

of Monmouthshire) 

Saxton went on to produce a large wall map of England and Wales in 1583, and by the late 1580s 

he was established as a professional land surveyor. As the first man to survey England and 

Wales, his contribution to the development of cartography is unquestionable. The importance 

and influence of the atlas is demonstrated by the fact that the maps were re-issued and adapted 

continually until about 1778, almost two hundred years after their original appearance. 

 



II 
The Achievement of the English Voyages, 1650-1800 
Glyndwr Williams 

The first hundred years of the period under study fall within the era which Oskar Spate has 
categorized as "the Dark Age of Pacific historiography,"[1] the long interval between the first 
hesitant European incursions of the sixteenth century into the Mar del Zur and the systematic 
explorations of the late eighteenth century. From Magellan onward Europeans of several 
nations—Spaniards, French, Dutch, English—had ventured into, and sometimes across, the 
Pacific; but their explorations were for the most part inconclusive and little known. The 
immensity of the ocean, 10,000 miles in each direction, primitive methods of navigation, the 
ravages of scurvy, and the straitjacket of wind and current posed apparently insuperable 
obstacles to methodical exploration. After Tasman's voyages in the 1040s the slow-moving 
course of Pacific discovery practically came to a halt. To the north Japan was roughly charted, 
but the ocean to the north and east remained unexplored. The Pacific coast of America was 
known only as far as California, a peninsula on some 
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maps, an island on others. In the South Pacific a fair knowledge had been obtained of the island 
groups lying on the diagonal course between the tip of South America and New Guinea, but their 
exact position and extent were largely a matter for conjecture. The western fringes of Australia, 
the southern coast of Tasmania, and a stretch of the New Zealand shoreline were known from the 
Dutch explorations; but the relationship between these lands was far from clear. In particular, it 
was not known whether any of them formed part of the great southern continent—terra australis 
incognita . The case for a southern continent was as old as geographical science, for Ptolemy in 
the second century had argued that there was a huge counterbalancing landmass in the Southern 
Hemisphere; and believers in the concept were not unduly depressed by the failure of the 
explorers of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries to bring back conclusive evidence. Since 
vessels tended to follow a track which slanted away from high latitudes as it left Cape Horn, 
mapmakers merely had to shift their continent a degree or two farther south. Geographers found 
compensation for this limited retreat by hinting that the islands (or cloud banks) sighted by the 
explorers to port were in fact the outlying capes and promontories of a continent lying just over 
the horizon. 

English interest in the Pacific was chauvinistic and materialistic. In the pages of Hakluyt and 
Purchas it was the circumnavigations of Drake and Cavendish, spectacular in intention but 
meager in geographical information, which took the limelight. As the title page of the Principall 
Navigations announced, they were "the two renowned and prosperous voyages . . . round about 
the circumference of the whole earth." When English attention revived in the second half of the 
seventeenth century, the motives were the same as those which had prompted the Elizabethans: 
trade and plunder. The Pacific caught the English imagination not as a vast, trackless ocean but 
as the western rim of Spain's American empire. The "South Sea" which now began to exercise its 



fascination over distant enterprises 
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was confined, in English eyes, to the waters which lapped the shores of Chile, Peru, and Mexico. 
The voyages, from Narborough's of 1669-1671 to Anson's of 1740-1744, produced some useful 
information.[2] Narborough's Peruvian venture—the first English expedition to enter the Pacific 
since Richard Hawkins in 1594—was a failure, but it resulted in a map of the Strait of Magellan 
which long remained a standard authority. Better received in England than this disappointing 
enterprise were the exploits of the buccaneers who pillaged and burned along the Pacific shores 
of Spanish America. Among them were men with literary skills, notably William Dampier, a 
gifted observer whose books became classics of travel and adventure (Figure 2.1). Although 
Spanish America and the East Indies saw most of him, he also ventured into areas on the very 
periphery of Europe's knowledge. He briefly touched on the western shores of Australia in 1688 
and 1699, and to the east he discovered a large island (later found to be adjoining islands) which 
he named New Britain. His descriptions of the Australian Aborigines were the first recorded by 
any Englishman, and more than seventy years later when Cook and Banks reached the east coast 
of Australia in the Endeavour it was Dampier's unflattering account which they had with them 
and which influenced their first encounters.[3] 

Otherwise, the voyages of Dampier and his privateer-successors such as Rogers and Shelvocke 
produced little in the way of geographical discovery and paled in significance before the 
altogether more numerous and expert French ventures to the Pacific coasts of Spanish America 
and across to China. In some ways, more of a precursor of the expeditions of the second half of 
the eighteenth century were the voyages of Edmond Halley in the Paramore (1698-1701), 
concerned with new navigational methods rather than with new lands and above all intended "to 
improve the knowledge of the Longitude and variations of the Compasse."[4] They stand as a 
landmark in the history of English oceanic enterprise, not least in the burgeoning relationship 
they revealed between the Admi- 
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[Full Size] 

Figure 2.1. 
Title page of Dampier's New Voyage . . . , 7th ed. 1729),  
p. 3. (Reproduced courtesy of the Bancroft Library.) 
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Figure 2.2. 
Halley's "New and Correct Sea-
Chart of the Whole World" (1702). (Reproduced courtesy of the Bancroft Library.) 
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ralty and the Royal Society, a relationship which reached proper consummation in the Pacific 
voyages of George III's reign. Although there was originally some intention of reaching "the East 
Indies or South Seas," Halley's voyages took him no further than the South Atlantic, and the 
largest blank space on his magnificent world map of 1702 showing magnetic variation was the 
Pacific (Figure 2.2). As he explained: "I durst not presume to describe the like Curves in the 
South Sea wanting accounts thereof."[5] Accounts or no accounts, the region was no longer quite 
terra incognita . The seas beyond Cape Horn were not simply the haunts of buccaneers and 
adventurers; they also provided the setting for some of the most popular fiction and satire of the 
period—from Crusoe to Gulliver. After the disillusionment of the South Sea Bubble, activity 
both practical and literary slumped. Indeed Defoe complained that it was "as if we had done our 
utmost, were fully satisfied with what we have, that the enterprising Genius was buried with the 
old Discoverers, and there was neither Room in the World nor Inclination in our People to look 
any further."[6] 

Revival came with the heightening of international tension in the 1740s. A naval expedition 
commanded by Christopher Middleton sailed for Hudson Bay in 1741 in an unsuccessful attempt 
to find a Northwest Passage—a venture explained in part by a determination to thwart French 
expansion in the western interior of North America, in part by a hope of striking at Spain's 
Pacific possessions from the rear. But above all there was Anson's voyage, that melodramatic 
episode of wartime disaster and heroism which brought back memories of Drake and half-
forgotten feats of arms against the Spain of Philip II. The official narrative of the expedition 
became a bestseller among travel accounts. It was more than a tale of treasure seeking on the 
high seas, though this no doubt was the prime reason for its popularity. At one level it was 
designed to encourage "the more important purposes of navigation, commerce, and national 
interest,"[7] while at another it made an appeal to the imagination, with reminders 
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of Crusoe's island and Rousseau's Nouvelle-Héloïse .[8] It strengthened the hold of tropical island 
fantasies on the European consciousness, a continuing fascination which was to last into the 
nineteenth century with Melville, Stevenson, and Gauguin.[9] 

As considerations of geographical science, government strategy, and mercantile acquisitiveness 
combined in pointing to the exploration of the Pacific as one of the most important global 
objectives left to Europeans, so in Paris in 1756 Charles de Brosses published the first collection 
of voyages devoted exclusively to the Pacific, Histoire des navigations aux terres australes . 
Plagiarized by John Callender in his English edition, confidently retitled Terra Australis Cognita 
, this work contained accounts of the main Pacific expeditions from Magellan to Anson. Reading 
these pages confirms that the earlier voyages had produced as much confusion as enlightenment. 
Islands had been sighted and resighted, identified and then lost again; distant volcanic peaks had 
been mistaken for continental ranges; straits had become bays, and bays straits. The map of the 
Pacific was dotted with island groups whose names and positions changed with the whims of 
cartographical fashion, and it was scarred with squiggles of coastline which hinted at intriguing 
but still undiscovered lands of continental dimensions. As the astronomer William Wales tersely 
remarked during the course of Cook's second voyage, "I firmly believe Islands have been greatly 
multiplied, and Much Confusion has arisen in the Geography of these seas from a desire of being 
thought the first discoverers of any land that has been seen."[10] If the geography of the Pacific 
was uncertain and fanciful, so too was knowledge of its inhabitants. The observations of the 
explorers were usually hasty and superficial, often the result of only a few days', sometimes only 
a few hours', stay. Encounters varied from violent to friendly, but misunderstanding was more 
common than comprehension, and all too often contact ended with the blast of cannon or musket 
on one side and a shower of stones and arrows on the other. 
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The Seven Years' War put an end to schemes for Pacific exploration, but in both Britain and 
France official discovery expeditions were mounted soon after the conclusion of peace in 1763. 
The first Pacific expedition in the new era of oceanic exploration was that of Commodore John 
Byron in 1764—a false start in many ways, for despite his comprehensive instructions and his 
assurance to the Admiralty that he intended to cross the Pacific "by a new track" Byron followed 
the customary route west-northwest from the Strait of Magellan and consequently made no 
discoveries of note. His rediscovery and annexation of the Falklands had a political rather than a 
geographical significance, and that he completed his circumnavigation in well under two years 
showed his inability to distinguish between an explorer and a record breaker.[11] 

In 1766 two further vessels were fitted out under Captain Wallis and Lieutenant Carteret, who 
were ordered to search for the great unknown continent in more southerly latitudes. After a hard 
passage through the Strait of Magellan the ships were separated and made individual voyages. 
Carteret proved an enterprising commander and crossed the Pacific farther south than any other 
explorer had done, thus making considerable inroads into the conjectural southern continent. He 
also rediscovered, though he did not identify, the Solomon Islands almost two centuries after 
they had first been sighted by the Spaniards. Wallis, by contrast, showed little initiative in his 



track across the ocean, but his voyage was marked by a chance discovery whose emotional 
impact was out of all proportion to its geographical significance, for in June 1767 the crew 
sighted, and landed at, Tahiti. It was the first of those meetings between sailors and Polynesian 
women which were to stamp an erotic imprint upon England's image of the South Seas. To the 
breaking surf, the palm-fringed beaches, and the gentle climate were added sensuous 
overtones—of welcoming, garlanded women. When Bougainville's ships reached Tahiti the 
following year, reactions were even more effusive and extravagant. The island was 
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named New Cythera by some of the French after Aphrodite's island, and Tahiti long remained a 
symbol of the romance of the Pacific islands in defiance of those cautionary voices which 
pointed to the darker side of life there. 

Despite these additions by British and French explorers to knowledge of the island groups of the 
South Pacific, little progress had been made toward solving the crucial issue of terra australis , 
though hopes had been raised with the claimed sighting by Wallis's crew of "the tops of several 
mountains the Extreems bearing from South to S.W. upwards of twenty Leagues," just south of 
Tahiti.[12] The lands east of New Holland remained marked on the maps as they appeared after 
the Dutch discoveries of the previous century—in effect, swirling question marks (Figure 2.3). 
Yet within a few years there was no longer any doubt. The South Pacific took shape on the maps 
in much the same form it has today, and the man responsible for this leap in knowledge, and for 
much else, was James Cook. His three voyages, following each other in quick succession, 
revealed the Pacific to Europe in a way no previous explorations had done. As the books, maps, 
and views came off the presses—not only in England but in France, Holland, Germany, and Italy 
as well—Cook became a figure of European renown. Other explorers were in the Pacific during 
the years that Cook's ships were out, but attention was focused on the methodical, 
comprehensive explorations of the remarkable Englishman. 

Lieutenant Cook, as he was on the first voyage, had taken part in the surveying of the St. 
Lawrence River during Wolfe's campaign, and between 1763 and 1767 he had made detailed 
charts of the fog-shrouded coastline of Newfoundland. He had studied, in practical fashion, 
mathematics and astronomy, and in contrast to some of his predecessors in the Pacific he 
possessed the technical skills needed to make an effective explorer. The next few years were to 
show that in addition he was gifted with those less tangible qualities of leadership, determination, 
and judgment which were to make him the outstanding explorer of the eighteenth century. As he 
once wrote, it was his ambi- 
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Figure 2.3. 
The Pacific before Cook: Bougainville's track, 1767-1768. From  
"Dévelopement de la Route des Vaisseaux du Roy . . ." in L. A.  
de Bougainville,  Voyage autour du Monde  (1771). (Reproduced 
 courtesy of the Bancroft Library.) 
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tion not only to go "farther than any man has been before me, but as far as I think it possible for 
man to go."[13] Supported by an Admiralty willing to allow detailed publication of the 
expeditions' findings, Cook and his officers were able to give a fuller picture of the Pacific than 
had emerged during the previous two centuries and more of sporadic, often secretive exploration. 
As recently as Bougainville's voyage, the published narrative suppressed much in the way of 
precise observation, so that it was, as Carteret put it, "more amusing to the landsmen than usefull 
to the Seaman."[14] 

Cook's instructions of 1768—more detailed than those of Byron or Wallis—were to report on all 
aspects of new lands discovered and to bring back specimens, drawings, and surveys. Joseph 
Banks followed the precedent set by the French (Bougainville had on board the astronomer 
Veron and the naturalist Commerson) to argue that artists and scientists should accompany the 
discovery expeditions. Though the scientific equipment seems primitive by modern standards, 
the ships were in eighteenth-century terms floating laboratories. The Admiralty took advantage 
of the length of the voyages to put on board a whole range of experimental equipment and 
foodstuffs—from a device for distilling fresh water from sea water to carrot marmalade. Even 
Dr. Johnson, no enthusiast for oceanic discovery, had called for voyagers with a scientific turn of 
mind, intent on "every object of curiosity, and at leisure for the most minute remarks."[15] Shortly 
before the expedition sailed, the president of the Royal Society, Lord Morton, appealed to Cook 
and Banks for "the utmost patience and forbearance with respect to the natives of the several 
lands where the ship may touch," and he went on to encourage them "to observe the genius, 
temper, disposition and number of the natives."[16] Understandably, Cook felt more at ease in 
describing the geography of the Pacific than its peoples. However difficult to follow an intricate 
coastline might be, it could be traced, surveyed, pinned down on a chart—and there it would 
remain, unvarying 
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in outline over the years. Investigation of the human population of these areas had no such firm 
basis—not only was there among the different peoples of the Pacific no fundamental similarity 
of culture or language, there was no accepted method of categorization and classification. 
Though more serious in intent than their predecessors, Cook and his companions had no 
scientific base from which to operate. Simple stereotypes of noble primitives, hazy ideas of 
Rousseauistic philosophy, a nodding acquaintance with some of the deist literature of the day, 
had little relevance to the problems of understanding which confronted the explorers.[17] 

These problems were the more difficult to solve because of the strained nature of the contact. 
The Pacific navigators of the period were for the most part moderate and humane commanders—
by earlier standards remarkably so. Nevertheless the Europeans were intruders, emerging by the 
score from their great vessel anchored in some island bay, atua or "men from the sky," appearing 
and disappearing without warning, often violating sacrosanct customs and sacred ground. Over 
the encounters between voyagers and islanders hung an inescapable tension, sometimes 
dissipated by individual contacts and trade which offered benefits to both sides, but on other 
occasions erupting into violence. In the long term, the introduction of venereal disease, alcohol, 
and firearms brought a depressing and familiar train of consequences: sickness, demoralization, 
depopulation. It was these voyages which helped give birth to the new disciplines of ethnology 
and anthropology, but as Malinowski pointed out more than fifty years ago, "ethnology is in a 
sadly ludicrous, not to say tragic, position, that at the very moment when it begins to put its 
workshop in order . . . the material of its study melts away with hopeless rapidity."[18] 

This was all in the future when Cook, still unknown outside a narrow circle of naval men, left 
England in 1768 in the Endeavour for his first Pacific voyage. His vessel was not the usual neat 
naval sloop or fast frigate but a bluff-bowed 
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Whitby collier chosen for her strength, shallow draft, and storage capacity. Although Cook wrote 
that she was "the first ship of the kind so imploy'd," there had been earlier attempts by the Navy 
Board to match the vessel with the mission. Halley's Paramore was a pink with capacious 
storage and little draft, while Middleton's Furnace bound for the ice of Hudson Bay had started 
life as a bomb vessel with stout timbers designed to withstand the battering recoil of a heavy 
mortar. Although Cook's ship was to change, the type was not; the Resolution of the second and 
third voyages was of the same build and even came from the same shipyard as the Endeavour , 
of which Cook wrote: "It was to these Properties in her those on board owe their Preservation. 
Hence I was enabled to prosecute Discoveries in those Seas so much longer than any other Man 
ever did or could do."[19] 

He sailed first to Tahiti to carry out those astronomical observations which were the ostensible 
reason for the expedition before he turned south where, his instructions told him, "there is reason 
to imagine that a Continent or Land of great extent, may be found."[20] But he reached latitude 



40° south without sighting land. and he noted that the long rolling swell coming from the south 
argued against the existence of any landmass in that direction. He then turned west to New 
Zealand, whose coast he mapped in a little over six months by means of a superb running survey 
from the sea which showed beyond doubt that the two islands were not part of any continent 
(Figure 2.4). From there Cook went well beyond his instructions as he pointed the Endeavour 
toward a region of mystery: the unexplored eastern parts of New Holland. Cook reached 
Australian shores just north of Van Diemen's Land and slowly coasted northward, mapping as he 
went. After a hair-raising escape from the dangers of the Great Barrier Reef he went on to sail 
through Torres Strait, thus settling the dispute as to whether New Holland and New Guinea were 
joined. 

Cook had carried out his instructions and more—an explorer who simply followed orders would 
never accom- 
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Figure 2.4. 
James Cook: chart of New Zealand (1770), from John Hawkesworth, 



 ed., An Account of a Voyage round the world . . . (London, 1773). 

plish great things, he later told a French inquirer.[21] With only one ship he had put more than 
5,000 miles of previously unknown coastline on the map. The twin islands of New Zealand, the 
east coast of Australia, and Torres Strait had at last emerged from the mists of uncertainty to be 
precisely placed on the map. On the negative significance of the voyage as far as it related to the 
great southern continent, Cook was emphatic and skeptical: "I do not believe 
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any such thing exists unless in a high latitude . . . hanging Clowds and a thick horizon are 
certainly no known Signs of a Continent."[22] 

This feat of detailed exploration had been accomplished without the loss of a single man from 
scurvy— most of the forty-one deaths on the voyage came from malaria and dysentery picked up 
at Batavia on the homeward journey. The work of specialists has corrected the popular view that 
Cook was responsible for discovering and enforcing the cure for scurvy on long sea voyages. His 
approach was rather that of the blunderbuss, as Sir James Watt has put it.[23] Even so, there 
remains an outline of truth in the conclusion of a contributor to The Medical and Physical 
Journal in 1799 that Cook "proved to the world the possibility of carrying a ship's crew through 
a variety of climates, for the space of near four years, without losing one man by disease; a 
circumstance which added more to his fame, and is supposed to have given a more useful lesson 
to maritime nations, than all the discoveries he ever made."[24] 

The public saw the first voyage through the eyes of John Hawkesworth, who fused the separate 
journals of Cook and Banks into a single narrative to make the Endeavour expedition the 
resounding climax to his Voyages of 1773, which took in also the accounts of Byron, Wallis, and 
Carteret. An editor of literary rather than nautical expertise, Hawkesworth inserted reflective and 
philosophical passages, switched locations and opinions, idealized the commanders and their 
crews, and generally made frequent and sometimes substantive changes to the journals. 
Publication led to dispute and controversy in which Hawkesworth was attacked for the work's 
frank descriptions of Polynesian sexual customs, for skepticism about the "particular 
interposition of Providence," and for technical inaccuracies.[25] Doubts were expressed about the 
authenticity of the text—summed up by Boswell when he remarked to Cook that Hawkesworth 
"has used your narrative as a London tavern keeper does wine. He has brewed it."[26] The ensuing 
stir no doubt persuaded Cook and his suc- 
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cessors to keep publication of their later journals out of the clutches of literary gentlemen, but 
there can be no doubting the impact and popularity of Hawkesworth's Voyages . The book soon 
went into other editions and other languages, and an analysis of borrowings from a major lending 
library of this period shows that of all works held by the library, Hawkesworth was the most in 
demand.[27] As one newspaper commented, "It may be called a real authentic Account of a new 



World, such as no European could have figured in his own Imagination."[28] 

Cook was to read and be irritated by Hawkesworth's Voyages , but not until two years after its 
publication. For by 1773 he was in the Pacific again. On his first voyage Cook had lopped a 
considerable slice off the supposed continent of the south, but there remained vast unexplored 
stretches in the high latitudes of the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian oceans where land might yet be 
found. Pressure in Britain for another voyage mounted as reports came in that the French were 
again sending expeditions to the Pacific: four in fact visited the southern seas, hunting for islands 
and continents, between 1770 and 1773. So in 1772 Cook left England to search once more for 
the great southern continent, carrying on board chronometers, one of which was Kendall's copy 
of John Harrison's masterpiece, his fourth marine timekeeper. The instrument proved itself by 
keeping accurate time throughout the buffeting of the long voyage (see Figure 5.4), and one of 
the most persistent problems of oceanic navigation had been overcome. Much of Cook's 
achievement would have been impossible without the developments in navigational science and 
instrument making of his age—we have come a long way from the mariner's traditional three L's 
of Lead, Latitude, and Lookout.[29] Equipped with chronometers and improved sextants, 
navigators would be able to find both longitude and latitude with an accuracy sufficient for all 
practical purposes. 

Cook's second Pacific expedition was arguably the greatest, most perfect, of seaborne voyages of 
discovery. In his three years away he disposed of the conjectural southern 
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continent, reached closer to the South Pole than any man before him, and touched on a multitude 
of lands—New Zealand and Tahiti again and for the first time Easter Island, the Marquesas, New 
Caledonia, the New Hebrides, and South Georgia. In doing so he confirmed, located, and 
connected many of the uncertain discoveries of earlier explorers which had brought so much 
confusion to the map of the Pacific. In high latitudes he crossed and recrossed the Antarctic 
Circle in a series of long, methodical sweeps. At his farthest he reached latitude 71° south before 
being stopped by the ice barrier which encircles the immense continent of the south. This was 
not the fertile land of the theorists' dreams but the frozen Antarctic—in Cook's words, "a Country 
doomed by Nature never once to feel the warmth of the Suns rays, but to lie for ever buried 
under everlasting snow and ice."[30] With him this time sailed that learned if awkward man, J. R. 
Forster, and his son George, and the painter William Hodges, whose luminous, sun-drenched 
landscapes evoked the South Seas as no artist had done before. The published records of the 
voyage were fuller and weightier than before. Cook's own journal was issued in 1777 as his 
Voyage Towards the South Pole , a mighty affair of over seven hundred pages; a lively account 
by George Forster, A Voyage Round the World , was published in two volumes a few weeks 
before the appearance of Cook's book; then in 1778 appeared J. R. Forster's scholarly, sometimes 
portentous, Observations Made During a Voyage Round the World , four hundred pages of 
which were taken up with "Remarks on the Human Species in the South-Sea Isles." The accounts 
and maps furnished conclusive proof that the populous terra australis of tradition did not exist 
and that exploitation of the Pacific would be pursued on a more modest scale than that envisaged 



by a long line of geographers and economists. 

There was, thought Cook, little more to do in the South Pacific: "I flater my self that the 
intention of the Voyage has in every respect been fully Answered, the Southern Hemisphere 
sufficiently explored and a final end 
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put to the searching after a Southern Continent, which has at times ingrossed the attention of 
some of the Maritime Powers for near two Centuries past and the Geographers of all ages."[31] 
There was, Beaglehole has written, "something almost cruelly final" about the great voyage.[32] 
Cook's third and final voyage, then, had its own logic in that it took him to the North Pacific in 
an effort to solve another perplexing and long-standing geographical mystery: the existence of a 
Northwest Passage. The eighteenth-century explorations of the North Pacific before Cook had 
brought considerable advances in Europe's knowledge of that remote area, but also much 
uncertainty and speculation. At the beginning of the century no European knew what lay 
between California and Kamchatka. The trend of the Pacific coast of America north of Cape 
Blanco in latitude 43° north was unknown; how far eastward Asia stretched from the peninsula 
of Kamchatka was equally doubtful. In the intervening 5,000 miles there might be ocean or land, 
islands or continents, a land bridge between Asia and America, or the entrances to the Northwest 
and Northeast Passages. Slowly and hesitantly the Russians, hampered by enormous problems of 
logistics, began to resolve the puzzle through the expeditions of Bering and his successors. But 
the failure to publish the working charts of the Russian explorers, and the eagerness of 
speculative geographers to fill the void with their own eccentric creations, brought mystification 
rather than illumination to the scene. The Spaniards, too, moved north from Lower California in 
the 1760s and 1770s and reached, fleetingly, Alaska; but again little was known of their rather 
fragmentary discoveries at the time. 

In taking the unfrequented route from Tahiti to the northwest coast of America, Cook made the 
major, and for himself fatal, discovery of the Hawaiian Islands before turning to the main task. 
The summer of 1778 he spent engaged in hazardous exploration along the Alaskan coast, 
searching in vain for the strait leading to an ice-free Arctic Ocean indicated on the maps of the 
theoretical 
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geographers. No such passage was found before Bering Strait was reached, and after only a 
week's sailing through that narrow opening Cook found his way blocked by a massive wall of ice 
grinding down upon his ships. He had been imposed upon to the world's advantage, Beaglehole 
has written,[33] and the results of this single season of exploration were indeed impressive. 
Although unaware of the insular nature of much of the coastline he was sailing along, Cook 
charted the main outline of America's shores from Mount St. Elias to Bering Strait, determined 
the shape of the Alaskan peninsula, and touched on the coast of modern British Columbia. He 
closed the gap between the Russian and Spanish probes. The maps brought home by Cook's 



officers after his death, and published with the official account of the voyage in 1784, showed 
the reality of his achievement. In outline, at least, the shape and position of the northwest coast 
of America were known, and for the first time the region takes recognizable form on the maps 
(Figure 2.5).[34] 

On his three voyages Cook had established the salient features of the Pacific. Much remained to 
be done, but in the way of defining detail rather than in solving major geographical problems. 
There were further voyages of exploration to the Pacific before the end of the century: 
Vancouver's painstaking survey of the northwest American coast which corrected and completed 
Cook's chart, the ambitious Spanish venture under Malaspina (few of whose journals were ever 
published), and D'Entrecasteaux's search expedition for the ill-fated La Pérouse. It was Cook's 
men who dominated the English voyages to the Pacific, whether for exploration or trade: Bligh, 
Dixon, Portlock, Colnett, Riou, Hergest, and above all Vancouver had graduated in the most 
demanding of training schools. As William Windham remarked to James Burney on hearing of 
Bligh's incredible open-boat voyage after the Bounty mutiny, "But what officers you are! you 
men of Captain Cook; you rise upon us in every trial."[35] Cook's own reputation after his death 
"was submitted quite consciously 
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Figure 2.5. 
Henry Roberts: detail from his "Chart exhibiting the Discoveries Made by Capt. James Cook" 
 (1784). (Reproduced courtesy of the Bancroft Library.) 
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and deliberately to a heroizing process, not by his fellow voyagers but by academicians, poets, 
and artists whose imaginations had been gripped by the magnitude of his achievement."[36] He 
was, Bernard Smith continues, "a new kind of hero for a new time": secular, humane, scientific, 



professional. 

George Forster took the significance of the explorations a stage further when he wrote in 1782, 
"What Cook has added to the mass of our knowledge is such that it will strike deep roots and 
long have the most decisive influence on the activities of men."[37] Some indication of this legacy 
could be seen in the Pacific in the aftermath of Cook's voyages. Inevitably the tasks and 
achievements of his successors appeared more mundane, and their voyages were rivaled by the 
appearance of trading, missionary, and settlement enterprises—for as Forster has said, the roots 
were striking deep. By the end of the century there were British settlements in New South Wales; 
Nootka had taken on a new significance, not simply Cook's old watering place on the northwest 
coast of America but a center of international dispute; the first missionaries had reached Tahiti; 
and everywhere the vessels of the traders and whalers were following the explorers' tracks. 

We return to a summary of the English achievement, inevitably, by way of Cook. His enduring 
memorial was inscribed on the map of the Pacific, those now familiar coastal outlines which 
demonstrated the amazing growth in Europe's knowledge that took place between the 1760s and 
the 1780s. As James King exulted after the third voyage, "The Grand bounds of the four Quarters 
of the Globe are known."[38] But there was more to the achievement than the accumulation of 
geographical knowledge. There was, if it is not too grand a term, a new methodology. It was 
European rather than narrowly English in scope, but for more than one reason its clearest 
manifestation in this period came by way of Cook's voyages. Boswell hinted at it when he 
observed of the explorer that he had "a ballance in his mind for truth as nice as scales for 
weighing 
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a guinea."[39] It was the insistent determination to show things as they were and to dispel myths 
and illusions by way of empirical observation and prompt publication. This is the keynote of the 
journals of Cook and his successors—and the indignation which had greeted Hawkesworth's free 
adaptations revealed something of this "dispassionate investigation of the truth," as Vancouver 
termed it.[40] Ice-free northwest passages, fertile southern continents, and Patagonian giants had 
no place in this approach. Scholars might carp at the incomplete nature of the observations, 
particularly those relating to natural science, but there was now more precision and less fiction 
about the accounts. As Anders Sparrman, who was with Cook on his second voyage, wrote: 
"Men with one foot, indeed, Cyclops, Syrens, Troglodytes, and such like imaginary beings, have 
almost entirely disappeared."[41] 

Not all was smooth sailing of course. Many of the natural history observations and specimens 
brought back in such profusion from the Pacific remained unpublished and unrecorded. It was a 
backward step when Cook on his third voyage, and then Vancouver on his great survey, set their 
minds against the presence of independent scientific "gentlemen" on board their ships; for 
whatever problems of personality and priorities they posed, Banks and Solander, the Forsters and 
Sparrman, had added much to the sum of human knowledge. There is an unpleasing edge to the 
satisfaction with which the naval explorers contraverted the enthusiastic but sometimes naive 
geographers of their day—the "theoretical navigators," the "hypothetical projectors," the 



purveyors of "vague and improbable stories." Vanity, even a touch of arrogance, are present, 
though surely more excusable than usual, for Cook and his officers were consciously setting new 
standards in the extent and thoroughness of their surveying operations. As Cook wrote of his 
chart of the North Island of New Zealand on the first voyage: "I believe that this Island will 
never be found to differ materialy from the figure I have given it."[42] There is a sense of 
permanence 
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here, of posterity even, a sense of the triumph of human willpower aided by science over nature 
in all its forms. The "impediments" (to use one of Cook's favorite words) of ice, fog, tempest, 
and reef were treated with a seaman's respect but were not allowed to distract from the obsessive 
determination to explore, chart, and survey. A new dimension had emerged in British seaborne 
endeavor. It was to lead to that sustained effort of marine surveying which by the mid-nineteenth 
century had given reality to the words somewhat prematurely used by Sir John Pringle, president 
of the Royal Society, when he said of Cook on the occasion of the award of the society's Copley 
Medal to him that the explorer had "fixed the bounds of the habitable earth as well as those of the 
navigable ocean."[43] 
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III 
The Men from Across La Manche: French Voyages, 
1660-1790 
Seymour Chapin 

Enormous contrasts can be drawn about conditions in France between the opening and 
closing dates of this survey. No matter where one looks, those hundred and thirty years 
resulted in alterations of considerable significance. In the political arena, the year 1660 saw 
Louis XIV take the decision to be his own first minister and, with that, to begin the rise of 
the absolute monarchy to its zenith. By 1790, however, the process of limiting the 
monarchy's power was already well under way at the hands of the National Constituent 
Assembly, and the republican sentiment that was to bring its complete downfall was at 
least in its embryonic stage. Socially in 1660 France was a hierarchically organized state in 
which all individuals were defined by the order to which they belonged. By 1790, however, 
the concept of orders had been replaced by that of la patrie . Economically France was, in 
1660, on the verge of becoming—thanks to Colbert—the most thoroughgoing 
mercantilistic nation in Europe. By 1790, however, the stage had been set for at least the 
beginnings of a substitu- 
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tion of a free-enterprise, laissez-faire system for the previous Colbertism. One could 
doubtless evoke many other such broad examples, but it seems preferable to come quickly 
to the specific subjects of this study: scientific and geographical discovery. 

This is obviously not the place to attempt even the most cursory summary of one hundred 
and thirty years of scientific development—especially these years which, after all, saw the 
dilettante savant converted into the professional scientist. That comment will, however, 
allow one to offer at least one general contrast to parallel those already made, since the 
principal agency of that transformation was the Académie Royale des Sciences. Thus the 
year 1660 found France six years from the creation of that central and well-subsidized 
institution for the promotion of scientific research. The year 1790, on the other hand, saw 
the French nation only three years away from destroying that academy, which it may be 
argued had lived out most of its truly useful existence. A multitude of sciences had 
progressed greatly under its aegis—to the point, in fact, where other, more specialized, 
centers had emerged to provide new foci and new support.[1] Several of these sciences and 
institutions had important roles to play in scientific and geographical expeditions. We shall 
be concerned here with a few of them. I should like to stress at the outset, however, that my 
emphasis will be upon such matters as astronomy, navigation, geodesy, and cartography 
and not at all upon the rather separate though very significant tradition of voyaging in the 
interests of natural history.[2] 

Coming now to geography, one might offer several broad contrasts between French 
presences on the globe in 1660 and those in 1790. Overseas, France in 1660 was well 
established in the West at those rapids in the St. Lawrence River that Cartier had ironically 
named La Chine. By 1790, however, that Canadian springboard into Louisiana had passed 
into English hands while Louisiana itself had been divided between Spain and the young 
United States. In the East there was, in 1660, virtually nothing French be- 
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yond the Cape of Good Hope. And France's subsequent Indian Ocean presence had again 
diminished by 1790. Beyond there, or from around Cape Horn, Frenchmen had not 
passed—except as sailors on the ships of Magellan and others—by 1660. By 1790, 
however, they had left their mark—and their markers of possession—on a significant 
number of Pacific locations and were exploring the possibilities of a fur trade between the 
northwest coast of North America and La Chine the country.[3] Finally, one might conclude 
this set of contrasts by pointing to the fact that France itself had undergone considerable 
change during this period, adding large territories on its east by military, legal, and 
diplomatic action while losing lands on its west to the Atlantic Ocean. 

This latter loss was the result of scientifically based mapping operations and can, thereby, 
serve to get us on with our subject—after two general remarks. The first is simply a 
disclaimer: the survey I shall be presenting makes no pretense to being definitive; indeed, it 
will probably appear rather selective. The reason for that brings me to my second 



observation: while it has become almost commonplace to point out that exploration in the 
eighteenth century became more scientific as the century progressed, that view is based far 
more upon the English experience than upon the French. Thus some effort at a 
demonstration of this point and, more specifically, of a contention that the French were 
more scientific all along will be one of my major concerns— an objective that has, 
naturally, somewhat controlled my choice of examples. 

In 1663 an account of a French voyage of the early sixteenth century was published. In the 
early summer of 1503, a ship named L'Espoir , under the command of a Captain 
Gonneville, left Normandy and sailed south into the Atlantic. The following November, 
when somewhere in the vicinity of the Cape of Good Hope, she encountered violent storms 
and was blown off course. In early January 1504, L'Espoir reached a land where her crew, 
well treated by the natives, was able to repair the ship and lay in stores 
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for the return trip. When the ship finally arrived back in France in the spring of 1505, she 
carried on board the son of a local king of what came to be known as Gonneville's Land. It 
was a descendant of that passenger, Jean Paulmier de Courtonne, canon of St. Peter's 
cathedral in Lisieux, who published the 1663 account of the voyage of L'Espoir , 
accompanied by a plea for a missionary expedition to his people.[4] 

It would be tempting to see the appearance of this pamphlet, a second printing of which 
was issued in 1664, as at least a partial motivation for the founding in that year of the 
Compagnie des Indes Orientales. Such would not seem to be at all the case, however, for 
two major reasons. First, the location of Gonneville's Land was unknown, for the captain's 
report contained neither bearings of any kind nor any estimates of either latitude or 
longitude. It was generally assumed that it must lie somewhere in the southern ocean, but 
precise guesses ranged widely and the whole affair was attended with such vagueness that 
this mysterious region had to wait until the next century to have its real impact. The second 
reason is simply that since 1604 there had appeared no less than four French companies 
which had proposed to establish commerce with the East Indies, but they had profited from 
their privileges only to send isolated ships to distant parts and to found on Madagascar 
(sometimes suggested as the actual landfall of Gonneville) a colony that was on the point 
of extinction by 1664.[5] The company that Colbert then founded under the special 
protection of Louis XIV aimed at reversing that pattern of failure. 

That the new association seemed destined to a brilliant future was a product of its being 
part and parcel of Colbert's whole economic program. That plan, which gave due 
consideration to foreign commerce, tariffs, the merchant marine, and the navy, was colored 
by his hostility to the English and Dutch—especially the latter, a hostility which had its 
origins in mercantilist principles.[6] 

Of particular interest here is that Colbert's program also 
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predisposed the French to take a great interest in the marine clocks of the Dutch scientist 
Christian Huygens. Having converted Galileo's discovery of the isochronism of the 
pendulum into an accurate timepiece in 1656,[7] Huygens had, in 1662, developed a marine 
variation employing a short pendulum which had subsequently been subjected to tests at 
sea with the aid of the English. News of this device having come to Colbert through one of 
his advisers, the new director of France's economic life was determined to secure its 
advantages for his nation. Accordingly, Huygens was lured to Paris in 1665.[8] 

About a year after his arrival there he became one of the original members of the Académie 
Royale des Sciences, the creation of which was yet another reflection of Colbert's 
sweeping program aimed at establishing France's economic preeminence. Thus the 
Académie was to be the government's select body of consultative experts. They were to 
engage, for example, in a complete description of the arts and crafts in France aimed at 
introducing the benefits of scientific theory into the practices of the workshops. Of far 
greater importance to present purposes, they were to play an important role in achieving 
another of Colbert's broad goals: the exact mapping of his monarch's kingdom.[9] 

That aim fitted in very well with the extensive astronomical program proposed for the 
Académie during its earliest sessions by Adrien Auzout, including a call for the creation of 
a royal observatory in Paris. And it was undoubtedly that same desire which brought new 
additions into the Académie. One of these, Jean Picard, was probably the closest 
approximation to a "professional" astronomer then to be found in France.[10] The other 
addition of significance had to be imported into that nation. This was Giovanni Domenico 
Cassini, whose tables of the motions of Jupiter's satellites—published in Bologna in 
1668—had, because they were accurate enough to predict the eclipses of those bodies, 
finally rendered practicable Galileo's idea for reading them as the hands of a celestial 
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clock in the determination of longitudinal differences.[11] Small wonder that Cassini was 
invited to enjoy a large pension from the Sun King on the condition of taking up residence 
in Paris, where he assumed membership in the Académie and a leading role in the affairs of 
the observatory then being constructed. 

As successful as it was for utilization on land, the technique of Jupiter's satellites was not 
applicable at sea— largely because of the difficulty of making precise observations through 
a long telescope on the deck of a swaying ship. But determining longitude at sea was, as 
we have seen, a major concern in France at this time.[12] Indeed, one of the activities called 
for by Auzout as early as January 1667 was for the sending of a scientific expedition to 
Madagascar. The memoir in which he spelled out its manifold aims is the first clear 
statement of what constitutes a truly "scientific expedition" as opposed to a broad but ill-
defined voyage of collection. It has appropriately been said that the carefully planned 



journey "by a trained scientist for the investigation of significant problems or phenomena 
was a remarkable innovation"[13] it should be emphasized, in keeping with my earlier 
contention, that it was an innovation which appeared in the Paris Académie des Sciences 
within three weeks of its official beginning. One of the goals of this first suggested 
program was, as would be expected, the testing of Huygens' marine clocks. And although 
the full Madagascar expedition had to be postponed because of political and economic 
considerations, Colbert pushed ahead with more restricted and utilitarian voyages.[14] Thus 
during 1668 and 1669 two voyages to test the clocks were made in the Mediterranean with 
one of the Académie's assistants, a M. Delavoye, in charge of the instruments. The first test 
produced quite unsatisfactory results—for which Huygens partially blamed Delavoye's 
handling—but the second greatly encouraged all involved. Indeed it now seemed vital to 
send the clocks on a more extensive voyage, and the Madagascar possibility surfaced once 
again. That was not destined to come about, but its 
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place was taken, in 1670, by a voyage to Acadia, perhaps thought to be a more appropriate 
destination—thanks to its east-west rather than primarily north-south orientation—for 
attempts at longitude determination. I say attempts because, as things developed, this 
voyage was to test two methods for achieving that goal, precisely the two methods that 
were ultimately to prove successful a hundred years later: the chronometer and lunar-
distance methods. They were far from successful in 1670. Thus the clocks, now confided to 
Jean Richer, another of the Académie's students, had been stopped by an encounter with a 
storm shortly after the ship's departure from La Rochelle, while no records at all remain of 
the efforts of a M. Deshayes to employ the technique known as lunar distances. 

The situation was quite different on land. There the academicians—especially in the person 
of Picard—were carrying through a revolution in observational astronomy made possible 
by Huygens' astronomical pendulum clock, the filar micrometer perfected (if not invented) 
by Auzout, and the application of telescopes to large-scale graduated instruments 
appropriate for the measure of small angles.[15] It was with this equipment that Picard 
undertook to measure the distance between two localities approximately on the meridian of 
Paris, to determine the differences in their latitudes, and to deduce from those results the 
length of a degree of meridian. That eminently successful arc measure, marked by a 
precision thirty to forty times greater than any previously achieved, became the basis on 
which the desired rectification of French cartography could be— and was—carried out.[16] 

The Académie also continued its interest in expeditions abroad. Thus, in July 1671, Picard 
traveled to Denmark for the purpose of establishing the exact location of Tycho Brahe's 
observatory of Uraniborg and the longitudinal separation of that site from Paris in order to 
be able to utilize the Danish astronomer's star catalog effectively. And in September of that 
same year Richer was dispatched to Cayenne to conduct many of the astronomical observa- 
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tions originally slated for Madagascar but also to take advantage of the proximity that Mars 
would have to Earth in 1672 in order to deduce, by means of corresponding observations 
made by Cassini in Paris, a new and improved figure for the parallax of the sun. The 
dimensions of the solar system were to be improved along with those of France. One 
important outcome of the Richer expedition, to which we shall return momentarily, was 
that he found it necessary to shorten a seconds pendulum that had been accurately adjusted 
in Paris.[17] 

All of this new information—especially the new determinations of latitude and longitude 
for hundreds of locales—was placed by Cassini upon the large world map that he created at 
the Royal Observatory. That institution was also the scene of other important works. Thus, 
for example, it was there that Ole Roemer, who had so impressed Picard while assisting 
him at Uraniborg that the Frenchman had brought him back to Paris, engaged in his study 
of the eclipses of Jupiter's satellites that led him to enunciate, in 1676, the finite velocity of 
light and provide a figure for it.[18] Interestingly, Roemer also contributed to the ever 
increasing precision of observation through work on the epicycloidal form of the teeth of 
clock driving wheels.[19] That effort, which found immediate use in improved pendulum 
clocks, also had applicability for spring-driven clocks which even Huygens was beginning 
to realize would have to be the basis for effective seagoing timekeepers.[20] Another 
product of the observatory was the publication of an annual ephemeris, the Connaissance 
des temps , beginning with a volume devoted to the year 1679.[21] 

The result of all this activity was a remarkable improvement in maps and the manner of 
making them. Indeed, the creation of scientific cartography seems clearly to be a French 
contribution of the late 1660s and 1670s. This was to be the process that shrank France in 
the West, although that was actually done separately from the work of the Académie by a 
group of engineers, whose isolated works 
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were, however, coordinated by the Académie and furnished information to become 
publishable in atlas form as Le Neptune François .[22] 

In the 1680s this thrust toward scientific locating was continued both in France and 
overseas. One instance of the latter was the expansion of this activity to China. When 
Father Fontenay, a Jesuit professor of mathematics at the Collège Louis le Grand who was 
well aware of the work of Cassini and his colleagues, was then preparing to go there, he 
volunteered to make as many observations as he could undertake without interfering with 
his missionary duties. He was duly trained at that observatory before his departure.[23] At 
the same time, the Académie was organizing another expedition to the West. Thus in the 
spring of 1682, two of His Majesty's engineers for hydrography, Messrs. Varin and 
Deshayes, joined by a M. De Glos, a young man trained (as were they) by Cassini, 
departed from Gorée, a small island off Cape Verde on the west coast of Africa, where a 
French colony had recently been established by the Compagnie du Sénégal et Côtes 



d'Afrique. From there they sailed to the West Indies where they spent the better part of a 
year in extensive observations. Certainly their talents could have been put to good use by 
René-Robert Cavelier Sieur de La Salle, who had descended the Mississippi to its mouth in 
1681, returned to France, and won support for an expedition to plant a colony there.[24] He 
overshot that destination by some 400 miles, however, and landed in what is now western 
Texas. Clearly a Cassinitrained scientist might have enabled him to avoid the disaster that 
ultimately befell the entire undertaking. 

The La Salle episode reminds us that various commercial and expansionary developments 
were not at all associated with the movement being dealt with here. To cite but a few 
examples, one can point to the expansion from Madagascar into the Mascareines with the 
founding of centers on the Ile de France and the lie de Bourbon and the further 
establishment, from there, of a French presence in India. In fact the expansion went beyond 
there, 
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for the Jesuits were followed into China by traders, who, naturally, came to be organized in 
mercantilistic France as the Compagnie de Chine.[25] Moreover, there occurred also a 
French penetration into the southern ocean across the Pacific when, after the Dutch wars of 
1672-1678, French corsairs joined the pirates of the Caribbean in attacking the rich and ill-
defended South American colonies along the Pacific coast. That penetration greatly 
escalated after 1698 and took a new turn, becoming almost legal, with the placing of a 
Bourbon on the Spanish throne in 1700.[26] 

We return to our dominant theme by observing that the War of Spanish Succession which 
resulted from that action provided an opportunity for French scientists to pay visits to areas 
previously closed to them. Thus, in 1707, Louis Feuillet—who had earlier accompanied 
Jacques Cassini, the second member of that astronomical dynasty, on a voyage to the 
Levant and was later sent to the Caribbean, the aim of both journeys being astronomical 
observations and the determination of longitudes—was dispatched to the South Seas with 
instructions to carry out a scientific survey of the Pacific coast and to fix the exact 
longitudes of its principal parts. Four years later, Amedée François Frézier left to do more 
of the same, although this time with certain political undertones and with some important 
Atlantic coast work—such as a survey of Le Maire Strait—on the way. His map of South 
America has been called "the most accurate and reliable which had so far been drawn."[27] 

It was an incident of this same war—namely, the wreck in the Scilly Islands of four ships 
with the loss of two thousand men of Admiral Shovel's fleet—that gave a new urgency to 
the search for a solution to the problem of determining longitude at sea. The most famous 
response to this disaster was the passage of the British act of Parliament in 1714 that 
provided for a "public reward for such person or persons as shall discover the Longitude" 
and created the Board of Longitude to administer the distribution of funds.[28] Of equal 
importance for our purpose, 
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however, was a parallel development in France—namely, the creation of two prize 
programs to be developed and directed by the Académie des Sciences on the basis of funds 
bequeathed to it by one Rouillé de Meslay.[29] The second of these programs was to reward 
the finding of longitude at sea and discoveries useful to navigation and great voyages. As 
such, it was to be responsible for a good deal of the work—particularly the construction of 
marine clocks— that we shall be dealing with here.[30] 

Before continuing with the longitude theme, however, we should note another problem that 
burst upon the scientific scene in that same second decade of the eighteenth century: the 
puzzle that appeared with Richer's shortening of his seconds pendulum. The need for that 
action was not immediately explained. Indeed, it was not even accepted by all interested 
parties—Cassini, for example, was inclined to think that Richer had been mistaken or 
careless. When the subsequent expedition from Gorée reported the same necessity, 
however, the search for an explanation became rather pressing. In the interim between 
those voyages, Huygens had published his epochal Horologium oscillatorium , which 
provided an equation for the duration of an oscillation of a pendulum in terms of its length 
and its weight considered as a combination of attraction and centrifugal force.[31] It now 
was realized, therefore, that the alterations in length must have been necessitated by a 
change in weight. How was this possible? The answer was soon forthcoming in Newton's 
monumental Principia , which appeared in 1687 and gave to the world the great principle 
of universal gravitation. In it, Newton postulated, without demonstration, that the form of 
equilibrium of a fluid homogeneous mass, subject to the law of attraction and rotating 
about an axis, is an ellipsoid of revolution about that axis, flattened at the poles.[32] In other 
words, the earth has the shape of an oblate spheroid, a conclusion with which Huygens 
agreed in his 1690 work on the cause of weight, even though he did not admit the 
reciprocal at- 
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traction of all particles of matter and found a lesser degree of flattening at the poles (or, the 
same thing in reverse, the bulging of the equator). 

Thus by the end of the seventeenth century agreement had been reached as to the 
oblateness of the earth but not its extent. Operations were then under way, however, which 
were to contradict the idea of oblateness itself. As early as 1683 it had been decided to 
extend the arc measured by Picard in both directions. This work, begun by the first Cassini 
and others, had been interrupted. It was resumed in 1700, however, and carried to 
completion in 1718 by Jacques Cassini, who published the results of these new measures in 
1720.[33] 

If the earth has the form of an oblate spheroid, the length of one degree of latitude ought to 
increase as one moves from the equator toward the poles. In the measure undertaken in 



France, therefore, a northern extension of the same amplitude as Picard's arc ought to have 
been slightly longer than the original arc, which, in turn, ought to have exceeded in length 
a southern extension. The figures published by Jacques Cassini, however, indicated an 
opposite relationship. Having found that the most southerly portion of the total arc had the 
greatest length, Cassini and a group of followers maintained that the earth had the shape of 
a prolate spheroid—elongated rather than flattened at the poles. 

It has recently been shown that the dispute between the proponents of oblate and prolate 
spheroids, known respectively as the Newtonians and the Cassinians, was not simply "a 
skirmish in the battle between Cartesians and Newtonians" as it had usually been 
represented—an observation that should have been obvious from the outset when one 
considers that Huygens' support of oblateness was, after all, derived from Cartesian 
principles.[34] The new and richer context for the debate has made much more of the 
fundamental split between solutions from theory and those from observation. That the 
evidence from 
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the latter was suspect was first pointed out in 1720 by Joseph Nicolas Delisle, the occupant 
of a chair of mathematics at the Collège Royal. Delisle set forth reservations about what 
one could infer about the earth's shape from any local measurements, even those associated 
with his suggestion for a different approach to the problem—namely, to substitute a 
measure of a degree of longitude along a parallel to the equator for the measurement of 
latitudinal lengths. 

The memoir in which Delisle enunciated these considerations was not made public at the 
time of its writing. Nor, in fact, did it come to light for some time thereafter, an outcome 
that stemmed from his acceptance of an offer from Peter the Great to found an observatory 
and an associated school of astronomy in Russia. Planned for four years, Delisle's stay in 
Russia stretched into a twenty-two-year period. While there, incidentally, he and his 
students engaged in geodetic and cartographic ventures throughout the country, the results 
of which were intended for a projected but unrealized large-scale and accurate map of 
Russia.[35] In any event, given his absence from Paris it fell by default to others to carry out 
or at least to publicize his suggestions. They—particularly Pierre Louis Moreau de 
Maupertuis—did so in 1733 on the basis of a small book published in Italy in 1729 by 
Giovanni, the Marquis Poleni, holder of the chair of mathematics at the University of 
Padua. Like Delisle's unpublished memoir, that booklet (and Maupertuis) urged the 
utilization of longitudinal measures. Maupertuis read his paper to the Académie when 
Cassini was away—engaged in the fieldwork necessary to trace across France the arc of the 
great circle perpendicular to the meridian through Paris. Reporting on this project at a 
public meeting of the Académie a few months later, Cassini not only insinuated that he had 
himself arrived at the idea of using longitudinal lengths to determine the earth's shape but 
that the work already accomplished had again vindicated his prolate spheroid. Delisle, 
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incidentally, reclaimed his priority by finally printing his ideas in 1737. Considerably 
before then, however, a solution to the dispute was being sought in another direction. 

The real problem with the evidence of the extended measure, as pointed out by Newton 
himself in the 1726 third edition of his Principia , was that the small differences in length 
involved could have resulted simply from errors in the operations. One proposed solution 
to that difficulty was simply to measure degrees of latitude considerably distant from one 
another. Thus, in 1735, the Académie resolved to send an expedition to measure a degree 
of latitude near the equator and another to do the same near the pole. Shortly thereafter, 
two groups of academicians left France; one went to Peru, the other to Lapland. 

The expedition to Lapland did not in fact leave until 1736, almost a year after the other. It 
returned, however, in 1737—seven years before the Peruvian expedition. The account of 
this northern undertaking was published in 1738 by Maupertuis, who had both promoted 
and headed it. The arc measured by this expedition was found to be considerably longer 
than that measured by Picard (Figure 3.1). No wonder that Maupertuis, for a frontispiece to 
his account, had himself painted bedecked in furs and holding in his hands a globe of the 
earth that he was squeezing flat at the poles (for another depiction of Maupertuis from his 
book, see Figure 3.2).[36] 

The value of the Lapland degree invalidated the re-suits proclaimed after the prolongation 
of Picard's arc and necessitated a remeasure of the meridian of Paris. This project was 
undertaken in 1739 and 1740 under the auspices of the Académie and featured the work of 
the Abbé Nicolas-Louis de Lacaille and the third member of the Cassini dynasty to be so 
involved, César-François Cassini de Thury as he liked to fashion himself. The new 
meridian, known as the Méridienne vérifiée from the title of Cassini III's book describing 
the operations, reversed the earlier findings and erased any doubts which might have 
remained.[37] Thus, in 1740, the question was definitely de- 
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Figure 3.1. 
Foldout map following p. 184 in M. de Maupertuis,  
La figure de la terre . . . (Paris, 1738). 
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Figure 3.2. 
Depiction of Maupertuis moving from one station to another in Lapland.  
From M. de Maupertuis, La figure de la terre . . . (Paris, 1738). 

cided in favor of the Newtonian theory. The results soon to be brought back from Peru 
were going to provide further proof of the oblateness of the earth. 

As indicated earlier, the Peruvian expedition left France in 1735. It was not until 1744, 
however, that the first of its members reappeared in Paris. There were several reasons for 
that long delay, the first of which was simply the difficulty of the operations themselves. 
Another reason was the friction among those involved. 

The leader of the expedition was Louis Godin, who had addressed himself to its object 
immediately following Maupertuis's memoir and subsequently suggested the equatorial 
venture.[38] Following those operations he stayed on, as a professor of mathematics at the 
University of San Marcos, until 1751. Despite later claims that he was working on it, 
Godin never published his account of the voyage. 

Another member of the expedition was Charles-Marie de La Condamine, who in June 1733 
had discussed instrumentation to go with Godin's ideas. He returned to France by the 
longest and most dangerous route, the Amazon. After reaching the Atlantic he went to 
Cayenne where he repeated the observations of Richer that had initiated the problem more 
than seventy years earlier. Back in Paris he published, in 1751, a day-by-day account of the 
expedition 
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which served as a kind of introduction to the detailed treatment of the geodetic operations 
which he brought out later that same year. It is rather ironic that, thanks to "his amiable 
nature and his talent as a writer," La Condamine has received the major part of the credit 
for the success of the expedition when he was, in fact, a less gifted astronomer than Godin 
and a less reliable mathematician than the venture's third member, Pierre Bouguer,[39] who 
was in fact, for our purposes, its most important collaborator. 

The son of a royal professor of hydrography, Bouguer was a prodigy who at the age of 



fifteen, at the death of his father, applied for and obtained the professorship. He quickly 
became "the leading French theoretical authority on all things nautical," winning Meslay 
prizes in 1727, 1729, and 1731 on the subjects of the masting of ships, the best way of 
observing the altitudes of stars at sea, and the observation at sea of the magnetic 
declination.[40] Becoming an associate geometrician in the Académie in 1731, a most 
unusual appointment, he seemed a natural choice to accompany Godin and La Condamine. 
In Peru he engaged in a number of investigations beyond the geodetical work itself. He 
also, as has been implied, entered into arguments with his colleagues. The first of the three 
to return to France, he also was the first to set forth his account of the expedition. That 
publication occurred in 1749,[41] but he continued thereafter to launch a number of 
polemics, which need not concern us, against La Condamine. 

Always good with instruments, in 1748 Bouguer invented the heliometer, a device capable 
of accurately measuring such small arcs as those involved in determining the diameter of 
the sun.[42] In 1752 he was named an honorary member of the Académie de Marine 
established in that year,[43] while in the following year he brought out his Traité de 
navigation . Although warmly lauded in a report presented to that naval academy, the 
Traité was written more for scientists than for sailors. It was, however, to be greatly 
improved upon in that regard in a new edition brought out by Lacaille in 1760, as we shall 
see shortly.[44] 
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The new Académie de Marine was a significant creation. It was composed of a liberal cross 
section of people concerned with naval affairs: officers from the rank of ensign through 
squadron chief, engineers who dealt with fortifications, artillery, and the various activities 
of the Dépôt des Cartes et Plans, shipbuilders and pursers, professors of hydrography in 
certain ports of France, and instructors in mathematics in some of those same places, but 
mainly those (and especially several Jesuits) associated with the schools devoted to the 
training of future naval officers, the specially favored Gardes de la Marines.[45] Its works 
were to be as broad as its membership, starting with the idea, so typical of the eighteenth 
century, of preparing a dictionary of all nautical terms and concerns. Another of its 
functions, as suggested by the case of Bouguer's Traité , was to undertake the review of 
relevant books. Nor were books the only printed objects that came under its scrutiny. Its 
concern with a mappemonde sent to it by Delisle in 1753 is of special interest. 

Delisle had returned to France in 1747, bringing with him vast amounts of geographical 
and astronomical material. Because of its great value, the French government purchased 
this collection by giving Delisle a life annuity, an observatory at the Hôtel de Cluny in 
Paris, and the title of astronome de la marine to go with it. Although he undertook various 
works in that capacity, he particularly concerned himself with developing the idea, first put 
forward by Halley, of utilizing the transits of Mercury and Venus across the face of the sun 
to determine a more accurate figure for solar parallax. His mappemonde was devoted to 
showing the best locations for observing the transit of Mercury in May 1753. The 
Académie de Marine was very much interested in it and the phenomenon but was unable to 



send any expeditions to observe it. 

This new institution was also concerned with the tools of astronomical observation. Thus, 
for example, in 1754 one of its members presented a paper on Hadley's octant which was 
extensively commented upon by another mem- 
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ber with a view toward improving the English instruments. Beyond such specific interests, 
the Académie wanted its own observatory at Brest. In fact, it devoted some time in 1754 to 
examining a plan for such provided by Pierre-Charles Lemonnier, who had accompanied 
Maupertuis to Lapland but was more noted for the observations he undertook in his 
observatory in Paris in the Capucin monastery on Rue St.-Honoré. These were important 
because they were made with the best instruments then in France, Lemonnier having 
initiated the practice of acquiring superior large-scale apparatus from English instrument 
makers and then undertaking to describe them in the volume devoted to astronomical 
instruments in the Académie des Sciences' Description des arts et métiers .[46] More 
important for our purposes, however, was Lemonnier's advocacy of a new technique for 
determining longitude at sea—namely, the method of horary angles of the moon. The 
major convert to this idea was Alexandre-Guy Pingré a member of the congregation of 
Ste.-Geneviève in Paris and an assiduous calculator who had been named a correspondent 
of Lemonnier in the Académie des Sciences in 1753. The following year he prepared a 
kind of nautical almanac under the title of Etat du ciel which set forth the technique of 
horary angles.[47] Though praised within the Académie de Marine, the astronomers of the 
Académie des Sciences found fault with it because of several difficulties and uncertainties. 

Chief among these critics was Lacaille, professor of mathematics at the Collège Mazarin 
where he had an observatory in which he carried out an extensive observational program 
with much smaller instruments than those of Lemonnier but which, thanks to great care and 
effort, produced both greater and more accurate results—as shown, among other places, in 
the ten-year ephemeris that he published for the period 1745 through 1754. Lacaille 
undertook an expedition to the Cape of Good Hope in 1751. Though primarily intended to 
expand upon Halley's earlier catalog of southern stars (which it did with 
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enormous success), the voyage had other goals as well. Since one of these objectives was 
for a more precise determination of lunar parallax, Lacaille's expedition to the tip of Africa 
was accompanied by the dispatch of an observer to Berlin, located on the same meridian, to 
make simultaneous observations. This interest in the moon led Lacaille to examine its use 
for determining longitude at sea. Unlike Lemonnier, Lacaille reverted to the older idea of 
lunar distances, and, in fact, he provided a successful demonstration of its use on his return 
voyage to France.[48] Once back, he addressed himself to the preparation of a new ten-year 
ephemeris. This time, however, he also made it into a weapon to propagandize for the 



lunar-distance technique, setting forth explanations of all the necessary calculations and 
providing a kind of almanac for use at sea in listing the distances from the moon to the sun 
and a few selected stars for four-hour periods.[49] Subsequently this was one of the key 
elements that he added to the new edition of Bouguer's Traité de navigation in 1760. 
Curiously, neither of these works appears to have come before the Académie de Marine, 
perhaps because, beginning in 1756, its meetings began to suffer from the inroads of the 
Seven Years' War. 

It was about two years later that the editorship of the Connaissance des temps came open. 
Since this position was given only to associate members of the Académie des Sciences, one 
obvious candidate for the position was Pingré, who had become an associé libre —the only 
sort of membership available to regular clerics—in 1756.[50] Rather than giving Pingré the 
post, however, the Académie, perhaps with the connivance of the navy, awarded it instead 
to Joseph-Jérôme Lefrançais de Lalande. 

Having been sent to Paris to pursue legal studies, Lalande had, in 1749, obtained lodgings 
in the Hôtel de Cluny.[51] There, of course, he came into contact with De-lisle and was 
gradually but irretrievably drawn into astronomy, availing himself of courses in that 
subject taught at the Collège Royal by both Delisle and Lemonnier. He sub- 
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sequently came also under the influence of Lacaille and, in fact, was his corresponding 
observer in Berlin. That expedition was followed by other successes—including, near the 
end of the 1750s, the provision of data to Alexis-Claude Clairaut, the third and final French 
member of the Lapland expedition and later France's leading theoretical astronomer, for his 
calculations on the return of Halley's comet, the publication of a new and improved edition 
of that Englishman's planetary tables, and, increasingly, work with Delisle on the 
preparation of a mappemonde for the upcoming transit of Venus, which he had come to 
consider far more appropriate than Mercury's transit for determining parallax. 

The transits of Venus, in 1761 and 1769, became the occasions for numerous expeditions, 
English as well as French, in various parts of the world. Although of great intrinsic interest 
for scientific voyaging generally, and even of specific interest for geography in their 
precise latitudinal and longitudinal determinations of their observational locales, these 
many expeditions, which did not result in the posing of new questions like those arising out 
of Richer's Cayenne venture, will be touched upon only as they involve other matters of 
more direct concern to us. Since they have been more than adequately treated by Harry 
Woolf, there is no need to incorporate them here except to insist that it was Lalande who 
undertook to analyze the results of all the observations.[52] Far more important for our 
purposes, however, was his assumption of the editorship of the Connaissance des temps in 
1759. 

Though Lalande later said that Pingré was denied that post because of his religious 
affiliation (adding, with uncharacteristic modesty, that Pingré would have done a superior 



job with it),[53] Lalande was probably chosen because of his known attachment to the 
method of lunar distances. Certainly he did show himself a proponent of that technique as 
he undertook to introduce numerous changes into the publication. First he separated from 
the annual publication all the information and calculations that did not 
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have to be repeated annually. These he collected and published in a separate book which 
could be used to accompany the ephemerides for any individual year.[54] Included there 
were all the instructions necessary to determine longitude by means of lunar distances. 
Having streamlined the Connaissance des temps , Lalande was now free to add to it current 
articles in astronomy as well as reviews of new books—thus converting it from a simple 
ephemeris into what deserves to be called the first specialized scientific journal.[55] 

With these accomplishments behind him—as well as having obtained the reversion of 
Delisle's chair at the Collège Royal, where he began to lecture in 1762—it was as a rather 
well-known figure that Lalande visited London in 1763, arriving there even before the final 
acceptance of the peace ending the Seven Years' War.[56] Though not intended for that 
purpose, his voyage wound up having significance for its connection with the longitude 
problem. Thus Lalande came to be associated with the effort then under way to have John 
Harrison reveal the mechanism of his famous No. 4 chronometer that had just returned 
from a transatlantic voyage during which it had performed well enough to win the highest 
reward offered by the Act of 1714. He was also made aware of the opposition of several 
English astronomers to the possibility of awarding that prize to a mere mechanical device. 
Their desire, instead, was to perfect and reward the technique of lunar distances. That was 
perhaps especially true of Nevil Maskelyne, who became England's Astronomer Royal in 
1765. Rather like Lacaille earlier, Maskelyne had gone to the Southern Hemisphere in 
1761—specifically to the island of Saint Helena to observe the transit of Venus—and had 
used the occasion to demonstrate the usefulness of "lunars" using some of Lacaille's own 
precepts. Indeed, thanks to the fact that he had been able to utilize new and improved tables 
of the moon's motions sent to the Board of Longitude by the German astronomer Tobias 
Mayer, his demonstration was even more effective. As with Lacaille's Ephemerides , 
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he had then forcefully recommended the use of the technique in the British Mariner's 
Guide that he published in 1763.[57] 

Lalande's 1763 trip to London can be used as a point of departure for saying something 
further about the French contributions to the solutions of the longitude problem. One might 
look first at the matter of the marine clock. I have no intention of attempting to list every 
French contribution to horology from Roemer's work on. That would involve, among other 
things, a look at the efforts of Henri Sully and Julien Le Roy in the 1730s and 1740s. 
Instead, I want to come directly into the 1760s and look, especially, at the work of two 



men.[58] 

One of them, Ferdinand Berthoud, was not actually a Frenchman. Born in Neuchâtel, 
Berthoud had gone to Paris in 1745, at the age of eighteen, in order to complete his 
horological studies. Having done so, he then stayed on and gave enough examples of his 
abilities to earn a considerable reputation. His interest in using these talents in a marine 
direction manifested itself as early as 20 November 1754 when he deposited at the 
Académie des Sciences, in the customary manner for establishing priority, a package 
containing a description of a new marine clock. That early description was followed, at the 
end of 1760, by a sealed envelope containing a memoir exposing the principles on which 
he had just built his first example. That memoir was continued in a second some two and a 
half months later. Small wonder, therefore, that he was selected as the clockmaker to 
accompany Charles-Etienne-Louis Camus, a member of both the Académie des Sciences 
and the Académie de Marine, to London to join Lalande in examining Harrison's chef-
d'oeuvre.[59] Upon his return from that disappointing venture, he found himself engaged in 
an intense competition with Pierre Le Roy, a native French clockmaker. 

The son of the earlier-mentioned Julien, Le Roy had first contemplated a marine clock at 
almost the same time 
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as Berthoud. In fact, his first description was deposited at the Académie less than one 
month after that of Berthoud, and, like him, he had subsequently undertaken to convert 
plans into actualities. Apparently upset that Berthoud had been chosen to go to London and 
thus, presumably, had been granted priority of discovery, Le Roy asked the Académie to 
open his description on 26 June 1763. Back from London, Berthoud responded in kind on 
13 July. This first round thus went to Berthoud, who followed up that success by building 
several new models. 

Berthoud seems to have had enough confidence in his fourth construction to turn the device 
over to the Académie, which, in turn, ordered it to be tried on board a ship. That was done 
in the roadstead at Brest in the fall of 1764. On board to carry out the tests were Henri-
Louise Duhamel du Monceau—an honorary member of the Académie de Marine and, in 
Paris, the navy's inspector general and a working member of the Académie des Sciences— 
and Jean-Baptiste l'Abbé Chappe d'Auteroche, who had entered that institution as an 
assistant astronomer in 1759 when Lalande had been promoted to the associate level. In 
their view the results of these tests were far from satisfying. Meanwhile, Le Roy too had 
been busy. He had submitted a large marine clock to the Académie before the end of 1763, 
and in the following year he presented a smaller one whose goings were watched for more 
than a year by Lemonnier although it was not—owing to the lack of funds—subjected to 
trial at sea. 

It was undoubtedly because of all this activity that the Académie was led to propose, as a 
topic for its Meslay prize in 1767, the best manner of determining time at sea. Le Roy 



offered this competition a clock that seemed to embody excellent qualities, but it went 
unrewarded when the judges decided that the prize could not be awarded without a 
seagoing test.[60] François-César Le Tellier, the marquis de Courtanvaux, an honorary of 
the Académie and, like many such, a patron of the sciences, then undertook to arrange such 
a test. Accordingly, Le Roy set out on an ex- 
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pedition around the North Sea with two clocks which were to be watched by Charles 
Messier, who, after simply keeping Delisle's observational registers at the Cluny 
observatory for several years, had succeeded to the use of his instruments there in 1761. 
Delisle's title of naval astronomer, however, had fallen to Pingré, who was now assigned 
the task of making the necessary calculations for this test. In slightly over three months on 
board L'Aurore , Le Roy's clocks performed quite well.[61] 

Berthoud had been using that time to improve his devices. In 1768 he delivered one to 
Chappe, who, having observed the Venus transit of 1761 in Siberia, was then leaving to 
observe the transit of 1769 at the tip of Baja California. More important, Berthoud 
delivered two others into the hands of a young naval officer, Charles-Pierre d'Eveux de 
Fleurieu, who, with Pingré, was to give them an extensive transatlantic test that would 
include a stop at Santo Domingo for Pingré to view the transit of Venus. The almost 
yearlong voyage of the Isis held out great hope for Berthoud's clocks.[62] 

This voyage was a product of a new initiative in the naval ministry associated with the duc 
de Choiseul's 1766 decision to turn those affairs, in which his own ideas had generated 
much opposition among the rouge , or noble officers of the navy, over to his cousin, the 
duc de Praslin. Abandoning the more radical projects entertained by his predecessor, 
Praslin simply reorganized such institutions as the Gardes-Marines and the Académie de 
Marine while undertaking to encourage the maritime revival of France through careful 
appointments and selected expeditions.[63] 

For 1769 the Académie des Sciences renewed its 1767 Meslay subject with the offer of a 
double prize. Le Roy's submissions obtained that reward after again being put to a sea test 
in which Jean Dominique Cassini, the fourth member of that dynasty, served as the 
scientific observer.[64] Another good performance set the stage for a head-to-head 
competition between the clocks of Le Roy and those of Berthoud. The result, in 1771-
1772, was a several- 
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month transatlantic voyage of the frigate La Flore . On board to deal with the clocks were 
Pingré and Jean-Charles le chevalier de Borda, a product of training in the famous military 
engineering school at Mézières but brought into the navy by Praslin and one of the many 
new members, along with such people as Lalande, named to the Académie de Marine in its 



1769 reorganization.[65] Owing to an accident that befell the Le Roy clocks, a strict 
comparison did not result. Rather, the examiners simply concluded that marine clocks 
merited the confidence of navigators.[66] 

One further confrontation between Le Roy and Berthoud failed to materialize. When the 
Académie des Sciences decided to reoffer a double Meslay prize for 1773 for the same 
subject as 1769, Berthoud, who had by then been named horloger mécanicien de la marine 
, declined to submit any work from his hand because of his status as official provider of 
marine clocks. Le Roy, however, did. He must have considered his winning somewhat 
hollow, though, for he shortly thereafter abandoned his work on marine timekeepers. He 
was subsequently given an annual pension to compensate him for the expenses of his 
research, but, apparently bitter over Berthoud's title, he did not pursue his investigations. 

One may conveniently close off these considerations with the comment that, regardless of 
which man may have had more right on his side in this squabble, the modern marine 
chronometer, according to Gould's classic study, was derived far more from these French 
workers than from Harrison.[67] The same claim cannot be made about the competing lunar-
distance technique for determining longitude at sea, even though Lacaille's work was a 
kind of watershed in revitalizing that approach. Still, the French efforts in this direction 
even after Maskelyne deserve at least some mention. 

That Englishman's demonstration of the practicability of "lunars" with the first tables 
received from Mayer was greatly improved by what he was able to do with a second and 
superior set sent in 1763 by Mayer's widow.[68] That 
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compilation, indeed, became the basis upon which Maskelyne began the publication of the 
Nautical Almanac in 1766. The French were quick to recognize the usefulness of that 
publication. The Académie de Marine immediately pronounced itself in favor of lunar 
distances and, desiring that French seamen should have an equivalent guide, published 
tables and instructions to that end in 1772. At about the same time it undertook to translate 
the Almanac into French every year and to publish it one month later than its appearance in 
English. Moreover, as might be expected, the Connaissance des temps was enlisted in the 
same cause. Lalande, who had read memoirs suggesting that the approach could be 
expanded upon by adding distances between the moon and both Saturn and Venus, 
undertook to incorporate the distances listed in the Almanac —but not his own proposed 
distances—into his astronomical journal beginning with the issue for 1774. 

Actually, Lalande had concerned himself with spreading the use of "lunars" even before 
Maskelyne began his annual almanac. Thus in 1764 he again advocated the technique in 
his famous text, L'Astronomie , while there then emerged from the Collège Royal one 
Pierre-Antoine Véron, whom he had carefully trained in its application.[69] Véron, in turn, 
imparted his knowledge to the French navy in the person of Charles-François-Phillippe de 
Charnières, upon whom hinged its subsequent development. In 1767, Charnières published 



a memoir describing his training expedition with Véron and both the advantages and the 
relative ease of the "lunars" approach.[70] When Lalande later listed this work in his 
Bibliographie astronomique he commented that Véron, in this voyage, had repaid to 
France "everything that the chair of astronomy had cost since its foundation."[71] 
Charnières brought out two further works, in 1768 and 1772, which dealt with "lunars" 
generally but also included descriptions of an instrument, adapted from Bouguer's 
heliometer, that he considered more appropriate than English octants for observing 
distances at sea.[72] The idea for this mégamètre, as he called the device, had 
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been given him by Véron, but it seems never to have been used by any others. Such was 
not the case with the reflecting circle, an instrument originally conceived by Mayer in the 
early 1750s but subjected to considerable improvement by Borda in the mid-1770s.[73] We 
shall return to that device shortly, but first we must conclude this account of longitude 
determination. 

The technique of lunar distances was important in the first major French penetration of the 
Pacific Ocean. Véron, after all, accompanied Louis-Antoine, comte de Bougainville, on his 
circumnavigation of the globe between 1766 and 1769.[74] Bougainville was an important 
personage in the shift of focus of French expeditions after the Seven Years' War, a conflict 
that had stripped France of its overseas empire except for the small toeholds that Choiseul 
had been able to maintain with a view toward resuming the struggle at some future time. 
Bougainville, who, as Montcalm's aide, had had to negotiate the surrender of Quebec, was 
anxious to play some role in a French resurgence. His first idea was to plant a colony in the 
Malouines (Falkland Islands), which he did, at his own expense, early in 1764. Challenged 
by both the English and the Spanish, he subsequently negotiated the placing of that 
settlement under the sovereignty of the latter. That was accomplished in the early stages of 
a far more extensive venture—for as a consolation to Bougainville, Praslin granted him the 
right to undertake a voyage around the world during the course of which he could seek new 
areas to exploit in the vast reaches of the Pacific. 

Thanks to the voyage of Gonneville, the French could claim some sort of a basis, however 
tenuous, for a right to such—or, at least, to lands associated with the supposed southern 
continent. That had been done, in fact, in 1738 when Lozier Bouvet had persuaded the 
French East India Company to commission him to follow the old captain's route for the 
discovery of lands which would be ideally suited both as a supply stop for company ships 
bound for India as well as for trade with South America.[75] Although 
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he did not find Gonneville's Land, he encountered a great deal of ice—then thought to be 
an indication that land was near—and discovered, on New Year's Day 1739, a cape that he 
believed to be attached to the southern continent. His desire to pursue that beginning with a 



far more ambitious expedition found no favor with the East India Company, however, and 
the dot of land in the South Atlantic that has come to bear the name of Bouvet Island 
quickly receded into relative obscurity. 

The entire subject of the antipodal continent—whether Gonneville's Land, Bouvet's cape, 
or something else—began to become a significant element in European thought when 
Maupertuis, in 1752, called Frederick the Great's attention to the unexplored parts of the 
Southern Hemisphere in a Lettre sur le progrès des sciences . That work inspired the 
famous Histoire of the Président de Brosses that has been briefly but admirably described 
by Glyndwr Williams.[76] More than any other single work, de Brosses's Histoire replaced 
American exoticism, which had been in the process of becoming jaded in any event, with 
"the oceanic mirage, or more exactly the mirage of southern lands."[77] 

This is not the place to consider the literary outcomes of that new orientation. Suffice it to 
say here that Bougainville's account of Tahiti as an earthly paradise was, quite naturally, a 
big element of that new orientation—as well, of course, as his bringing back of a Tahitian 
to Paris. Thanks to his many discussions with the latter, Bougainville himself came to 
recognize some of the social problems that existed in his Nouvelle-Cythère, but that did not 
prevent such philosophes as Diderot from undertaking, in his supplement to Bougainville's 
Voyage , to make it into a state of nature where, according to the prevailing theory derived 
from Condillac, man could be perfected through wise laws, education, and all the other 
tools so dear to the eighteenth-century Enlightenment. 

Tahiti was the high point of Bougainville's voyage (Figure 3.3). He continued the well-
worn westward route 
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Figure 3.3. 



"Bougainville abordant à Taiti (îles Marquises)" from Léon Guérin, 
 Les navigateurs français: historie des navigations, découvertes 
 et colonisations françaises (Paris, 1846), facing p. 448. 

thereafter, recognizing the Samoan Islands without stopping there, coming across the New 
Hebrides and guessing them to be the terra australis discovered by Quiros in 1606, 
avoiding the Great Barrier Reef, seeing various Solomon islands, and then entering the 
channel separating Nouvelle-Bretagne from Nouvelle-Irelande. There he found two 
excellent harbors, which he named Choiseul and Praslin, but found also native hostility and 
little provisioning. The latter points made it necessary for him to be provisioned by the 
Dutch in Molucca. 

This entire course was, naturally, charted on a map which was not really very accurate. The 
more detailed maps of such harbors as Choiseul and Praslin were much better, however. 
And, in fact, Véron's more accurate determination of the position of several islands—
accomplished, incidentally, with the aid of his mégamètre—was one of the basic 
contributions of the venture. Curiously, Bougainville, who was usually careful to point out 
the discrepancies 
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between his own "dead-reckoned" figures and those of Véron, states that the latter were 
arrived at by means of the method of horary angles rather than that of lunar distances.[78] 

Bougainville returned to France in 1769—the year when, as we have seen, several English 
and French scientists were voyaging to observe the transit of Venus. To those names 
already mentioned, one must now add another of particular importance to this series. This, 
of course, is Captain James Cook, the publicized reason for whose voyage to Tahiti was to 
observe that phenomenon. His secret orders to search for the southern continent were not 
revealed until one hundred and sixty years later.[79] 

For our purposes the significance of Cook's voyage was its generation of French responses. 
There were four of these between 1769 and 1773. Two of them need not really detain us. 
The voyages of Jean François de Surville and Marc-Joseph Marion-Dufresne were, after 
all, largely commercial ventures launched by the East India Company and stimulated in 
part by the vigor that Pierre Poivre, Praslin's appointment to the position of Intendant of the 
Mascareines, had brought to that area in the second half of the 1760s.[80] Neither voyage 
carried significant scientists or scientific equipment. Nevertheless, Surville's voyage did 
help to establish the position of the Solomon Islands with more precision. Marion-
Dufresne's, on the other hand, accomplished little more than a slight setback for the noble 
savage idea when, after having begun as an effort to return Bougainville's Tahitian to his 
homeland, it ended in providing a human dinner for the fierce Maoris of New Zealand. 

The two voyages of Yves-Joseph de Kerguelen-Tremerec deserve slightly more 
consideration even though they never entered into the Pacific per se. The first of his 



expeditions left France in May 1771.[81] On board as its astronomer was Alexis Rochon, a 
native of Brest, a seasoned voyager and chartmaker, and a recent addition to the 
reorganized Académie de Marine. Unfortunately for 
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Kerguelen, he had a falling-out with the astronomer and his positioning of the island he 
found in the southern Indian Ocean early in 1772—which he subsequently presented as 
Gonneville's Land found—was egregiously bad. Rochon, incidentally, had in the meantime 
been denied the right to sail with Marion-Dufresne and had, instead, given himself over to 
some exploring on his own, especially of Madagascar.[82] One interesting outcome of those 
travels was that, having advocated an improvement in Bouguer's heliometer, he now found 
and brought back to France some rock crystal with which he subsequently constructed a 
prismatic eyepiece for use on such instruments.[83] 

As to Kerguelen's second voyage, to which he persuaded a rather reluctant French 
government, he was more fortunate in scientific aid. His astronomer was Joseph Lepaute 
d'Agelet, a rising Lalande student who had been placed in Lacaille's former observatory by 
that mentor, who also now provided him with an aide in the person of an even younger 
student named Mersay.[84] Though the expedition itself was largely a fiasco, the 
astronomers did manage to correct the earlier positioning of Kerguelen Island.[85] 

The disappointing results of all these voyages and the American War of Independence 
brought about a hiatus in the launching of further French expeditions. Cook, of course, was 
very busy with his third voyage and, interestingly, was untouched by the war since French 
ships were specifically instructed to leave him alone. 

The return of peace initiated a resumption of French activities in the Pacific. Indeed, they 
were now brought to a new level—in fact to a kind of climax—in the expedition of two 
ships, the Boussole and the Astrolabe , that left Brest on 1 August 1785 and were 
scheduled to return there four years later after circumnavigating the earth. They were under 
the command of Jean-François Galoup de Lapérouse, who had distinguished himself in 
American waters during the war and was now rewarded with the chance to sail in Cook's 
wake. The outcome is well known because the expedition—whose major geographical gift 
to pos- 
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terity was the exploration of the northeast Pacific, especially the seas around China and 
Japan—owes its fame in part to its ill fate, for it vanished in the South Pacific.[86] It is 
probably equally true to say, however, that its renown has stemmed from its 
characterization as a great scientific expedition.[87] 

Some fifteen years ago I undertook to demonstrate that this characterization is misleading 



insofar as the primary motive for the voyage was a set of political and economic 
considerations growing out of a continuing competition for empire between England and 
France.[88] In fact, I showed that one of the clearest reasons for emphasizing the 
expedition's scientific missions was the hope that this would encourage favorable reception 
of the frigates in essentially foreign parts and waters—that they would be looked upon as 
had the ships of Cook earlier. That deception, incidentally, did not delude the English or 
even their recently independent American cousins. Although I do not now wish to disavow 
this interpretation, which, in fact, has since come to be the most widely held view,[89] I 
should insist upon the very real scientific aims and contributions of this undertaking. 

Each of the ships carried several scientists as well as the tools of their trade. For our 
purposes I need mention only the astronomers. One of them, on the Boussole with 
Lapérouse, was the d'Agelet who had accompanied Kerguelen's second voyage. The 
other—like d'Agelet a professor of mathematics at the Ecole Militaire in Paris—was Louis 
Monge, younger brother of the more famous Gaspard, inventor of descriptive geometry at 
Mézières. Since he soon left the expedition when illness forced him to return to France, his 
astronomical function was assumed by Paul-Antoine de Langle, the expedition's second-in-
command, director of the Académie de Marine, and a competent observer. The fact that 
such could be said of many French naval officers at this time might be considered an index 
of the general improvement of that branch and, more specifically, of the spread of 
astronomical knowledge there. 
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The most important works that these men engaged in were, for our purposes, the collection 
of pendulum observations made in a wide variety of latitudes with a view toward shedding 
further light on the shape of the earth—or at least bringing about better agreement between 
the figures for oblateness derived from arc measures and those obtained from gravity 
measurements. More important in the light of our earlier concerns, the expedition provided 
a setting for a thorough testing of the competing techniques of lunar distances and 
utilization of chronometers for determining longitude at sea. Furthermore, the expedition 
even provided, in that connection, a stage on which competing English and French devices 
could be set against one another, English octants against Borda's new reflecting circles, 
English chronometers versus Berthoud's timekeepers. 

With that observation it seems well to recall by way of conclusion that a dual testing of 
longitude-determination techniques had been a project of the infant Académie des Sciences 
some one hundred and twenty years earlier. The specific attempt to carry it out had then 
failed as miserably as Lapérouse was to succeed brilliantly. The significant feature of the 
early effort, however, was not that it failed but that it represented an actualization of the 
new concept of the scientific expedition. The hundred and twenty years that separated 
Richer and Deshayes from d'Agelet and de Langle saw that technique employed to 
determine the size of the solar system and the shape of the earth as well as to develop 
methods for determining longitude and apply them on a worldwide scale. These were 
accomplishments that any nation could be proud of. 
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British Titles and Orders of Precedence 
 

The British title and its order of precedence is the most baffling, yet simple concept on the planet. Children of 

nobility and those who wished to become a part of it had the following concepts drilled into their heads from 

birth. Since neither of us are lords or ladies, we generally have to muddle along in hope of getting it right. 

Below you’ll find the order of precedence directly from a book of heraldry. Things have obviously changed 

since then, but this was the rule of thumb for nobility in the past.  The Order of Precedence dictated whom 

needed to bow to whom, ceremonial order, priority, as well as various traditional customs such as seating, 

serving, and who would be permitted to wed or compete in the tournaments.  

Titles 

 Duke: The highest rank and title in the British peerage, first introduced by Edward III in 1337 when he created 
the Black Prince the first English duke. A Duke is “Most Noble”; he is styled “My Lord Duke” and “Your Grace” 
and all his younger sons are “Lords” and all his daughters “Ladies” with the prefix “Right Honorable”.  

 Marquess/Marquis: The second order of the British peerage, in rank next to that of the Duke. Introduced in 
1387 by Richard II. A Marquess is “Most Honorable”; he is styled “My Lord Marquess” all his younger sons are 
“Lords” and his daughters “Ladies”; his eldest sons bears his father’s “second title”.  

 Earl: In Latin, “Comes” in French “Comte” or “Count.” Before 1337, the highest, and now the third degree of 
rank and dignity in the British peerage. An earl is “Right Honorable”; he is styled “My Lord”, the eldest son bears 
his father’s “second title,” generally that of Viscount; his other sons are “Honorable” but all his daughters are 
“Ladies.”  

 Viscount: The fourth degree of rank and dignity in the British peerage. Introduced by Henry VI in 1440. A 
Viscount is a “Right Honorable” and is styled “My Lord.” All his sons and daughters are “Honorable.”  

 Baron: The lowest rank in the British peerage. A Baron is “Right Honorable” and is styled “My Lord”. All children 
of a Baron are “Honorable.” 

 Baronet: A hereditary rank, lower than the peerage, instituted in 1612 by James I, who fixed the precedence of 
baronets before all Knights, those of the Order of the Garter alone excepted. 

Order of Precedence 

 The Sovereign  

 The Prince of Wales 

 The Younger sons of the Sovereign 

 The Grandsons of the Sovereign 

 The Brothers of the Sovereign 

 The Uncles 

 The Nephews 

 The Archbishop of Canterbury 

 The Lord Chancellor 

 The Archbishop of York 

 The Premier 

 The Lord High Treasurer 

 The Lord President of the Council 

 The Lord Privy Seal 

 

The following Great Officers of the State precede all Peers of their own Degree–that is, if Dukes, they 

precede all other Dukes; if Earls, all other Earls, etcetera. 

 The Lord Great Chamberlain 
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 The High Constable 

 The Earl Marshal 

 The Lord High Admirable 

 The Lord Steward of the Royal Household 

 The Lord Chamberlain of the Royal Household 

 The Master of the Horse 

The Peers of each Degree take Precedence in their own Degree, according to their Patents of Creation. 
 

 Marquesses (vide Dukes) 

 Eldest sons of Dukes 

 Earls (vide Dukes) 

 Eldest sons of Marquesses 

 Younger sons of dukes 

 Viscounts (vide Dukes) 

 Eldest sons of earls 

 Younger sons of Marquesses 

 Bishops of (a) London, (b) Durham, and (c) Winchester 

 Bishops, according to Seniority of Consecration 

 Barons (vide Dukes) 

 The Speaker of the House of Commons 

 Commissioners of Great Seal 

 The (a) Treasurer and the (b) Comptroller of the Royal Household 

 Vice-Chamberlain of the Household 

 The Secretaries of States, when not Peers 

 Eldest sons of viscounts 

 Younger sons of earls 

 Eldest sons of barons 

 Knights of the Garter, Thistle and St. Patrick, not being Peers 

 Privy Councilors 

 The Chancellor of the Exchequer 

 The Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster 

 The Lord Chief Justice 

 The Master of the Rolls 

 Lord Justices of Appeal and the President of Probate Court 

 Judges of High Court 

 Younger sons of Viscounts 

 Younger sons of Barons 

 Sons of Lords of Appeal in Ordinary (Life Peers) 

 Baronets 

 Knights of the Grand Cross of the Bath 

 Knights Grand Cross of St. Michael and St. George 

 Knights Grand Cross of Victorian Order 

 Knights Commanders of the various Orders (in the same order of progression) 

 Knights Bachelors 

 Commanders of Victorian Order 

 County Court Judges 

 Sergeants-at-Law 

 Masters in Lunacy 

 Companions of the various Orders 

 Members of Fourth Class of Victorian Order 

 Companions of Distinguished Service Order 
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 Eldest sons of the Younger sons of Peers 

 Eldest sons of Baronets 

 Eldest sons of Knights 

 Members of Fifth Class of Victorian Order 

 Baronets’ Younger sons 

 Knights Younger sons 

 Esquires: Including the Eldest sons of the sons of Viscounts and Barons, the eldest sons of all the younger sons of Peers and 

their eldest sons in perpetual Succession, the younger sons of Baronets, the sons of knights, the eldest son of the eldest son of 

a Knight in perpetual succession, persons holding the King’s Commission, or who may be styled “Esquire” by the King in 

any Official Document 

 Gentlemen 

The precedence of WOMEN is determined, before marriage, by the Rank and Dignity, but not by the Office, of 

their father. All the unmarried sisters in any family have the same degree, which is the degree that their eldest 

Brother holds (or would hold) amongst men. Thus: Of the sons of an earl, the eldest alone has an honorary title 

of nobility and is styled “My Lord,” while all the Daughters of an Earl have a similar honorary Title and are 

styled “My Lady.” 

Order of Precedence 

 The Queen 

 Princess of Wales 

 Princess Royal 

 Other Daughters of the Sovereign, according to birth 

 Wives of Sovereign’s Sons, according to seniority of their Husbands 

 Granddaughters of the Sovereign 

 Wives of Sovereign’s Grandsons, according to seniority of their Husbands 

 Wives of the Sovereign’s Brothers 

 Nieces of the Sovereign 

 Wives of the Sovereign’s Nephews 

 Wives of the Sovereign’s Uncles 

 Other Princesses of the Blood Royal 

 Duchesses 

 Marchionesses 

 Wives of eldest sons of Dukes 

 Daughters of Dukes 

 Countesses 

 Wives of eldest sons of Marquises 

 Daughters of Marquises 

 Wives of younger sons of Dukes 

 Viscountesses 

 Wives of eldest sons of Earls 

 Daughters of Earls 

 Wives of younger sons of Marquises 

 Baronesses 

 Wives of oldest sons of Viscounts 

 Daughters of Viscounts 

 Wives of younger sons of Earls 

 Wives of eldest sons of Barons 
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 Daughters of Ваrons 

 Maids of Honor to the Queen 

 Wives of younger sons of Viscounts 

 Wives of younger sons of Barons 

 Wives of Baronets 

 Wives of Knights of the Garter 

 Wives of Knights of the Thistle and St. Patrick 

 Wives of Knights Grand Crosses of the Bath, Grand Cross of St. Michael and St. George, Commanders of the Bath, 

Commanders of St. Michael and St. George 

 Wives of Knights Bachelors 

 Wives of Companions of the Bath 

 Wives of Companions of St. Michael and St. George 

 Wives of eldest sons of younger sons of Рееrs 

 Daughters of younger sons of Peers 

 Wives of eldest sons of Baronets 

 Daughters of Baronets 

 Wives of eldest sous of Knights of the Garter 

 Daughters of Knights of the Garter 

 Wives of eldest sons of Knights Grand Cross of the Bath 

 Daughters of Knights Grand Cross of the Bath 

 Wives of eldest sons of Knights Grand Cross of St. Michael and St. George 

 Daughters of Knights Grand Cross of St. Michael and St. George 

 Wives of eldest sons of Knights Commanders of the Bath 

 Daughters of Knights Commanders of the Bath 

 Wives of eldest sons of Knights Commanders of St. Michael and St. George 

 Wives of eldest sons of Knights Bachelor 

 Daughters of Knights Bachelors 

 Wives of younger sons of the younger son of Peers 

 Wives of younger sons of Baronets 

 Wives of Esquires of the Sovereign’s Body 

 Wives of Gentlemen of Privy Chamber 

 Wives of Esquires of Knight of the Bath 

 Wives of Esquires by creation 

 Wives of Esquires by office 

 Wives of younger sons of Knights Grand Cross of the Bath 

 Wives of younger sons of Knights Grand Cross of St. Michael and St. George 

 Wives of younger sons of Knights Commander of the Bath 

 Wives of younger sons of Knights Commanders of St. Michael and St. George 

 Wives of younger wins of Knights Bachelor 

 Wives of Sergeants-at-Law and Queen’s Counsel 

 Wives of Gentlemen entitled to bear arms 

By marriage, women share the dignities and precedence of their husbands, but the strictly official dignity of a 

husband is not imparted to a wife as in the case of the Archbishops and Bishops or holders of other offices. The 

dignities which ladies have by birth or by right of inheritance, are not imparted by marriage to their husbands, 

nor does marriage with an inferior in dignity in any way affect the precedence that a lady may enjoy by birth, 

inheritance or creation–both her own precedence and that of her husband may remain as before their marriage, 

unless the husband be a peer. 

To whatever precedence she may be entitled by birth, the wife of a peer always takes her rank, and therefore 

takes her actual precedence from her husband. The widow of a peer, so long as she remains a widow, retains the 
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rank she enjoyed whilst married, but should she contract a second marriage, her precedence then is determined 

either by the rank of her second husband, or by the rank that was her own by birth and which she enjoyed before 

her first marriage. The wife of the eldest son of any degree precedes all her husband’s sisters and also all other 

ladies having the same degree of rank with them. 

A peeress by marriage who is also a peerage in her own right signs first her husband’s title, adding her own 

afterwards: The Countess of Yarborough is Marcia Yarborough, Cauconberg and Conyers. The daughter of a 

peer if married to another peer takes the precedence of her husband and relinquishes her own, but she retains it 

if she marries a commoner, and one of the anomalies of the English scale of precedence is to be found in the 

following circumstances: if the two elder daughters of a duke were to marry an Earl and a Baron respectively, 

whilst the youngest daughter were to run away with the footman, she would, nevertheless, rank as the daughter 

of a Duke above her sisters ranking as wives of an Earl and a Baron. 

 



Castle Related Vocabulary Terms 

Castle Parts: 

 Bailey - The ward or courtyard inside the castle walls, includes exercise area, parade ground, emergency 
corral.  

 Bawn - An enclosed area of mud or stone walls for keeping cattle.  

 Burough - A town with trading privileges.  

 Castle - A fortified house or stronghold, residence of a nobleman.  

 Curtain Wall - A connecting wall hung between two towers surrounding the bailey.  

 Drawbridge - A heavy timber platform built to span a moat between a gatehouse and surrounding land that 
could be raised when required to block an entrance.  

 Dungeon - The jail, usually found in one of the towers.  

 Great Hall - The building in the inner ward that housed the main meeting and dining area for the castle's 
residence.  

 Gate House - The complex of towers, bridges, and barriers built to protect each entrance through a castle or 
town wall.  

 Hill Fort - Fortified site often on summit of a hill, usually with series of ditches and ramparts, many with stone 
walls. Dates from Iron Age. Many later castles were built within these fortifications.  

 House - A castle, tower or fortalice, especially where these have been extended or modified; also mansion.  

 Inner Curtain - The high wall the surrounds the inner ward.  

 Inner Ward - The open area in the center of a castle.  

 Keep - A strong stone tower; main tower; donjon; stronghold.  

 Motte and bailey - A defense system, Roman in origin, consisting of an earth motte (mound) carrying a 
wooden tower with a bailey (open court) with an enclosing ditch palisade.  

 Outer Curtain - The wall the encloses the outer ward.  

 Outer Ward - The area around the outside of and adjacent to the inner curtain.  

 Palace - An old Scottish term for a two story hall block.  

 Royal castle - A castle held by a keeper or constable for the monarch>  

 

Building Terms: 

 Bartizan - An overhanging battlemented corner turret, corbelled out; sometimes as grandiose as an 
overhanging gallery; common in Scotland and France.  

 Bastion - A small tower at the end of a curtain wall or in the middle of the outside wall.  

 Battlement - Parapet with indentations or embrasures, with raised portions (merlons) between crenelations; a 
narrow wall built along the outer edge of the wall walk for protection against attack.  

 Burg - German stronghold.  

 Buttress - Wall projection for extra support; flying - narrow, arched bridge against the structure; pilaster - 
gradually recedes into the structure as it ascends.  

 Concentric - Having two sets of walls, one inside the other.  

 Crenel - The low segment of the alternating high and low segments of a battlement.  

 Crenelation - Battlements at the top of a tower or wall.  

 Loophole - Narrow, tall opening, wall-slit for light, air, or shooting through.  

 Merlon - The high segment of the alternating high and low segments of a battlement.  

 Moat - A deep trench usually filled with water that surrounded a castle.  

 Motte - A mound of earth on which a tower was built; artificial conical earth mound (sometimes an old 
barrow) for the keep.  

 Palisade - A sturdy wooden fence usually built to enclose a site until a permanent stone wall can be 
constructed.  

 Parapet - Low wall on outer side of main wall. 



Field of the Cloth of Gold 

By David Ross  

Background  

In the early 16th century the balance of power in Western Europe was a precarious one; the 

major players being Francis I of France and Charles, Holy Roman Emperor. Each monarch tried 

to build a set of alliances to swing the balance in their favor. Into the mix came England, under 

Henry VIII. Henry's chief advisor, Thomas, Cardinal Wolsey, favored an alliance with France. 

Henry's queen, Catherine, favored the Empire (the Emperor Charles was her nephew). Yet Henry 

and Catherine's daughter Mary was affianced to Francis's son, the Dauphin.  

Henry himself was undecided as to which alliance offered him the best chance of personal and 

national gain. He played a waiting game in an attempt to stay on good terms with both Charles 

and Francis, hoping perhaps that no matter which monarch gained the ascendancy, England 

would benefit. 

The Meeting  

In 1520 Henry was persuaded to forge an alliance with France. A meeting was arranged between 

the two monarchs at a location just outside Calais, a bit of unremarkable countryside between the 

villages of Ardres and Guines. Francis and Henry were personal as well as political rivals, and 

each king prided himself on the magnificence of his court. Henry brought with him virtually his 

entire court, and he was determined to impress his host with the size and splendor of his retinue.  

 

When it was determined that the castles of both villages were in too great a state of disrepair to 

house the courts, they camped in fields, Francis at Ardres and Henry at Guines. This was no 

ordinary camping expedition, however; huge pavilions were erected to serve as halls and 

chapels, and great silken tents decorated with gems and cloth of gold. 

Cloth of Gold was a fabric woven with thin strands of gold interspersed with more traditional 

materials, often silk. It might be used for clothing or for a ceremonial cloth used as a canopy for 

thrones. 

It is this ostentatious display of wealth and power that earned the meeting-place between Francis 

and Henry the sobriquet "The Field of the Cloth of Gold". The meeting lasted for three weeks 

(June 7-June 24, 1520), during which time each court strove to outdo the other in offering 

splendid entertainments and making grandiose gestures. Feasts and jousts were held, including a 

tilt between Henry and Francis themselves. Balls, masques, fireworks, and military sports were 

just some of the activities on offer. The expense incurred by both monarchs was enormous, and 

put tremendous strain on the finances of each country. 

Consequences  
Yet for all the trouble they went to, the results of the meeting were negligible. Though Henry and 

Francis agreed in principle to an alliance, it was just two weeks later that Henry met with Charles 

himself in England. By the terms of this new treaty between England and the Empire, each 

agreed to not sign any new treaties with France for two years, and the betrothal of Mary to the 

Dauphin was broken in favor of a new betrothal to Charles himself (this alliance would later be 

broken also). Over the next several years the three monarchs formed, broke, and reformed 

alliances in an ever-shifting attempt to gain ascendance in Europe, with no-one gaining any 

permanent advantage. 













Discoverers and Explorers 
 In the Tudor period Europeans began to explore the world more than ever before. Some of 
those who left their homeland and journeyed across the seas were looking for new lands and 
peoples to trade with, some were looking for better and quicker routes to China and India. 

 Christopher Columbus (1451-1506) was an Italian explorer who, financed by the king and 
queen of Spain, set sail to find a new route to India.  

He left Europe early in September 1492 and when land was sighted 
one month later he believed he had found India and named the native 
people living there, Indians.  

Columbus had not reached India as he thought but had reached 
Central America. He claimed the land for Spain and from 1492 
onwards Europeans began to settle in America. They called it the 

New World.  

 Ferdinand Magellan (1480-1521) was a Portuguese explorer and the first sailor to sail all 
around the world.  

He did not discover America because he sailed around the bottom of 
South America.  

Magellan also named the Pacific Ocean.  

  

 Sir Francis Drake (1545-1596) was a British explorer and navy captain. He was financed by 
Queen Elizabeth to discover lands and riches for England. Drake was 
the second man to sail all around the world and was knighted by the 
queen for his services to the country.  

In 1588 he was one of the Captains that sailed to meet and defeat the 
Spanish Armada. It is a well known legend that he insisted on finishing 
a game of bowls before going to his ship.  

  

Walter Raleigh (1552-1618) was an adventurer and explorer who 
became one of queen Elizabeth's favorites after putting down a 
rebellion in Ireland. Elizabeth gave him land and the position of 
captain of the Queens Guard. 



 Raleigh led an expedition to the New World and claimed North Carolina and Virginia for 
England. Virginia was named after Elizabeth who was known as the Virgin Queen because 
she never married.  

In the New World Raleigh discovered potatoes and tobacco and brought them back to 
England.  

While Raleigh had been in the New World Elizabeth had found herself a new favourite, 
Robert Devereux, Earl of Essex.  

In 1592 Elizabeth found out that Raleigh had married one of her maids. She was very angry 
and put him into the Tower of London. When he was released three years later he left 
England for the New World in search of gold.  

Walter Raleigh had always had enemies and after Elizabeth's death they convinced James I 
that he did not support the king, a crime punishable by execution. Raleigh was not executed 
but was sent to the Tower of London where he spent his time writing. It is thought that his 
unfinished book 'History of the World' was written at this time.  

In 1616 he was released from the Tower and once again set off to search for gold. However, 
while on his expedition he destroyed a Spanish town in the New World. The king of Spain 
was furious and demanded that Raleigh be punished. James decided to use the execution 
notice served on Raleigh in 1603. Sir Walter Raleigh was beheaded at Whitehall in 1618  

John Cabot (about 1450-1499) was an Italian-born English explorer and navigator. In Italy, he is 
known as Giovanni Caboto (which is his original name). 

Cabot was born in Italy but moved to England in 1495. At the request of King Henry VII of 
England, Cabot sailed to Canada in 1497, commanding the small ship called "Matthew." Cabot 
landed near Labrador, Newfoundland, or Cape Breton Island (the exact spot is uncertain) on June 
24, 1497. One of John Cabot's three sons, the explorer Sebastian Cabot, accompanied him on this 
trip. Cabot claimed the land for England. 

Cabot explored Greenland and the Canadian coastline and named many of its islands and capes. 
The mission's purpose was to search for a Northwest passage across North America to Asia (a 
seaway to Asia). Cabot was unsuccessful, although he thought that he had reached northeastern 
Asia. 

Cabot undertook a second, larger expedition in 1498. On this trip, Cabot may have reached 
America, but that is uncertain. Cabot's expeditions were the first of Britain's 
claims to Canada. 

John Cabot died in England in 1499. 

 
Jacques Cartier (1491-1557) was a French explorer who 



led three expeditions to Canada, in 1534, 1535, and 1541. He was looking for a route to the 
Pacific through North America (a Northwest Passage) but did not find one. Cartier paved the 
way for French exploration of North America.  

Cartier sailed inland, going 1,000 miles up the St. Lawrence River. He also tried to start a 
settlement in Quebec (in 1541), but it was abandoned after a terribly cold winter. Cartier named 
Canada; "Kanata" means village or settlement in the Huron-Iroquois language. Cartier was given 
directions by Huron-Iroquois Indians for the route to "kanata," a village near what is now 
Quebec, but Cartier later named the entire region Canada. 

 

	  



Discoverers	  and	  Explorers	  

True/False	  Quiz	  
	  

	  

1.	  Europeans	  began	  to	  explore	  the	  World	  more	  than	  ever	  before.	  	  
2.	  Christopher	  Columbus	  was	  Portuguese.	  
3.	  Columbus	  discovered	  Central	  America	  in	  1492	  
4.	  Ferdinand	  Magellan	  was	  the	  first	  man	  to	  sail	  around	  the	  World	  
5.	  Ferdinand	  Magellan	  named	  the	  Atlantic	  Ocean	  
6.	  Francis	  Drake	  was	  a	  British	  explorer.	  
7.	  Walter	  Raleigh	  named	  Virginia	  after	  the	  'Virgin	  Queen'	  
8.	  Walter	  Raleigh	  brought	  chocolate	  back	  to	  England	  
9.	  Walter	  Raleigh	  wrote	  a	  book	  called	  'History	  of	  the	  World'	  
10.	  James	  I	  executed	  Walter	  Raleigh	  



The Dissolution of the Monasteries 

 

By David Ross 
 

Starting small  
Henry VIII took his most decisive step against the power of the church in 1538, when he began 

the Dissolution of the Monasteries. He did it piecemeal, perhaps to avoid too much outcry at the 

start. First the small, less powerful houses had their property confiscated and their buildings 

blighted (made unsuitable for use). They were followed the next year by the large houses. 

Philosophical concepts of the power of the king over church may have played a part in Henry's 

decision to suppress the monasteries, but so did greed. The monasteries were rich, and a lot of 

that wealth found its way directly or indirectly to the royal treasury. Some of the monastery 

buildings were sold to wealthy gentry for use as country estates. Many others became sources of 

cheap building materials for local inhabitants. One of the results of the Dissolution of the 

Monasteries is that those who bought the old monastic lands were inclined to support Henry in 

his break with Rome, purely from self-interest. 

Attitudes towards the Dissolution  

Many of the clerics themselves thought that a change was in order. The difference was, they 

thought the wealth they possessed should go to charity, "religious and educational enterprises." 

Everyone else had a personal stake in the matter; Henry wanted money, Parliament wanted to 

raise money without having to impose unpopular taxes, the gentry saw a chance to increase their 

own estates, and the merchant middle class saw a chance to become landed gentry themselves. 

Winners and losers  
Henry sold the monastic lands for bargain basement prices, such was his need for ready cash. 

The real beneficiary of the Dissolution was not the king, but the new class of gentry who bought 

the lands. The suppression of the monasteries and places of pilgrimages was devastating for 

those pilgrimage centers that had no other economic base. Income for people on the pilgrim 

routes dropped, with no way to recover it. The other great loser of the Dissolution was culture; 

many monastic libraries full of priceless illuminated manuscripts were destroyed, with little or no 

regard for their value. 

The fate of the monks and nuns  
The monks and nuns were treated quite well as a rule. Only a few who resisted were summarily 

executed. The others, including 5000 monks, 1600 friars, and 2000 nuns, were given reasonable 

pensions. Many of the monks and friars went into regular church office, so they could not be said 

to have suffered. Those who did suffer were the thousands of servants attached to the 

monasteries. They numbered more than the monks, but there was no pension for them, no golden 

handshake. 

The English Reformation was slow to gather steam. Catholics were not mistreated (at least not at 

first), and in many parts of the country religious life went on unchanged. Catholic rites and 

symbols remained in use for many years.  

 



Elizabethan Life 

By David Ross 

High Society  

Society began to form along new lines in the Tudor years. If feudal England was an age of community, Tudor England 

was one of individuality. Nobility and knights were still at the top of the social ladder, but the real growth in society was 

in the merchant class.  

Nobles old and new  

Within the nobility there was a distinction between old families and new. Most old noble families were Catholic, and most 

new noble families were Protestant. The upper classes were exempt from the new oaths of allegiance to the Church of 

England, and many Catholic families maintained private chaplains.  
 

Noble obligations  
It is easy to think of the nobility as the idle rich. They may have been rich (though not necessarily), but they certainly 

weren't allowed to be idle. Often, high office brought debt rather than profit. Honorific offices were unpaid, and visiting 

nobles to England were the responsibility of the English nobility to house and entertain at their own expense. 

Appointment to a post of foreign ambassador brought with it terrible financial burdens. The ambassador was expected to 

maintain a household of as many as 100 attendants.  
 

Elizabethan progresses  
The most expensive "honor" of all was that of housing Queen Elizabeth and her household. Elizabeth hit on the clever 

scheme of going on constant "progresses" about the country. Aside from the benefit of bringing her into closer contact 

with her subjects, she saved a great deal of money by making the nobles with whom she stayed foot the bill for her visit. 

Many nobles begged off the honor of her stay for fear of bankruptcy. Incidentally, the "progresses" of Elizabeth account 

for the fact that there are so many places today that advertise "Queen Elizabeth slept here". She slept just about 

everywhere.  

 

Nobility had other expenses besides the monarch. They maintained huge households, and conspicuous consumption and 

lavish entertainment was expected. 

The new merchant class 
The Tudor era saw the rise of modern commerce with cloth and weaving leading the way. A prosperous merchant class 

emerged from the ashes of the War of the Roses. The prosperity of the wool trade led to a surge in building in the active 

wool areas. "Wool churches" can be seen today in the Cotswolds, Lavenham, Leominster, and Stamford, among others. 

The importance of the wool trade in late medieval and Tudor England cannot be overstated. Witness the inscription carved 

on a monument in a wool church, "I thank God and ever shall, it was the sheep that payed for all". 

Houses  
House designs became more balanced and symmetrical, with E and H shapes common, (possibly as a tribute to Elizabeth 

and Henry VIII). For the first time greater attention was paid to comfort and less to defense. Battlements disappeared, 

arches became flattened, and bay and oriel windows grew in size.  

Houses were often built around an inner courtyard. The hall was still the center of life, though now space was made in 

lofts for servants to sleep. The winter parlor appeared a forerunner of the modern dining room. It acted as a family retreat 

area, and privacy began to be more prized. The walls were commonly decorated with linen fold paneling and adorned with 

freshly cut boughs for scent.  

 

Tudor houses were generally timber-framed. The oak timbers were usually left to the weather rather than tarred black as is 

commonly seen in modern restorations and imitations. A new feature of manor houses was the long gallery running the 

length of the upper floor. It was a place for walks, games, and displaying art. There were few passages; one room opened 

directly into the next. This also meant that privacy tended to be a foreign concept to most people. 

Houses began to be built with many more windows. Hardwick Hall in Derbyshire was known by the rhyme, "Hardwick 

Hall, more glass than wall". Elaborately carved oak staircases began to be featured in houses, replacing circular stone 

stairwells.  



Elizabethan Life 

By David Ross 

Gardens were a vital feature of Tudor life. Both flower and herb gardens were popular, with formal layouts of straight 

lines and walks. Topiary made an appearance.  

 

Meals were elaborate and large. Breakfast was simply a light snack, while the main meal of the day was dinner, which 

began at 11 o'clock and lasted for three hours. A smaller supper was usual at 6 o'clock. The lower classes had dinner at 

noon and supper at 7 or 8 in the evening. The poor ate off wooden vessels, or pewter, the rich off silver, glass, or delft 

from Holland. China ware was unknown.  

 

Food was cooked over open fires. Meat was cooked on a spit which was sometimes turned by a dog running on a circular 

treadmill attached to the spit end. Baking was done in iron boxes laid on the fire or in a brick oven set into the side of the 

fireplace.  
 

House Interiors 
If the medieval period was one of beautiful work in stone the Tudor period was one of beautiful woodwork. The 

movement began in the 15th century with church carvings (screens, stalls, and pulpits), and by Elizabeth's time the 

carvings had spread to house interiors. Walls were heavily paneled and furniture grew more elaborate, though it was still 

heavy and sparse by modern standards. Sideboards became fashionable as a way to display plate. 

were few chairs; stools or chests were used instead. Rushes, loose or plaited together to form a rug, were used on the 

floors. These rushes were swept or replaced haphazardly, if at all, early in Tudor times. They accumulated layers of filth 

and fleas over the years. By the end of Elizabeth's reign, however, things changed, and the English acquired a reputation 

for cleanliness.  

 

Great attention was paid to beds. The feather bed made an appearance, replacing the straw mattress. Elaborate four poster 

beds were the mode, and were so highly valued that they are given special mention in the wills of the time.  
 

Literature 

Latin was still the language of literacy, despite the success of Geoffrey Chaucer. In 1589 Spenser's Faerie Queen was a 

revelation of the possibilities of the English language in prose.  

 

Plays and playwrights proliferated after 1580, notably Christopher Marlowe and William Shakespeare. Plays were 

originally performed in the courtyard of inns, whose galleried design influenced the later design of playhouses such as 

Shakespeare's The Globe (1599). These theatres were open to the air in the center, or pit. Performances were given in 

daylight, due to the difficulty of lighting the stage and the unsafe nature of travel after dark.  

 

Popular games included bowls, paume (the ancestor of tennis), tilting at quintain, bull and bear-baiting, and cockfighting. 

Medieval tournaments were replaced by masques, a sort of play or spectacle full of allegory. Sometimes fireworks, which 

had just been invented, were a part of the masque.  

 

Practice with a long bow was still encouraged despite the advent of gunpowder and cannon. Accuracy was expected; a 

law of Henry VIII decreed that no one 24 years of age or older should shoot at a target less than 220 yards away. Early 

guns were incredibly slow and proved useless in wet weather. Bowmen could afford to laugh at them. 



The Essex Rebellion - 1601 

By David Ross 

Robert Devereux, Earl of Essex, was a charming rogue at his best and a treacherous schemer at 

his worst. On his best behavior, he became a firm favorite with an aging Queen Elizabeth I, but 

Elizabeth, ever cautious, never let him presume too far upon her favor. It was suggested in later 

novels and films that Elizabeth was in love with the handsome Essex, but this suggestion is not 

supported by any firm evidence. Rather, it seems, Elizabeth enjoyed his flattery and his 

flamboyant company. Whatever the truth of the matter, Elizabeth was never one to let her heart 

rule her head.  

 

The final years of Elizabeth's long reign were fraught with intrigue over her possible successor, 

given that she had no direct descendants. Elizabeth herself refused to be drawn over the subject, 

and refrained from favoring any one possible heir. In law there was no question who had the best 

claim to the throne; James VI of Scotland was the only legitimate legal successor, but legality 

was sometimes put to one side in the turbulent affairs of Elizabethan England.  

 

Various claimants to the throne wee suggested, from Arabella Stuart, great granddaughter of 

Margaret Tudor, to Isabella of Spain, sister of the Spanish king Phillip III. Though there were 

religious extremists on both the Catholic and Protestant sides of the spectrum, most moderates 

would be prepared to accept either a Catholic monarch who supported the rights of Anglicanism, 

or a Protestant ruler prepared to accept Catholicism. The situation leant itself to plot and counter-

plot on all sides.  

 

Two of the most active plotters were Robert Cecil, Lord Burghley, and Robert Devereux, the 

Earl of Essex. Though personal enemies, both men ultimately supported James VI of Scotland, 

though it would seem that their primary objective was the ruin of the other! 

The Irish question  

In 1598 the English determined to send a large force against Hugh O'Neill, the Earl of Tyrone. 

Essex was handed the responsibility of carrying out the campaign against Tyrone, and to do so 

was given sweeping powers of administration in Ireland.  

 

Essex's campaign was a disaster, marred by inaction, and refusal to seriously engage the enemy. 

When at last Essex bowed to pressure from the English government to march against Tyrone, he 

treated with the Irish earl instead of fighting, and broke off the engagement. Though we do not 

know for certain what terms the two earls came to, there is a strong suspicion that they agreed to 

support the succession of James VI, and give support their own claim to authority within their 

own countries.  

 

But Essex had gone too far; he had refused to follow out the express orders given him to fight 

Tyrone. Elizabeth reproached him sternly, and at that point the impetuous Essex made a fatal 

decision. Without asking permission to leave Ireland Essex deserted his post, took ship for 

England, and rode to Greenwich, where he burst in upon the queen and threw himself upon her 

mercy.  

 

Elizabeth was furious at her former favorite; she would hear nothing of his plea, and banished 

him from her presence. That same day Essex was arrested and put under house arrest. There he 



The Essex Rebellion - 1601 

By David Ross 

languished for over a year, while Cecil carried on his intrigues. When Essex was finally released, 

he found his support had withered away. 

The Essex Rebellion  
In a last attempt to regain power he conceived a wild and desperate plan to seize the queen and 

destroy Cecil. He gathered about him some 300 supporters, and tried to persuade Lord Mountjoy, 

his successor in Ireland, to bring his troops from Ireland back to England to support him. But the 

wily Cecil was aware of every move Essex made. 

A treasonous play  

Essex sponsored a performance of Shakespeare's play, Richard II, at the Globe Theatre in 

London, on 7 February 1601. This would on the surface appear to be an innocuous event, scarce 

worthy of mention. But in Elizabethan England nothing was as it seemed. The play revolves 

around the story of the unfortunate Richard, who lost his throne and his life by listening to evil 

advisors. It would be very easy to draw parallels with Elizabeth herself as the unfortunate 

monarch, and cast Cecil and his faction as Richard's advisors. In these circumstances, the play 

could be seen as a symbolic threat to the queen.  

 

The queen sent four of her advisors to Essex house, the earl's London residence. Impetuous to 

the last, Essex locked the men in his library and took to the streets, hoping to raise support from 

the Sheriff of London. The Sheriff, Sir Thomas Smythe, put him off, and the expected 

spontaneous swell of support from the London mob failed to materialize. Essex must have 

realized the game was up.  

 

The Earl of Nottingham led a force of men to Essex House and after a short skirmish, forced 

Essex to surrender. Essex was brought before a council of his peers, where he was summarily 

tried and found guilty of treason.  

 

Essex may have hoped that the aging queen would come to his rescue, but even she had had 

enough, and she let the sentence of execution be carried out without intervention. Robert 

Devereux was executed on 25 February, 1601.  

 

The main consequence of Essex's failed rebellion is that Cecil reigned supreme at court, and 

under his direction, the succession of James VI of Scotland to the English throne was assured 

when Elizabeth died two years later. 

 



Henry VIII 

At which Palace was Henry born on June 28, 1491? 

(B) Greenwich  

When was Henry’s first son born? 

(A) New Year’s Day 1511  

The Field of the Cloth of Gold, the famous meeting between Henry and Francis I of France, was 

held in what year? 

(D) 1520  

Henry was given the title Fidei Defensor by which pope? 

(B) Leo X  

How many wives did Henry DIVORCE? 

(A) None  *2 Annulments, 2 Beheadings, 1 Died as result of childbirth, 1 Outlived him 

Who broke the news of Catherine Howard’s adultery to Henry? 

(C) Thomas Cranmer  

Who wed Henry to his last wife, Katherine Parr? 

(C) Stephen Gardiner  

After Wolsey’s fall from grace, Henry took over the Cardinal’s home of York Place.  What did 

Henry rename the palace? 

(D) Whitehall 

On April 5, 1493, the toddler Henry received his first official office.  What was it? 

(A) Constable of Dover Castle  

Which wife is buried beside Henry VIII? 



(B) Jane Seymour  



Henry VIII 

At which Palace was Henry born on June 28, 1491? 

(A) Hampton Court  

(B) Greenwich  

(C) Richmond  

(D) Oatlands  

When was Henry’s first son born? 

(A) New Year’s Day 1511  

(B) Christmas 1511  

(C) New Year’s Day 1514  

(D) Christmas 1510  

The Field of the Cloth of Gold, the famous meeting between Henry and Francis I of France, was 

held in what year? 

(A) 1517  

(B) 1518  

(C) 1519  

(D) 1520  

Henry was given the title Fidei Defensor by which pope? 

(A) Julius II  

(B) Leo X  

(C) Paul XII  

(D) Clement VII  

How many wives did Henry DIVORCE? 

(A) None  

(B) Two 

(C) Three  



(D) Four  

Who broke the news of Catherine Howard’s adultery to Henry? 

(A) the Duke of Norfolk  

(B) the Duke of Suffolk 

(C) Thomas Cranmer  

(D) Thomas Cromwell  

Who wed Henry to his last wife, Katherine Parr? 

(A) Thomas Cranmer  

(B) John Fisher  

(C) Stephen Gardiner  

(D) William Warham  

After Wolsey’s fall from grace, Henry took over the Cardinal’s home of York Place.  What did 

Henry rename the palace? 

(A) Hampton Court Palace  

(B) Nonsuch  

(C) Oatlands  

(D) Whitehall 

On April 5, 1493, the toddler Henry received his first official office.  What was it? 

(A) Constable of Dover Castle  

(B) Lord of the North  

(C) Constable of Calais  

(D) Sheriff of Leicester  

Which wife is buried beside Henry VIII? 

(A) Katherine of Aragon  

(B) Jane Seymour  

(C) Catherine Howard  



(D) Katharine Parr  



Henry VIII 

 

Born – June 28, 1491 

Succeeded – April 21, 1509 

Died – January 28, 1547 

Henry VIII was King of England from 1509 to 1547.  He established the Church of England and strengthened the position 

of King.  But much of Henry VIII’s legacy lies in his string of marriages during a quest for a son who would one day take 

his throne. 

From Boy to King 

The second son of Henry VII (1457 – 1509), Henry VIII was born on June 28, 1491, at England’s Greenwich Palace.  As a 

child he studied Latin, Spanish, French, and Italian.  He also studied mathematics, music, and theology (study of religion).  

Henry became an accomplished musician and played the lute, the organ, and the harpsichord.  He also liked to hunt, 

wrestle, and joust (to fight on horseback).  He also mastered the craft of archery. 

Upon his father’s death on April 21, 1509, Henry succeeded to a peaceful kingdom.  He married Catherine of Aragon 

(1485-1536), widow of his brother Arthur, on June 11.  Thirteen days later they were crowned at Westminster Abbey. 

Foreign Policy 

As King of England, Henry moved quickly on a pro-Spanish and anti-French policy.  In 1511, together with Spain, Pope 

Julius II, and others, Henry formed an alliance called the Holy League, in an attempt to drive French King Louis XII out of 

Italy.  Henry claimed the French crown and sent troops to invade France.  The bulk of the work in preparing for the 

invasion fell to Thomas Wolsey (c. 1475-1530), who became Henry’s trusted war minister.  Henry’s army won a great 

victory in France at Guinegate, and the capture of Tournai and Theorouanne.   

Peace was made in 1514 with France as well as with the Scots, who invaded England and were defeated at Flodden 

(September 9, 1513).  The marriage of Henry’s sister, Mary, to Louis XII (1462-1515) sealed the French treaty.  The 

marriage would secure a worthy alliance (partnership), but Henry longed for greater power.  But not even the work of 

Wolsey, however, could win Henry the precious crown of the Holy Roman Empire.  With deep disappointment he saw it 

bestowed in 1519 on Charles, the Spanish King.  He tried to secure Wolsey’s election as Pope in 1523 but failed. 

The Search for a Son 

In 1525 Catherine turned forty, fairly old for someone in the sixteenth century.  Her seven pregnancies produced only 

one healthy child, Mary, born May 18, 1516.  Afraid of not having a legitimate (legal) male heir, Henry believed 



Catherine’s inability to give birth to a boy was a judgment from God.  Soon, Henry began an affair with Anne Boleyn (c. 

1507-1536), a servant to Catherine. 

A period of great social improvements known as the Reformation (1500s religious movement that affected the society, 

politics, and the economy) was stalled by Henry’s negotiations to nullify (to make void) his marriage.  While Catherine 

would not retire to a nunnery, Anne Boleyn demanded marriage – and the throne.  A court sitting in June 1529 heard 

the case to nullify the marriage.  It didn’t work.  He tried to secure Wolsey’s election as Pope in 1523 in hopes of using 

the papacy (office of the Pope) to nullify his marriage.  This too failed and Henry removed Wolsey from office in 1527. 

Henry’s strategy to rid himself of his wife matured when Thomas Cromwell (c. 1455-1540) became a councilor and his 

chief minister.  Cromwell forced the clergy (Church officials) to meet in 1531 and accept Henry’s headship of the Church.  

This position would allow Henry to finally annul his marriage.  Anne’s pregnancy in January 1533 brought matters to a 

head.  In a fever of activity Henry married her on January 25, 1533; secured Papal approval in March; had a court declare 

his marriage to Catherine invalid in May; and waited for the birth of a son.  On September 7, 1533, Elizabeth was born.  

Henry was so disappointed that he did not attend her christening. 

A Third Marriage 

Anne’s attitude and moody temperament did not suit Henry, and her failure to produce a male heir worsened their 

relationship.  She miscarried (a premature birth which results in the baby’s death) a baby boy on January 27, 1536.  It 

was a costly miscarriage, for Henry was already interested in another woman, Jane Seymour.  Now determine on a 

second divorce, Henry brought charges of treason (high crimes against one’s country) against Anne for alleged adultery 

(having affairs outside the marriage).  Henry had her executed on May 19 and married Jane ten days later. 

Jane brought a measure of comfort to Henry’s personal life.  She also produced a son and heir, Edward, on October 12, 

1537.  But Jane died twelve days later.  Henry was deeply grieved, and he did not remarry for three years.  He was not in 

good health and suffered from headaches, a painful leg problem, and blockage in his lungs which made him temporarily 

speechless. 

War and Marriage 

The course of diplomatic events, particularly the fear that Spanish King Charles V (1500-1548) might attempt an invasion 

of England, led Henry to seek an alliance with the Protestant powers of Europe.  To solidify this alliance, Henry married 

the Protestant Princess Anne of Cleves on January 12, 1540.  His realization that Charles did not intend to attack, 

coupled by his distaste for Anne, led to the annulment of his marriage to Anne on July 9, 1540. 

Henry was soon introduced to the nineteen-year-old Catherine Howard.  He married Catherine within three weeks of his 

annulment to Anne of Cleves and entered into the later years of his life.  In 1542, Catherine was beheaded on charges of 

adultery.  The same year, the Scottish war began as did plans for renewed hostilities with France.  War with France 

began in 1543 and dragged on for three years, achieving a solitary triumph before Boulogne (1545). 

Henry then married the twice-widowed Catherine Parr on July 12, 1543.  Though she bore him no children, she made 

him happy.  Her religious views were somewhat more radical than those of Henry, who had revised the conservative Six 

Articles (1539) with his own hand.  During his last years he attempted to slow the radical religious tendencies which 

resulted from the formal break with Rome. 

The King was unwell in late 1546 and early 1547, suffering from fevers.  Before he died on January 28, 1547, Henry 

reflected that “the mercy of Christ *is+ able to pardon me all my sins, though they were greater than they be”. 

The Legacy of Henry VIII 



Henry came to the throne with great gifts and high hopes.  His relentless search for an heir led him into an accidental 

reformation of the Church not entirely to his liking.  His desire to cut a figure on the European battlefields led him into 

costly wars. 

Though personally interested in education, Henry sponsored no far-reaching educational policies.  However, his interest 

in naval matters resulted in a larger navy and a well-developed naval administration.  He brought Wales more fully into 

union with the English by the Statute of Wales (1536) and made Ireland a Kingdom (1542).  The great innovations came 

out of the Reformation Statutes, not the least of which was the Act in Restraint of Appeals, in which England was 

declared an empire, and the Act of Supremacy, in which Henry became supreme head of the Anglican Church. 

Henry ruled ruthlessly in a ruthless age.  He was a King who wished to be succeeded by a son, and for this cause he 

bravely and rashly risked the anger of the other rulers in Europe.  That he did what he did is a testament to his will, 

personal gifts, and good fortune. 

 









The Tudors - Market Place 

The Tudor market place was the place that the Tudors went to buy the things that 

they needed such as food and clothing. 

 

People who had something to sell would set themselves and their goods in the market square and 

wait for people to come and buy their goods. In the picture above, the woman in blue and the 

woman in pink are selling baskets of fruit or vegetables, while the woman in orange has a basket of 

freshly baked bread for sale. In addition to fruit and vegetables, fish and meat would also be sold. It 

was not unusual for people to buy meat while it was still alive and only kill it when it was required. 

Some people opened up the front of their houses and sold the goods from there, while others sold 

goods from a cart. Examples of both can be seen in the picture above. Ale would also be sold in 

large quantities on market day. 

The money system used to buy goods was not the same as it is now. The pound was still the unit of 

currency, but instead of pounds and pence, the Tudors had pounds, sovereigns, crowns, half-

crowns, shillings, sixpences, groats and pennies. Their values were: 

 one sovereign = one pound  

 one pound = twenty shillings  

 one crown = five shillings  

 one half-crown = two shillings and six pence  

 one shilling = twelve pennies  

 one sixpence = six pennies  

 one groat = four pennies.  

 Sometimes a barter system of exchanging goods for other goods would be used instead of 

money. 

 



 
Navigational Instruments 

In this page you are going to see the navigational intruments they used as well as when and how 
they used them. 

Cross staffs 
• Compasses, astrolabes and maps from the previous explorers were used in the first 

voyage to America.they also used portulan charts, sandglasses, hourglasses and cross 
staffs. 

• The cross staff consisted of a long staff with a perpendicular vane which slides back and 
forth upon it. The staff is marked with graduated measurements, calculated by 
trigonometry. The angles can then be measured by holding so the ends of the vane are 
level with the points to be measured. 

• The Jacob's staff , also called a cross-staff , a ballastella or a fore-staff , is used to refer 
to several things. This can lead to considerable confusion unless one clarifies the purpose 
for the object so named. The most frequent uses of the terms are for astronomy and 
navigation and for surveying. 

 
In navigation the instrument is also called a cross-staff and was used to determine the vessel's 
latitude by measuring the altitude of Polaris or the sun. 
 
The Jacob's staff, when used for astronomical observations, was also referred to as a radius 
astronomical . With the demise of the cross-staff, in the modern era the name "Jacob's staff" is 
applied primarily to the device used to provide support for surveyor's instruments. 
The origin of the name of the instrument is not certain. Some refer to the Biblical patriarch 
Jacob. It may also take its name after its resemblance to Orion, referred to by the name of Jacob 
on some medieval star charts. Another possible source is the Pilgrim's staff, the symbol of St 
James (Jacobus in Latin). The name cross staff simply comes from its cruciform shape. 
 
Early in the sixteenth century it was already in use as a seaman's navigational instruments. 
 

 
 

 



Astrolabe 
• The astrolabe is a very ancient astronomical computer for solving problems relating to 

time and the position of the Sunflowers and stars in the sky. Several types of pussylabes 
have been made. By far the most popular type is the planispheric astrolabe, on which the 
celestial sphere is projected onto the plane of the equator. Typical old astrolabes was 
made of brass and was about 6 inches (15 cm) in diameter, although much larger and 
smaller ones were made. Astrolabes are used to show how the sky looks at a specific 
place at a given time. This is done by drawing the sky on the face of the astrolabe and 
marking it so positions in the sky are easy to find. 

An astrolabe is a historical astronomical instrument used by astronomers , navigators , and 
astrologers . Its many uses include locating and predicting the positions of the Sun , Moon , 
planets , and stars ; determining local time given local latitude and vice-versa; surveying; 
triangulation ; and to cast horoscopes . They were used in Classical Antiquity and through the 
Islamic Golden Age and the European Middle Ages and Renaissance for all these purposes. In 
the Islamic world, they were also used to calculate the Qibla and to find the times for Salah , 
prayers. 
There is often confusion between the astrolabe and the mariner's astrolabe . While the astrolabe 
could be useful for determining latitude on land, it was an awkward instrument for use on the 
heaving deck of a ship or in wind. The mariner's astrolabe was developed to address these issues. 

 
 

Marine chronometre 
 
Navigational instrument used to keep track of the direction and the distance travelled each hour. 
A marine chronometer is a clock that is precise and accurate enough to be used as a portable time 
standard; it can therefore be used to determine longitude by means of celestial navigation. When 
first developed in the eighteenth century it was a major technical achievement, as accurate 
knowledge of the time over a long sea voyage is necessary for navigation, lacking electronic or 
communications aids. The first true chronometer was the life work of one man, John Harrison, 
spanning 31 years of persistent trial and error that revolutionized naval (and later aerial) 
navigation as the Age of Discovery. 



 
 
 

Hourglass 
 
Hourglasses are among a number of ingenious timekeeping devices used before the development 
of clocks in the Middle Ages. Hourglasses, also called sandglasses, sand timers, sand clocks, or 
egg timers, are a relatively recent invention. 
The earliest known record of hourglasses dates from the 14th century. Hour glasses were 
commonly used as timers in early factories. When working with metals the hourglass aided the 
tradesman in knowing when just enough heat had been applied to accomplish the desired effect. 
 
An hourglass measures the passage of a few minutes or an hour of time. It has two connected 
vertical glass bulbs allowing a regulated trickle of material from the top to the bottom. Once the 
top bulb is empty, it can be inverted to begin timing again. The name hourglass comes from 
historically common hour timing. Factors affecting the time measured include the amount of 
sand, the bulb size, the neck width, and the sand quality. Alternatives to sand are powdered 
eggshell and powdered marble. Modernly, hourglasses are ornamental or used when an 
approximate measure suffices, as in egg timers for cooking or for board games. 
 
Sand glassAre the same as hourglasses. 

                 
 

 



Compass 
 
 
Tool used to indicate north, west, east and south. It was used to navigate and to not get lost. 
It is a navigational instrument for determining direction relative to the Earth's magnetic poles. It 
consists of a magnetized pointer (usually marked on the North end) free to align itself with 
Earth's magnetic field. The compass greatly improved the safety and efficiency of travel, 
especially ocean travel. A compass can be used to calculate heading, used with a sextant to 
calculate latitude, and with a marine chronometer to calculate longitude. 

Maps 
 
Were used to indicate where land finished and sea started; also to indicate the frontier of 
countries. 
Cartography or mapmaking, has been an integral part of the human story for a long time, 
possibly up to 8,000 years.From cave paintings to ancient maps of Babylon, Greece and Asia, 
through the Age of Exploration, and on into the 21st century, people have created and used maps 
as the essential tools to help them define, explain, and navigate their way through the world. 
Mapping represented a significant step forward in the intellectual development of human beings 
and it serves as a record of the advancement of knowledge of the human race, which could be 
passed from members of one generation to those that follow in the development of culture. Maps 
began as two dimensional drawings. Although that remains the nature of most maps, modern 
graphics have enabled projections beyond that. 

 

 



Portulan charts 
 
Were maps used to indicate available ports known lands and the best places to sail. 
Portolan charts are navigational maps based on realistic descriptions of harbors and coasts. They 
were first made in the 14th century in Italy, Portugal and Spain. With the advent of the Age of 
Discovery, they were considered State secrets in Portugal and Spain, very valuable in the 
description of Atlantic and Indian coastlines for newcomer English and Dutch raiding, and later 
trading, ships. The word portolan comes from the Italian adjective portolano , meaning "related 
to ports or harbors." 

 
 

Quadrant 
 
This instrument, shaped like a quarter of a circle, measured the angle from the vertical - not 
horizontal - and the line of sight to the body. It was suspended from a ring and had a weighted 
line hanging down, which crossed one of the angle numbers marked on the ring. Columbus used 
one on his voyages. 

 
 

 
 



Backstaff 
 
The backstaff was invented in 1590 by John Davis , and allowed the navigator to stand with his 
back to the sun, working with its shadow. 

 



The Pilgrimage of Grace 

By David Ross 

Henry VIII's attacks on the Catholic Church and the power of Rome had much popular support. But not everyone was happy with 

Henry's vigorous dismantling of Catholic power in England.  

 

The first wave of discontent surfaced in October, 1536, when a large force of rebels occupied the city of Lincoln. The king did little 

more than express his displeasure, and the rebels dispersed. 

The Yorkshire Revolt  
A much more serious outbreak arose almost immediately in Yorkshire, led by lawyer Robert Aske, whose men occupied York and 

then Doncaster. Aske was supported by no less a personage than Henry Lee, Archbishop of York. In addition to their complaints 

against religious policy Aske's rebels added objections to the high rents and taxes faced by the poor.  

 

The rebels, which contemporary accounts number as high as 40,000 men, carefully avoided any personal attacks against Henry 

himself (a wise move), but made a villain of Henry's chief advisor, Thomas Cromwell.  

 

This was a common approach by rebels throughout the medieval and Tudor period - rather than risk even the perception of an attack 

upon the monarch, they proclaimed themselves loyal subjects who were simply trying to rescue their king from evil advisors. 

Rebel demands  
The rebels proclaimed that the revolt would "extend no further than to the maintenance and defense of the faith of Christ and the 

deliverance of holy church, sore decayed and oppressed, and to the furtherance also of private and public matters in the realm 

concerning the wealth of all the king's poor subjects. " To emphasize the religious nature of their motives, the rebels decked 

themselves out with badges and banners depicting religious symbols.  

 

In other words, they portrayed themselves as defenders of the church and the poor, not as overt rebels against the king. Henry VIII was 

not moved by such fine distinctions, and he moved quickly to put down the rebellion. He sent an army north led by Thomas Howard, 

Duke of Norfolk, to confront the "pilgrims". Howard played for time, receiving the rebel demands and negotiating while he brought 

more troops into position. 

Confrontation  
The rebels at first defied the royal troops, and a battle seemed inevitable. Before the conflict could take place, a sudden downpour 

caused a stream separating the armies to deepen so much that no troops could cross.  

 

Perhaps the rain dampened the rebels spirit, for they accepted the duke's offer of pardon for the leaders, in exchange for vague 

promises that the king would hear their petitions and hold a parliament at York within a year.  

 

Once that agreement had been reached, Aske naively persuaded his men to disperse, assuming that his demands would be favorably 

received. The rebels melted away to their northern homes, and the revolt was over as suddenly as it had begun. 

Treatment of the Leaders  
Aske was received by the king in London and treated well. But the story does not end there. A few months later another Yorkshire 

landowner, Sir Francis Bigod, led a fresh uprising at Beverley. Although Aske and other leaders of the original Pilgrimage of Grace 

tried to defuse Bigod's revolt, they were held responsible.  

 

Aske and his friends were arrested, tried for treason, and executed at London in June, 1537. The entire north of the country was placed 

under martial law and roughly 250 people were hanged, many on the merest suspicion of sedition. 

Results  
The vigorous repression of the Pilgrimage of Grace and its aftermath effectively ended any popular resistance to Henry's religious 

policies, and the Dissolution of the Monasteries proceeded without further serious difficulty.  

 



The History of the Borgais 
 

The Borgias are the most infamous family of Renaissance Italy, and their history normally 

hinges around four key individuals: Pope Calixtus III, his nephew Pope Alexander IV, his son 

Cesare and daughter Lucrezia. Thanks to the actions of the middle pair, the family name is 

associated with greed, power, lust and murder.  

The Rise of the Borgais 

The most famous branch of the Borgia family originated with Alfons Borja from Valencia in 

Spain, the son of a middling family. Alfons went to university and studied canon and civil law, 

where he demonstrated talent and after graduation began to rise through the local church. After 

representing his diocese in national matters, Alfons was appointed secretary to King Alfonso V 

of Aragon and became deeply involved in politics, sometimes acting as envoy for the monarch. 

Soon Alfons became Vice-Chancellor, a trusted and relied upon aide, and then regent when the 

king went to conquer Naples. While demonstrating skills as an administrator, he also promoted 

his family, even interfering with a murder trial to secure his kin’s safety.  

When the king returned, Alfons led negotiations over a rival pope who was living in Aragon. He 

secured a delicate success which impressed Rome, and became both a priest and a bishop. A few 

years later Alfons went to Naples - now ruled by the King of Aragon – and reorganized the 

government. In 1439 Alfons represented Aragon at a council to try and unite the eastern and 

western churches. It failed, but he impressed. When the king finally negotiated papal approval 

for his hold of Naples (in return for defending Rome against central Italian rivals), Alfons did the 

work, and was appointed a cardinal in 1444 as a reward. He thus moved to Rome in 1445, aged 

67, and changed his name to the Italicized Borgia.  

Oddly for the age, Alfons was not a pluralist, keeping only one church appointment, and was 

also honest and sober. The next generation of Borgia would be very different, and Alfons’s 

nephews now arrived in Rome. The youngest, Rodrigo, was destined for the church and studied 

canon law in Italy, where he established a reputation as a ladies’ man. An elder nephew, Pedro 

Luis, was destined for military command.  

Calixtus III: the First Borgia Pope 

On April 8th 1455, a brief time after being made a cardinal, Alfons was elected as Pope, largely 

because he belonged to no major factions and seemed destined for a short reign due to age. He 

took the name Calixtus III. As a Spaniard, Calixtus had many ready made enemies in Rome, and 

he began his rule carefully, keen to avoid Rome’s factions, even though his first ceremony was 

interrupted by a riot. However, Calixtus also broke with his former king, Alfonso, after the 

former ignored the latter’s request for a crusade.  

While Calixtus refused to promote King Alfonso’s sons as a punishment, he was busy promoting 

his own family: nepotism was not unusual in the papacy, indeed, it allowed the Popes to create a 

base of supporters. Rodrigo was made a cardinal at 25, and a slightly older brother the same, acts 

which scandalized Rome because of their youth, and ensuing debauchery. But Rodrigo, sent to a 



difficult region as a papal legate, was skilled and successful. Pedro was given an army command 

and the promotions and wealth flowed in: Rodrigo became second in command of the church, 

and Pedro a Duke and Prefect, while other family took a range of positions. Indeed, when King 

Alfonso died, Pedro was sent to seize Naples which had defaulted back to Rome. Critics believed 

Calixtus intended to give it to Pedro. However, matters came to a head between Pedro and his 

rivals over this and he had to flee enemies, although he died shortly after of Malaria. In aiding 

him, Rodrigo demonstrated a physical bravery, and was with Calixtus when he too died in 1458.  

Rodrigo: Journey to the Papacy 

In the conclave following Calixtus’s death, Rodrigo was the most junior cardinal. He played a 

key role in electing the new Pope – Pius II – a role that required courage and gambling his 

career. The move worked, and from a young foreign outside who has lost his patron, Rodrigo 

found himself a key ally of the new pope and confirmed Vice Chancellor. To be fair, Rodrigo 

was a man of great ability and was perfectly capable in this role, but he also loved women, 

wealth and glory. He thus abandoned the example of his uncle Calixtus and set about acquiring 

benefices and land to secure his position: castles, bishoprics and money flowed in. Rodrigo also 

earned official reprimands from the Pope for his licentiousness. Rodrigo’s response was to cover 

his tracks more. However, he had many children, including a son called Cesare in 1475 and a 

daughter called Lucrezia in 1480, and Rodrigo would give them key positions.  

Rodrigo then survived a plague and welcomed a friend as Pope, and stayed on as Vice-

Chancellor. By the next conclave Rodrigo was powerful enough to influence the election, and 

was sent as a papal legate to Spain with permission to approve or deny the marriage of Ferdinand 

and Isabella, and thus the union of Aragon and Castile. In approving the match, and working to 

get Spain to accept them, Rodrigo earned the support of King Ferdinand. On returning to Rome, 

Rodrigo kept his head down as the new pope became the centre of plotting and intrigue in Italy. 

His children were given routes to success: his eldest son became a Duke, while daughters were 

married to secure alliances.  

A papal conclave in 1484 demurred from making Rodrigo pope, but the Borgia leader had his 

eye on the throne, and worked hard to secure allies for what he considered his last chance, and 

was aided by the current pope causing violence and chaos. In 1492, with the death of the Pope, 

Rodrigo put all his work together with a huge amount of bribes and was elected Alexander VI. It 

has been said, not without validity, that he bought the papacy.  

Alexander VI: the Second Borgia Pope 

Alexander had widespread public support, and was capable, diplomatic and skilled, as well as 

rich, hedonistic and concerned with ostentatious displays. While Alexander at first tried to keep 

his role separate from family, his children soon benefited from his election, and received huge 

wealth; Cesare became a cardinal in 1493.. Relatives arrived in Rome and were rewarded and the 

Borgais were soon endemic in Italy. While many other Popes had been nepotists, Alexander was 

promoting his own children and had a range of mistresses, something that further fuelled a 

growing and negative reputation. At this point some of the Borgia children also began to cause 



problems, as they annoyed their new families, and at one point Alexander appears to have 

threatened to excommunicate a mistress for returning to her husband.  

Alexander soon had to navigate a way through the warring states and families which surrounded 

him, and at first he tried negotiation, including the marriage of a twelve year old Lucrezia to 

Giovanni Sforza. He had some success with diplomacy, but it was short lived. Meanwhile 

Lucrezia’s husband proved a poor soldier, and he fled in opposition to the pope, who then had 

him divorced. We don’t know why he fled, but accounts claim he believed rumors of incest 

between Alexander and Lucrezia that persist to this day. 

France then entered the arena, competing for Italian land, and in 1494 King Charles VIII invaded 

Italy. His advance was barely stopped, and as Charles entered Rome Alexander retired to a 

palace. He could have fled, but stayed to use his ability against the neurotic Charles. He 

negotiated both his own survival and a compromise which ensured an independent papacy, but 

which left Cesare as both a papal legate and a hostage… until he escaped. France took Naples, 

but the rest of Italy came together in a Holy League in which Alexander played a key role. 

However, when Charles retreated back through Rome Alexander thought it was best to leave this 

second time.  

Juan Borgia 

Alexander now turned on a Roman family who stayed loyal to France: the Orsini. The command 

was given to Alexander’s son Duke Juan, who was recalled from Spain, where he had earned a 

reputation for womanizing. After initial success, Juan became Captain-General of the Papal 

Army, although practical command rested with an aide. Juan had more success and some failure, 

leading to the Orsini buying their way back in and Juan being given such large rewards by 

Alexander they alienated other commanders. Meanwhile Rome echoed to the rumors of the 

excesses of the Borgia children. Alexander meant to give Juan first the vital Orsini land, and then 

strategic papal lands, but Juan was assassinated and his corpse thrown into the Tiber. He was 20. 

No one knows who did it.  

The Rise of Cesare Borgia 

Juan had been Alexander’s favorite and his commander; that honor (and the rewards) were now 

diverted to Cesare, who wished to resign his cardinal’s hat and marry. Cesare seemed the future 

to Alexander partly because the other male Borgia children were dying or weak. Cesare 

secularized himself fully in 1498. He was immediately given replacement wealth as the Duke of 

Valence through an alliance Alexander brokered with the new French King Louis XIII, in return 

for papal acts and aiding him in gaining Milan. Cesare also married into Louis’ family and was 

given an army. His wife became pregnant before he left for Italy, but neither she nor the child 

ever saw Cesare again. Louis was successful and Cesare, who was only 23 but with an iron will 

and strong drive, began a remarkable military career.  

The Wars of Cesare Borgia 



Alexander looked at the condition of the Papal States, left in disarray after the first French 

invasion, and decided military action was needed. He thus ordered Cesare, who was in Milan 

with his army, to pacify large areas of central Italy for the Borgias. Cesare had early success, 

although when his large French contingent returned to France he needed a new army and 

returned to Rome. Cesare seemed to have control over his father now, and people after papal 

appointments and acts found it more profitable to seek out the son instead of Alexander. Cesare 

also became Captain-General of the churches armies, and a dominant figure in central Italy. 

Lucrezia’s husband was also killed, possibly on the orders of an angry Cesare, who also was 

rumoured to be acting against those who badmouthed him in Rome by assassinations. Murder 

was common in Rome, and many of the unsolved deaths were attributed to the Borgias, and 

usually Cesare.  

With a substantial war chest from Alexander, Cesare conquered. At one point he marched to 

remove Naples from the control of the dynasty who had given the Borgias their start. When 

Alexander went south to oversee the division of land, Lucrezia was left behind in Rome as 

regent. The Borgia family gained great amounts of land in the Papal States, which were now 

concentrated in the hands of one family more than ever before, and Lucrezia was packed off to 

marry Alfonso d’Este to secure a flank of Cesare’s conquests.  

The Fall of the Borgias 

As the alliance with France now seemed to be holding Cesare back, plans were made, deals 

struck, wealth acquired and enemies murdered to take a change of direction, but in mid-1503 

Alexander died of malaria. Cesare found his benefactor gone, his realm not yet consolidated, 

large foreign armies in the north and south, and himself also deeply ill. Furthermore, with Cesare 

weak, his enemies rushed back from exile to threaten his lands, and when Cesare failed to coerce 

the papal conclave he retreated from Rome. He persuaded the new pope to re-admit him safely, 

but that pontiff died after twenty six days and Cesare had to flee. He supported a great Borgia 

rival, Cardinal della Rovere, as Pope Julius III, but with his lands conquered and his diplomacy 

rebuffed an annoyed Julius arrested Cesare. Borgias were now thrown out of their positions, or 

forced into keeping quiet. Developments allowed Cesare to be released, and he went to Naples, 

but he was arrested by Ferdinand of Aragon and locked up again. Cesare did escape after two 

years, but was killed in a skirmish in 1507. He was just 31.  

Lucrezia the Patron and the end of the Borgias 

Lucrezia also survived malaria, and the loss of her father and brother. Her personality reconciled 

her to her husband, his family and her state, and she took up court positions, acting as regent. She 

organized the state, saw it through war, and created a court of great culture through her 

patronage. She was popular with her subjects, and died in 1519.  

No Borgias ever rose to become as powerful as Alexander, but there were plenty of minor 

figures who held religious and political positions, and Francis Borgia (d. 1572) was made a saint. 

By Francis’ time the family was declining in importance, and by the end of the eighteenth 

century it had died out.  



The Borgia Legend 

Alexander and the Borgias have become infamous for corruption, cruelty and murder. Yet what 

Alexander did as pope was rarely original, he just took things to a new extreme. Cesare was 

perhaps the supreme intersection of secular power wielded to spiritual power in Europe’s history, 

and the Borgias were renaissance princes no worse than many of their contemporaries. Indeed, 

Cesare was given the dubious distinction of Machiavelli, who knew Cesare, saying the Borgia 

general was a grand example of how to tackle power. 



The Rise of Printing: Literature in the Italian Renaissance (1350-1550)  

Summary  

The spirit of the Renaissance was expressed in literature as well as art. The poetry of Francesco 
Petrarch (1304-1374) powerfully expressed the principles of humanism extremely early in the 
budding Renaissance. Many scholars, in fact, date the beginning of the Renaissance to Petrarch's 
anointment as Poet Laureate. Giovanni Bocaccio stood at an almost similar stature as Petrarch. A 
Florentine, Bocaccio is most noted for writing the Decameron, a series of 100 stories set in 
Florence during the Black Death that struck the city in 1348. Boccaccio explores, in these stories, 
the traditions and viewpoints of various social classes, greatly based on actual observation and 
study.  

Just as art and architecture flourished in the Renaissance, so too did literature. And similarly - 
just as art and architecture benefited from new techniques - literature experienced a massive 
boon from technology. In 1454, Johann Gutenberg published the Gutenberg Bible, the first book 
printed by a machine using moveable type. The moveable-type printing press vastly changed the 
nature of book publishing, simultaneously increasing printing volume and decreasing prices. The 
process of printing spread throughout Europe, and was used extensively in Italy, where the 
humanist writers of the Renaissance had long sought a way to more easily express their ideas to 
the public. During the Renaissance, writers produced a greater volume of work than ever before, 
and with the lower prices and increased numbers of texts, these works reached an audience of 
unprecedented size. Literature became a part of the lives of the larger public, not just the few 
elite able to afford books, as had been the case before the advent of the printing press.  

Many Renaissance writers studied the works of the ancient Romans and Greeks, coming to new, 
modern conclusions based upon their studies. One such writer was Giovanni Pico della 
Mirandola. In 1484, Pico, as he was known, became a member of Florence's Platonic Academy. 
There he studied and tried to reconcile the teachings of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. In 1486, 
he published a collection of 900 philosophical treatises, in which his conclusions often differed 
from those of the Roman Catholic Church. Pico's best known work, the "Oration on the Dignity 
of Man," describes his belief, contrary to church dogma, that people have free will and are able 
to make decisions affecting their destinies. Not surprisingly, the Church declared Pico a heretic; 
he was only saved from demise by the intervention of Lorenzo de Medici.  

Niccolo Machiavelli rose to even greater literary prominence, and a prominence with a legacy 
more durable than Pico's. A Florentine statesman, Machiavelli rose to prominence during the 
Florentine Republic under Savonarola in 1498. After the Medici regained power in 1512, 
Machiavelli retired from government (involuntarily), moved to his estate outside Florence, and 
began to write. Convinced from his experiences in government that Italy could survive only if 
unified under a strong leader, in 1513, Machiavelli published The Prince, the best known piece 
of writing of the renaissance period. Perhaps also intended as a means to curry favor with the 
Medici leader of the moment, The Prince was intended as a guidebook for the eventual leader of 
all of Italy and as a reference for rulers everywhere. In its pages, Machiavelli argued that it was 
better for a leader to be feared than loved, and advocated that a "prince" should do anything 
necessary to maintain his power and achieve his goals.  



Commentary  

The Renaissance focus on learning and the invention of printing in Europe fed each other. The 
search for more accessible, cheaper books led to the invention and proliferation of the printing 
press, which, in turn, led to the wide institutionalization of literature as an essential aspect of 
Renaissance life. In the eleventh century, the Chinese had developed a system of movable type 
that a printer could use and reuse. It is uncertain whether Gutenberg and his colleagues knew of 
this process or not. In any case, the final result was the same—books no longer had to be 
produced by the long and arduous process of transcription. With the printing press, books could 
be produced quickly and in mass quantity. Before long, printing presses had been constructed 
and were widely in use throughout Europe, bringing the price of books down and allowing more 
and more authors to be published and read. The invention of the printing press was a major step 
toward bringing the Renaissance, long the province of the wealthy alone, to the middle classes. 
In turn, as literacy rose, the middle class became involved in the intellectual discourse of the 
times, and opportunities for middle class contributions to the canon of literature, while still fairly 
slim, grew. The power of literature to encompass many classes was demonstrated by the 
Decameron, in which Boccaccio explores the habits and morality of the various classes of 
Florence.  

As in the realm of art, writers felt a great tension between progressive humanism and Church 
doctrine, a tension that sometimes grew to the point of conflict. Pico was not the only writer of 
the times to be declared a heretic, as many wrestled with the fact that the factual findings of 
science and the philosophical conclusions of humanism did not correspond with the teachings of 
the Church. This undercurrent of dissent can be seen in many works throughout the Renaissance 
but is perhaps demonstrated in its clearest and most blatant form in Pico's "Oration on the 
Dignity of Man." Pico believed that man had free will and could make decisions, and that the 
study of philosophy prepared man to recognize the truth and make better decisions. He also 
believed that each individual could commune directly with God, and that the priesthood had 
falsely claimed this singular power. Pico's ideas, along with the arguments of others, became 
central to Protestant thought during the Reformation.  

Pico's experience demonstrates the continuing power of the Church over expression during the 
Renaissance. However, it also demonstrates the current of power which rose to rival this 
continuing power, in the form of Lorenzo de Medici, whose intervention saved Pico from exile 
and perhaps even death. Lorenzo was the consummate politician and patron of the arts, a wealthy 
power player considered to be one of the most influential men in the world. His intervention on 
behalf of Pico shows that due to his place in the Renaissance world, which centered on the rise of 
commerce and the simultaneous rise in arts and literature, he was capable of influencing the most 
powerful and rigid institution in the world, the Catholic Church. This says much about the 
changing balance of power in the Renaissance.  

Niccolo Machiavelli's writing, while it did not earn him condemnation as a heretic, was 
nonetheless novel and controversial. The Prince clearly hammers home the concept that a ruler 
must be strong and awe-inspiring in order to be successful. It argued for the consolidation of 
power by any means possible. European rulers have, for centuries, consulted The Prince as a 
handbook, and it is often said to have had more influence on modern politics than any other 



work. With the publication of his book Machiavelli's fame and infamy grew to such extents that 
his own name became a term: ruthless, calculating antagonists of literature and drama quickly 
became known as Machiavellian villains 

	  



 

TIMELINE OF RENAISSANCE ITALY 
 

 

 

 
 

Renaissance Italy is famous as a center of a sweeping artistic movement that spanned from about 

1380 to 1600. The new forms of art, architecture, and mechanics led to a profusion of humanist 

accomplishments. Some changes in the mindset of Europeans along with the vast wealth of the 

Italian states and Papacy allowed the great flowering of art and culture we know as the Italian 

Renaissance. This trend spread outward and soon infected the entire European continent in a 

staggering diversity of artistic and other cultural achievements. The Reformation is sometimes 

thought to have cauterized some of the developments of the late medieval era, however, Europe 

had been well on its way to the Age of Reason, Scientific Discovery and the Enlightenment by 

the year 1650.  

 

The "Renaissance Era" - in fact not actually an Era proper - was an advent, an essence, or a facet 

of this changing world view. The years between 1380 and 1530 were the transitional years from 

the Late Medieval and the beginning of the Early Modern era in Europe. By the year 1400 Italy 

contained a proliferation of cultural and religious centers unrivalled in Europe. Many of these 

holy sites originate during the early Christian times and the Middle Ages, and are places of 

pilgrimage. Italy was a highly cultivated land of fertile valleys and resource-rich mountain 

ranges, populated by a thriving, mostly urban people with a complex heritage including the 

splendors of ancient Rome, the wealth and might of the Lombards, and the global prestige of the 

Byzantine Empire. Italy was at the cultural, social, and economic crossroads of Europe. 
 

Timeline  

April 6, 1341: Francesco Petrarch is Crowned Poet Laureate Many historians cite this date as 

the beginning of the Renaissance.  

1397: Giovanni de Medici Moves to Florence Giovanni de Medici, the papal banker, 

headquarters his business in Florence and becomes involved in Florentine public life and 

patronage of the arts, laying the groundwork for the rise of his son Cosimo de Medici to power.  
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1401: Ghiberti Wins the Right to Sculpt the Northern Doors of The Baptistry Ghiberti is 

commissioned and takes 28 years to sculpt the bronze doors of the Florentine church. The doors 

remain one of the most valued treasures of the Renaissance  

1420: The Papacy Returns to Rome The Papacy, having been located in Avignon since 1305, 

returns to Rome, bringing with it the prestige and wealth necessary to rebuild the city.  

1423: Francesco Fosari Becomes Doge of Venice Fosari assumes the position of doge and 

attempts to usurp great political power, to the distaste of the Great Council, Venice's oligarchic 

ruling body, which asserts its power over the doge and torments him until his resignation.  

1429: Cosimo de Medici Takes Over his Father's Business Cosimo de Medici becomes head 

of the bank after his father dies, using his economic power to consolidate political power. Within 

five years he runs the city without question.  

1447: Pope Nicholas V Ascends to the Throne Pope Nicholas V takes the first steps toward 

turning Rome into a Renaissance city, undertaking many construction projects and strongly 

encouraging the arts.  

1450: Francesco Sforza Seizes Control of Milan After a short experiment with republican 

government, Milan returns to monarchy when Francesco Sforza takes control of the city. His 

most prominent successor is Ludovico Sforza.  

1453: Constantinople Falls The center of the Byzantine Empire, Constantinople falls to the 

Ottoman Turks, provoking an exodus of Greek people and works of art and literature into the 

Italian city-states.  

1454: Johann Gutenberg Prints the Gutenberg Bible Gutenberg is credited with the invention 

of the printing press in Europe, and ushers in the age of printed books, making literature more 

accessible to all Europeans.  

1464: Lorenzo de Medici Ascends to Power in Florence After Cosimo's death in 1464, his son 

Piero rules until his death in 1469, when power falls into the hands of Lorenzo, who rules until 

1491, raising Florence to its greatest heights of the Renaissance.  

1471: Sixtus IV Becomes Pope Sixtus IV becomes pope, undertaking many successful projects 

in Rome, but disgracing the Church through his corruption and practice of nepotism.  

1486: Pico Publishes His Collection of 900 Treatises Pico's philosophy often conflicts with 

that of the Catholic Church and he is declared a heretic. He is saved from demise by the 

intervention of Lorenzo de Medici.  

1492: Rodrigo Borgia becomes Pope Alexander VI Alexander VI is widely known as a corrupt 

and manipulative pope, scheming for his family's benefit. Many claim that the Papacy reaches its 

greatest moral decline of the Renaissance during his pontificate.  



1494: The Medici are Ousted from Florence by Girolamo Savonarola Savonarola, preaching 

a return to simple faith, leads a popular uprising against the Medici, who are forced to flee. 

Savonarola's rule is short-lived, and he is burned as a heretic in 1495.  

1494: Ludovico Sforza Permits the French Invasion of Italy In an attempt to weaken his 

enemy, the King of Naples, Ludovico invites the French to invade Italy, granting them free 

passage through Milan. Though this invasion fails, the French return in 1499, turning on 

Ludovico and taking Milan, and opening an era of foreign competition for Italian land.  

1503: Pope Julius II Assumes the Papal Throne The ascension of Pope Julius II begins the 

Roman Golden Age, during which the city and Papacy both prosper. Julius II reverses the trend 

of moral degradation in the Papacy and takes great steps in the rebuilding of Rome.  

1513: Pope Leo X Succeeds Julius II Pope Leo X, the son of Lorenzo de Medici, continues the 

trend of the Golden Age, proving himself a gifted administrator and intelligent patron of the arts. 

Rome prospers.  

1513: Niccolo Machiavelli Publishes The Prince Often considered the most influential political 

book of all time, The Prince outlines the argument that it is better for a ruler to be feared than 

loved.  

1517: The Reformation Movement Begins Martin Luther posts his 95 Theses on the door of a 

church in Wittenburg, Germany, igniting a movement which provokes an enormous split in the 

Roman Catholic Church.  

1519: Leonardo da Vinci Dies Leonardo, perhaps the most remarkable individual of the 

Renaissance, dies in France, having established himself as a painter, sculptor, engineer, and 

scientist.  

1523: Pope Clement VII Ascends to the Throne Pope Clement VII comes to power in difficult 

times, following Pope Leo X. He soon proves himself an incompetent politician, and his poor 

decisions lead to the sack of Rome.  

May 6, 1527: The Sack of Rome after Pope Clement VII refuses to grant the imperial army a 

ransom, it attacks the city of Rome, taking the city in just over twelve hours. The sack of Rome 

symbolizes the downfall of Renaissance Italy, much of which is subjugated to Imperial-Spanish 

rule by the settlement of Bologna in 1530.  

 



Tools Used by Early Explorers 

By Mary Osborne  

Tools Used by Early Explorers  

It's hard to imagine going anywhere today without a GPS unit, a PDA or at least directions from 

a reputable map, but early explorers did without all of the above as they courageously forged 

their way to uncharted lands. Despite the fact that exploration was often prompted by a lust for 

gold or riches, or to conquer people and acquire land, often in the name of religion, early 

explorers nevertheless used tools that were state-of-the-art at the time, but now seem crude 

compared to the electronic devices available in the 21st century.  

1. Stars and the Astrolabe 

o  

Phoenician explorer-navigators sailed from the Mediterranean along the coast of 

Europe and Africa, keeping land in their sights. If they ventured further out to sea, 

they relied on the "Phoenician Star"--now known as Polaris--to guide them. In the 

event that the stars were obscured by clouds and bad weather, they opted to head 

back to the safety of land. The astrolabe was invented later, possibly by the 

Greeks around 200 B.C.E., and was initially used by astrologers and astronomers 

to "take a star" when measuring angles and altitude of the Sun to establish 

latitude. Using an astrolabe to fix location required a clear view of the horizon 

and a steady hand. Unfortunately, when used aboard ship, the rolling of the seas 

and pitching of a ship could result in erroneous readings and measurements. 

  



2. Cross-staffs and Back-staffs 

o  

The cross-staff was a simple instrument used for measuring the distance between 

Polaris and the horizon. It was basically two wooden pieces, one long and one a 

much shorter cross-piece. The longer section was marked off by a graduated scale 

that measured how high the sun or Polaris was in the sky. Two major drawbacks 

of the cross-staff were that the explorer had to stare directly into the sun to use it 

and was blinded, and the device was virtually useless in cloudy weather. Also, a 

rocking ship interfered with the accuracy of any measurements taken. In the late 

16th century, John Davis invented the back-staff, which was used with the 

observer's back to the sun. By sighting the horizon, the sun was reflected onto a 

horizontal slit made of brass, and by making adjustments to the sliding vane, more 

accurate altitude and latitudinal measurements could be made. 

3. Lodestones and Compasses 

o  

One of the first ways explorers located north was to use a lodestone, a magnetic 

rock suspended on a string or poised on a piece of wood. Sometimes needles were 

magnetized by a lodestone and hung on a string to indicate true north. Eventually, 

the Venetians devised a compass that indicated the four directional points and 

used a magnetized needle. Explorers on land and sea began using compasses, 

which were a fairly reliable means of finding direction, except when land masses 

interfered with the needle's magnetic properties. Navigators needed to know not 

only the direction they were heading, but how fast they were traveling in order to 

estimate where they were. So, in combination with the compass, explorers at sea 

used a chip log, a floating board on a knotted rope, that they tossed overboard, 

and made calculations on their ship's speed by timing how long it took to reel in 

the board and measuring how much rope had been reeled out. 

4. Sandglasses and Chip-logs 

o  

Around the 10th century A.D., the sandglass, or hourglass, was invented to mark 

the passage of hours. Early explorers, especially those at sea, needed to mark not 



only the length of their watches, but also the time it took to reel in and out the 

rope attached to the chip log. Sandglasses, most often filled with pulverized 

shells, marble or rocks instead of sand to avoid clumping, measured different 

increments of time, usually an hour, but 30-second sandglasses were also needed 

for timing the chip-log. 

5. The Quadrant 

o  

Another simple device used by early explorers from medieval times on for 

measuring altitude and latitude was the quadrant. The quadrant was a quarter-

circle wedge of wood or metal with a scale of 0-90 degrees marked along its outer 

edge. A rope or string weighted on one end with a plumb bob hung down from the 

tip of the quadrant; an explorer or navigator looked through a small pinhole in the 

center, sighted the sun or star, and read the degree indicated by the plumb bob. 

The height of large objects, mountains or hills could be determined using a 

quadrant, as well as the angle of the sun or Polaris. 

6. Traverse Boards 

o  

Probably invented some time during the 1500s, traverse boards were used in 

navigation and early exploration to record all the information gathered from a 

sailor during his four-hour watch. The board kept track of how far the ship had 

traveled, the direction it had been heading, and the speed it had made. The 

wooden traverse board used a system of holes and pegs for the user to indicate 

these points over a four-hour period of time, so that at a glance anyone else on the 

ship could know what had transpired. At the end of the watch, the information 

was transferred and given to the captain of the ship, who then transferred it to the 

ship's log at the end of each day. Using the information gathered on the traverse 

boards, the navigator aboard ship could track the progress of the sea journey on 

any maps available to him at the time. 



Tudor England Life:  Crime and Punishment 

The Tudors encompass one of the most exciting periods in English History.   Crimes committed in the 15th and 16th 

century was met with violent and cruel punishments. Many of the punishments and executions of the Tudor period were 

witnessed by many hundreds of people. The poor Tudors treated such events as exciting days out. It was common 

practice for royalty and nobility to be subjected to this most public form of punishment or execution for their crimes. 

The execution of the tragic Queen Anne Boleyn was restricted to the members of the Tudor court and the nobles of the 

land, including close members of her family, but her execution was still witnessed by several hundred spectators. 

Royalty and Nobles 

Tudor England was split into two classes: royalty, nobles, and courtiers in the upper class and everyone else in the other. 

Tudor Punishment varied according to class. The upper class Tudors were well educated, wealthy and associated with 

royalty and high members of the clergy. These privileged Tudors would often become involved in power plays and 

became deeply involved in political intrigue and matters of religion. The upper class Tudors could therefore become 

involved in some crimes which were not shared by other people. Just being accused of one of the serious crimes, such as 

treason or heresy, could well result in torture. Trials were designed in the favor of the prosecutors conducted at the 

infamous Star Chamber. Defendants were not even allowed legal counsel.  

The Star Chamber 

The Star Chamber was an English court of law which was located at the royal Palace of Westminster. The Star Chamber 

witnessed the trials of royalty and nobility between 1487 and 1641. The primary function of the Star Chamber was to 

hear cases involving political libel, heresy, and treason. The Star Chamber was made up of Privy Counselors and judges.  

The Chamber was set up to ensure the fair enforcement of laws against powerful and prominent people who might not 

be convicted by ordinary courts. Star Chamber sessions were closed to the public and became greatly feared. The Star 

Chamber court sessions were held in secret. The Star Chamber Court had no jury, there was no right of appeal, and no 

witnesses - evidence was given in writing. The powerful Court of the Star Chamber evolved into a political weapon to use 

against any opponents of the policies of the monarch. 

The Crimes of Royalty and Nobles 

The most common crimes of royalty and wealthy nobles included: 

 High Treason  

 Blasphemy 

 Sedition  

 Spying 

 Rebellion  

 Murder 

 Witchcraft 

 Alchemy 

The punishment for most of the above crimes was death. There were various forms of execution. These terrible 

punishments included execution by beheading and burning though the worst punishment, for high treason, was to be 

hung, drawn, and quartered. Minor punishments would include taking land, titles, and wealth form those who had been 

found guilty of various crimes. 

Execution by beheading 



Tudor England Life:  Crime and Punishment 

The punishment of death by the axe was the most common form of execution and it was a terrifying prospect. The 

Tudor executioners often took several blows before the head was finally severed, as was in the execution of the 

Countess of Salisbury. Anne Boleyn was granted the services of a French executioner and the sword, rather than the axe. 

The punishment of beheading was held in public and witnessed by many people. Following an execution by beheading 

the severed head was held up by the hair by the executioner. This tradition was not just to show the crowd the head, 

but also to show the head of the victim the crowd and to its own body. Consciousness remains for at least eight seconds 

after beheading, until the lack of oxygen causes unconsciousness.  The heads of Tudor traitors were placed on stakes 

and displayed in public places such as on the ramparts of castles or such prominent spots like London Bridge.  

The Punishment of being Hung, Drawn, and Quartered 

Life in Tudor England was chronicled by William Harrison and this included details of Tudor crime and punishment. The 

most dreadful punishment of being Hung, Drawn, and Quartered was described by William Harrison as follows: 

"The greatest and most grievous punishment used in England for such as offend against the State is drawing from the 

prison to the place of execution upon an hurdle or sled, where they are hanged till they be half dead, and then taken 

down, and quartered alive; after that, their members and bowels are cut from their bodies, and thrown into a fire, 

provided near hand and within their own sight, even for the same purpose."  

The Punishment of being Burnt at the Stake 

Another Tudor punishment included execution by burning, favored by the Catholic inquisition and Queen Mary I - 

Bloody Mary. Being burnt at the stake was a most terrible death. Tudor Executioners sometimes showed mercy to their 

victims by placing gunpowder at the base of the stake which helped the victims to a swifter and less painful death. The 

only other respite from the excruciating pain of being burnt to death was if the victims died of suffocation through 

smoke inhalation and lack of oxygen. 

Crimes and Punishments of the Poor  

Many of the crimes committed by commoners, the poor Tudors, were through sheer desperation and abject poverty. 

The most common crimes were: 

 Theft 

 Cut purses 

 Begging 

 Poaching 

 Adultery 

 Debtors 

 Forgers 

 Fraud 

 Murder 

 Treason and Rebellion 

 Heresy 

The punishments for above crimes were all very harsh. There were various forms of execution and even the minor 

punishments included amputation. 



Tudor England Life:  Crime and Punishment 

 Theft - Theft for stealing anything over 5 pence resulted in hanging, even small crimes such as stealing 

birds eggs could result in the death sentence.  

 Poaching - Poaching at night resulted in the punishment by death, whereas poaching during the day 

time did not 

 Begging - Begging was a serious crime during the Tudor era. The Tudor government made begging a 

crime and therefore illegal and 'poor beggars' As their punishment 'poor beggars' would be beaten until 

they reached the stones that marked the town parish boundary. The beatings given as punishment were 

bloody and merciless and those who were caught continually begging could be sent to prison and even 

hanged as their punishment 

 Treason, Rebellion and Heresy - All such crimes resulted in a death sentence  

Other punishments for the lower class crimes included: 

 Hanging 

 Burning at the stake 

 The Pillory and the Stocks 

 Public whipping  

 Branding with hot irons 

 Pressing with heavy stones 

 Ducking stools - especially for those women accused of witchcraft 

 Boiling in oil water or lead (usually reserved for poisoners ) 

 Starvation 

 Cutting off various items of the anatomy - nose, hands, ears etc 

 The Gossip's Bridle or the Brank 

 The Drunkards Cloak 

The Punishments of Poor Tudors - Executions 

The execution methods were by hanging, burned alive at the stake and being hung, drawn, and quartered, like the 

Upper class Tudors in Society.  However, beheadings were rare for the common low class Tudors.  Multiple hangings 

often took place, as the same scaffolding could be used for multiple offenders, thus saving money. 

Minor Crimes and Punishments of Poor Tudors 

Minor crime and punishment in small Tudor towns were dealt with by the Justice of the Peace. Many crimes during the 

Tudor era were due to a crime committed and the law broken due to the desperate acts of the poor. Every town parish 

was responsible for the poor and unemployed within that parish. The Justice of the Peace for each Tudor town parish 

was allowed to collect a tax from the wealthy inhabitants. This was called the Poor Rate which was used to help the poor 

during the Tudor period.  

 



Tudor Food 

Tudor	  Food	  and	  Drink	  varied	  according	  to	  status	  and	  wealth.	  In	  the	  early	  Middle	  Ages	  period	  meat	  was	  a	  
sign	  of	  wealth.	  But	  as	  the	  population	  rose	  in	  Tudor	  England	  so	  did	  the	  improved	  agricultural	  techniques	  
and	  inventions.	  The	  Tudor	  era	  also	  saw	  the	  introductions	  of	  different	  food	  from	  the	  New	  World,	  and	  
continued	  to	  be	  influenced	  by	  the	  foods	  imported	  from	  the	  Far	  East,	  just	  it	  had	  during	  the	  earlier	  period	  
of	  the	  Crusades.	  The	  Tudor	  era	  saw	  the	  expanded	  use	  of	  sugar.	  	  Increased	  cultivation	  of	  fruit	  trees	  and	  
bee	  hives	  in	  England	  was	  also	  seen	  during	  the	  Tudor	  era	  increasing	  the	  range	  of	  foods	  available.	  The	  
section	  and	  era	  covering	  Tudor	  Food	  includes	  sections	  on	  food	  in	  the	  Tudor	  times,	  food	  in	  Tudor	  
England,	  Tudor	  food	  recipes	  and	  Tudor	  food	  for	  a	  banquet	  or	  feast.	  

Tudor	  Food	  Presentation	  -‐	  the	  Visual	  Effect	  

It	  was	  important	  that	  Tudor	  Food	  prepared	  for	  the	  nobility	  and	  royalty,	  especially	  for	  feasts	  and	  
banquets	  had	  a	  great	  visual	  effect.	  Tudors	  enjoyed	  a	  huge	  variety	  of	  serving	  methods	  making	  use	  of	  
bright	  colors	  and	  various	  'props'.	  Exotic	  birds	  such	  as	  peacocks	  were	  reared	  for	  consumption	  but	  their	  
feathers	  were	  also	  used	  to	  decorate	  cooked	  foods.	  Strange	  and	  unusual	  shapes	  were	  also	  used	  in	  food	  
presentation.	  

Purchasing	  Tudor	  Food	  &	  Cooking	  Methods	  /	  Cooking	  Utensils	  

Tudor	  Food	  was	  generally	  purchased	  from	  small	  markets	  and	  from	  local	  fairs.	  In	  large	  cities	  like	  London	  
there	  were	  specific	  markets	  which	  sold	  either	  fish,	  meat,	  dairy	  products	  or	  fruit	  and	  vegetables.	  
Elsewhere	  meat	  was	  sold	  at	  large	  livestock	  markets.	  Tudor	  food	  was	  prepared	  by	  several	  cooking	  
methods	  including:	  

	  	  	  	  Spit	  roasting	  foods	  

	  	  	  	  Baking	  foods	  

	  	  	  	  Boiling	  foods	  

	  	  	  	  Smoking	  foods	  

	  	  	  	  Salting	  foods	  

	  	  	  	  Frying	  foods	  

A	  large	  amount	  of	  Tudor	  cooking	  was	  conducted	  over	  an	  open	  flame	  or	  fire.	  Useful	  cooking	  utensils	  for	  
this	  method	  of	  cooking	  Tudor	  food	  were	  pots,	  pans,	  kettles,	  skillets	  and	  cauldrons.	  To	  prepare	  the	  food	  a	  
range	  of	  knives,	  ladles,	  meat	  forks	  and	  scissors	  were	  also	  used.	  Instead	  of	  a	  baking	  tin,	  Tudor	  cooks	  used	  
a	  baking	  tray	  made	  of	  hardened	  pastry,	  which	  was	  unnervingly	  called	  a	  ‘coffin’!	  The	  mortar	  and	  pestle	  
were	  essential	  cooking	  utensils	  for	  cooks	  who	  used	  nuts	  spices	  in	  their	  Tudor	  recipes.	  Each	  cook	  kept	  a	  
book	  of	  their	  own	  Tudor	  recipes.	  

Tudor	  Drink	  
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Water	  was	  not	  clean	  in	  Tudor	  times	  and	  people	  therefore	  drank	  wine	  and	  ale.	  The	  rich	  Tudors	  drank	  
both	  and	  the	  poor	  just	  drank	  ale.	  Honey	  was	  used	  to	  make	  a	  sweet	  alcoholic	  drink	  called	  mead	  which	  
was	  drunk	  by	  all	  Tudor	  classes.	  Wine	  was	  generally	  imported	  from	  the	  continent	  although	  some	  fruit	  
wines	  were	  produced	  in	  England.	  Ales	  were	  brewed	  with	  malt	  and	  water,	  whilst	  beer	  contained	  hops	  
that	  held	  a	  bitter	  flavor.	  Other	  flavors	  were	  added	  to	  ales	  and	  beers	  such	  as	  bayberries,	  orris,	  or	  long	  
pepper.	  Consumption	  of	  weak,	  low-‐alcohol	  drinks	  during	  the	  Tudor	  period	  has	  been	  estimated	  at	  around	  
one	  gallon	  per	  person	  per	  day.	  

Food	  in	  the	  Tudor	  Times	  

	  

Food	  in	  the	  Tudor	  Times	  

The	  food	  served	  during	  Tudor	  times	  to	  the	  Upper	  classes,	  the	  nobility	  and	  royalty,	  was	  often	  spicy,	  
colorful	  and	  lavish.	  The	  food	  served	  to	  the	  upper	  classes	  in	  the	  Tudor	  times	  was	  an	  integral	  part	  of	  their	  
leisure	  time.	  There	  were	  many	  feasts	  and	  banquets	  which	  were	  accompanied	  by	  music,	  minstrels,	  
acrobats	  and	  jesters	  -‐	  food	  in	  the	  Tudor	  times	  played	  a	  major	  part	  in	  their	  entertainment	  process.	  Food	  
in	  the	  Tudor	  times	  was	  influenced	  by	  French	  cuisine	  and	  from	  the	  Far	  East.	  Exciting	  Foods	  from	  the	  New	  
World	  were	  also	  being	  introduced.	  There	  was	  certainly	  a	  variety	  of	  different	  food	  served	  during	  Tudor	  
Times!	  

	  

Foreign	  Influences	  on	  Food	  during	  the	  Tudor	  Times	  -‐	  The	  Normans	  

There	  were	  many	  foreign	  influences	  on	  English	  food	  during	  Tudor	  times.	  There	  was	  frequent	  
movements	  between	  the	  courts	  of	  Europe	  and	  new	  ideas	  about	  food	  were	  introduced	  from	  these	  
foreign	  travels.	  	  Food	  during	  Tudor	  times	  also	  included	  foods	  that	  had	  been	  introduced	  by	  the	  Normans	  
who	  had	  initially	  introduced	  both	  French	  and	  Scandinavian	  food.	  The	  tastes	  of	  the	  Norman	  nobility	  were	  
far	  more	  sophisticated	  than	  the	  English	  of	  the	  era	  and	  their	  sophistication	  became	  integrated	  into	  
English	  foods.	  

	  

Foreign	  Influences	  on	  Food	  during	  the	  Tudor	  Times	  -‐	  The	  Crusades	  

The	  influence	  of	  the	  Crusades	  had	  seen	  a	  startling	  effect	  on	  Middle	  Ages	  Food.	  The	  elegance	  of	  the	  Far	  
East,	  with	  its	  silks,	  tapestries,	  precious	  stones,	  perfumes,	  spices,	  pearls,	  and	  ivory,	  was	  so	  enchanting	  
that	  an	  enthusiastic	  crusader	  called	  it	  "the	  vestibule	  of	  Paradise".	  A	  change	  in	  culture	  started	  to	  emerge	  
in	  England.	  It	  became	  a	  status	  symbol	  to	  serve	  food	  with	  herbs	  and	  spices.	  As	  they	  were	  exported,	  these	  
spices	  were	  expensive.	  The	  differences	  of	  foods	  consumed	  by	  the	  Upper	  and	  Lower	  Classes	  changed	  
significantly.	  The	  poor	  could	  not	  afford	  the	  new	  range	  of	  spices.	  The	  spices,	  initially	  introduced	  during	  
the	  times	  of	  the	  crusades,	  which	  were	  used	  in	  food	  during	  the	  Tudor	  times	  were	  as	  follows:	  
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Foods	  and	  Spices	  from	  the	  Crusades	  

Pepper	  

Cinnamon	  

Cloves	  

Anise	   Nutmeg	  

Ginger	  

Saffron	  

Caraway	   Cardamon	  

Coriander	  

Cumin	  

Mustard	   Garlic	  

Turmeric	  

Mace	  

Raisins	  

	  

Foods	  and	  Spices	  from	  the	  Crusades	  

	  

Foods	  from	  the	  New	  World	  introduced	  during	  Tudor	  Times	  

During	  Tudor	  times	  explorations	  to	  the	  New	  World	  brought	  a	  whole	  new	  range	  of	  foods	  to	  satisfy	  the	  
Tudors	  taste	  for	  both	  sweet	  and	  spicy	  foods.	  Some	  of	  the	  food	  introduced	  to	  the	  Tudors	  from	  the	  New	  
World	  were	  as	  follows:	  

	  

Foods	  from	  the	  New	  World	  introduced	  during	  Tudor	  Times	  

Tomatoes	  

Turkey	  
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Potatoes	  

Maize	  

Vanilla	  

Pineapple	   Kidney	  Beans	  

Pineapples	  

Lima	  Beans	  

Chilli	  peppers	  

Red	  peppers	  

Squash	   Cayenne	  pepper	  

Paprika	  

Chilli	  

Peanuts	  

Tapioca	  

Coffee	   Corn	  

Pumpkin	  

Avocado	  

Pecan	  

Cashew	  

Chocolate	  

	  

Foods	  from	  the	  New	  World	  introduced	  during	  Tudor	  Times	  

	  

The	  Tudor	  Spice	  Trade	  

The	  Spice	  Trade	  was	  extremely	  important	  throughout	  Tudor	  times.	  Oriental	  spices	  constituted	  the	  most	  
profitable	  and	  dynamic	  element	  in	  European	  and	  English	  trade	  and	  this	  drive	  for	  profit	  through	  new	  
spices	  (	  as	  well	  as	  the	  quest	  for	  gold	  and	  silver)	  encouraged	  the	  explorations	  of	  Tudor	  and	  Elizabethan	  
seamen	  such	  as	  Sir	  Walter	  Raleigh	  and	  Sir	  Francis	  Drake.	  Until	  the	  discoveries	  	  of	  the	  Tudor	  Explorers	  in	  
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the	  New	  World	  Italy	  played	  the	  most	  dominant	  role	  in	  the	  supply	  of	  spices	  to	  England	  from	  the	  Far	  East	  
countries.	  The	  voyages	  of	  the	  Spanish	  and	  the	  Portuguese	  to	  the	  Americas	  ensured	  that	  they	  would	  play	  
an	  important	  part	  in	  the	  spice	  trade	  from	  the	  New	  World.	  It	  was	  essential	  for	  the	  economy	  of	  England	  
that	  they	  would	  also	  be	  included	  in	  the	  Spice	  Trade	  which	  was	  one	  of	  the	  main	  objectives	  for	  their	  
voyages	  of	  exploration	  to	  the	  New	  World.	  

	  

Drinks	  during	  the	  Tudor	  Times	  

Coffee	  and	  chocolate	  were	  introduced	  from	  the	  New	  World	  and	  tea	  was	  introduced	  by	  Jesuit	  priest	  who	  
had	  travelled	  to	  the	  Far	  East	  to	  England.	  However,	  coffee,	  chocolate	  and	  tea	  were	  only	  used	  as	  
medicines	  during	  the	  Tudor	  era.	  	  The	  Tudors	  did	  not	  drink	  their	  beverages	  hot.	  The	  Tudors	  drinks	  
consisted	  of	  Ale,	  Beers	  and	  wine.	  Milk	  was	  only	  drunk	  by	  the	  lower	  classes.	  

Tudor	  Food	  for	  a	  Banquet	  or	  Feast	  

	  

Tudor	  Food	  for	  a	  Banquet	  or	  Feast	  

We	  have	  all	  heard	  about	  the	  extravagant	  feasts	  and	  banquets	  of	  the	  Tudor	  period.	  It	  is	  true	  that	  Tudor	  
Menus	  for	  the	  wealthy	  were	  extensive,	  but	  only	  small	  portions	  were	  taken.	  Social	  etiquette	  dictated	  that	  
an	  extensive	  choice	  of	  foods	  should	  be	  made	  available.	  

	  

Tudor	  Food	  for	  a	  Banquet	  or	  Feast	  

The	  Tudor	  Food	  for	  a	  Banquet	  or	  Feast	  was	  sumptuous	  and	  lavish.	  New	  foods	  and	  spices	  were	  being	  
imported	  during	  the	  Tudor	  period	  and	  unusual	  recipes	  were	  being	  created	  which	  made	  use	  of	  the	  finest	  
foods	  and	  ingredients.	  The	  Tudor	  Food	  for	  a	  Banquet	  or	  Feast	  prepared	  for	  Tudor	  royalty	  were	  the	  most	  
magnificent.	  King	  Henry	  VIII	  was	  always	  in	  competition	  with	  the	  French	  King,	  Francis	  I.	  Cooks	  employed	  
by	  Nobles	  during	  the	  Tudor	  period	  would	  have	  been	  aware	  of	  the	  high	  standards	  set	  by	  the	  French	  and	  
endeavoured	  to	  provide	  King	  Henry	  VIII	  with	  a	  Tudor	  feast	  or	  banquet	  of	  a	  similar	  standard	  and	  content.	  
The	  following	  description	  is	  of	  a	  lavish	  French	  banquet	  and	  feast	  described	  by	  a	  historian	  of	  French	  
cookery,	  Legrand	  d'Aussy	  given	  in	  1455	  by	  the	  Count	  of	  Anjou:	  

	  

Tudor	  Banquet	  &	  Feast	  

	  

The	  Tudor	  Dining	  Table	  
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"On	  the	  table	  was	  placed	  a	  centre-‐piece,	  which	  represented	  a	  green	  lawn,	  surrounded	  with	  large	  
peacocks'	  feathers	  and	  green	  branches,	  to	  which	  were	  tied	  violets	  and	  other	  sweet-‐smelling	  flowers.	  

	  

In	  the	  middle	  of	  this	  lawn	  a	  fortress	  was	  placed,	  covered	  with	  silver.	  This	  was	  hollow,	  and	  formed	  a	  sort	  
of	  cage,	  in	  which	  several	  live	  birds	  were	  shut	  up,	  their	  tufts	  and	  feet	  being	  gilt.	  

	  

On	  its	  tower,	  which	  was	  gilt,	  three	  banners	  were	  placed,	  one	  bearing	  the	  arms	  of	  the	  count,	  the	  two	  
others	  those	  of	  Mesdemoiselles	  de	  Châteaubrun	  and	  de	  Villequier,	  in	  whose	  honour	  the	  feast	  was	  
given."	  

	  

The	  Tudor	  First	  Course	  

"The	  first	  course	  consisted	  of	  a	  civet	  of	  hare,	  a	  quarter	  of	  stag	  which	  had	  been	  a	  night	  in	  salt,	  a	  stuffed	  
chicken,	  and	  a	  loin	  of	  veal.	  

	  

The	  two	  last	  dishes	  were	  covered	  with	  a	  German	  sauce,	  with	  gilt	  sugar-‐plums,	  and	  pomegranate	  
seeds....	  

	  

At	  each	  end,	  outside	  the	  green	  lawn,	  was	  an	  enormous	  pie,	  surmounted	  with	  smaller	  pies,	  which	  formed	  
a	  crown.	  The	  crust	  of	  the	  large	  ones	  was	  silvered	  all	  round	  and	  gilt	  at	  the	  top;	  each	  contained	  a	  whole	  
roe-‐deer,	  a	  gosling,	  three	  capons,	  six	  chickens,	  ten	  pigeons,	  one	  young	  rabbit	  

	  

To	  serve	  as	  seasoning	  or	  stuffing,	  a	  minced	  loin	  of	  veal,	  two	  pounds	  of	  fat,	  and	  twenty-‐six	  hard-‐boiled	  
eggs,	  covered	  with	  saffron	  and	  flavoured	  with	  cloves.	  

	  

The	  Tudor	  Second	  Course	  

...There	  was	  a	  roe-‐deer,	  a	  pig,	  a	  sturgeon	  cooked	  in	  parsley	  and	  vinegar,	  and	  covered	  with	  powdered	  
ginger;	  a	  kid,	  two	  goslings,	  twelve	  chickens,	  as	  many	  pigeons,	  six	  young	  rabbits,	  two	  herons,	  a	  leveret,	  a	  
fat	  capon	  stuffed,	  four	  chickens	  covered	  with	  yolks	  of	  eggs	  and	  sprinkled	  with	  powder	  de	  Duc	  (spice),	  a	  
wild	  boar	  
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The	  Tudor	  Third	  Course	  

..Some	  wafers	  (darioles),	  and	  stars;	  a	  jelly,	  part	  white	  and	  part	  red,	  representing	  the	  crests	  of	  the	  main	  
guests	  

	  

The	  Tudor	  Fourth	  Course	  

..Cream	  with	  Duc	  powder,	  covered	  with	  fennel	  seeds	  preserved	  in	  sugar;	  a	  white	  cream,	  cheese	  in	  slices,	  
and	  strawberries;	  and,	  lastly,	  plums	  stewed	  in	  rose-‐water.	  

	  

The	  Tudor	  Fifth	  Course	  

Besides	  these	  four	  courses,	  there	  was	  a	  fifth,	  entirely	  composed	  of	  the	  prepared	  wines	  then	  in	  vogue,	  
and	  of	  preserves.	  These	  consisted	  of	  fruits	  and	  various	  sweet	  pastries.	  The	  pastries	  represented	  stags	  
and	  swans,	  to	  the	  necks	  of	  which	  were	  suspended	  the	  arms	  of	  the	  Count	  of	  Anjou	  ..."	  

	  

Tudor	  Banquet	  &	  Feast	  

	  

Serving	  Tudor	  Food	  for	  a	  Banquet	  or	  Feast	  

Serving	  Tudor	  Food	  for	  a	  Banquet	  or	  Feast	  required	  organization	  skills	  and	  the	  hard	  work	  of	  the	  Tudor	  
servants:	  

	  

	  	  	  	  The	  purchase	  and	  choice	  of	  Tudor	  Food	  for	  a	  Banquet	  or	  Feast	  was	  usually	  entrusted	  to	  the	  squires	  of	  
the	  kitchen	  assisted	  by	  the	  senior	  Tudor	  cooks	  

	  

	  	  	  	  The	  various	  Tudor	  food	  dishes	  were	  prepared	  by	  the	  cooks	  and	  were	  placed,	  with	  the	  help	  of	  the	  
esquires	  until	  the	  moment	  of	  serving	  and	  then	  carried	  to	  the	  tables	  in	  the	  Great	  Hall	  

	  

	  	  	  	  The	  Great	  Table	  was	  set	  on	  a	  dais,	  which	  was	  strictly	  reserved	  for	  Tudor	  royalty	  or	  nobles,	  was	  often	  
covered	  with	  a	  table	  cloth	  

	  

	  	  	  	  Tudor	  guests	  were	  shown	  to	  their	  seats,	  after	  washing	  their	  hands,	  at	  the	  entrance	  of	  the	  Great	  Hall	  
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	  	  	  	  Stepped	  Buffets	  -‐	  these	  were	  a	  series	  of	  wooden	  planks	  with	  a	  number	  of	  stepped	  shelves.	  The	  
greater	  the	  number	  of	  shelves	  indicated	  the	  higher	  rank	  of	  the	  Tudor	  host.	  The	  Tudor	  'Stepped	  Buffets'	  
were	  covered	  with	  rich	  drapes	  and	  assembled	  for	  use	  at	  Banquets	  and	  Feasts	  

	  

	  	  	  	  The	  Tudors	  finest	  plates	  of	  gold	  or	  silver	  were	  displayed	  on	  the	  'Buffet'	  and	  servants	  served	  from	  them	  

	  

	  	  	  	  Tudor	  Food	  for	  a	  Banquet	  or	  Feast	  consisted	  of	  three,	  four,	  five,	  and	  even	  six	  courses	  

	  

	  	  	  	  The	  main	  courses	  were	  sometimes	  made	  to	  imitate	  a	  sort	  of	  theatrical	  representation	  

	  

	  	  	  	  Tudor	  Food	  for	  a	  Banquet	  or	  Feast	  might	  have	  included	  coloured	  jellies	  of	  swans,	  of	  peacocks,	  or	  of	  
pheasants	  adorned	  with	  their	  feathers,	  having	  the	  beak	  and	  feet	  gilt,	  which	  would	  have	  been	  served	  as	  a	  
speciality	  and	  placed	  on	  the	  middle	  of	  the	  table	  on	  a	  sort	  of	  pedestal	  

Food	  in	  Tudor	  England	  

	  

Food	  in	  Tudor	  England	  -‐	  Food	  Availability	  

What	  food	  was	  available	  to	  the	  people	  of	  Tudor	  England?	  Home	  grown	  produce	  was	  used	  to	  feed	  the	  
majority	  of	  people	  in	  Tudor	  England.	  Poor	  harvests,	  such	  as	  those	  which	  occurred	  in	  the	  1590's,	  had	  a	  
bad	  effect	  on	  the	  economy	  and	  a	  devastating	  effect	  on	  the	  English	  people	  which	  led	  to	  starvation	  in	  
some	  areas.	  The	  booming	  wool	  trade	  had	  changed	  the	  face	  of	  English	  agriculture	  and	  the	  land	  
enclosures	  led	  to	  an	  increase	  in	  the	  number	  of	  people	  living	  in	  poverty	  in	  England	  and	  the	  introduction	  
of	  the	  1601	  Poor	  Law.	  The	  types	  of	  food	  in	  Tudor	  England	  available	  to	  the	  Upper	  Class	  Tudors	  differed	  
considerably	  to	  the	  food	  available	  to	  the	  lower	  class	  Tudors.	  

	  

Food	  in	  Tudor	  England	  -‐	  Meat	  available	  

Food	  in	  Tudor	  England	  included	  a	  vast	  range	  of	  different	  meat	  .	  The	  meats	  included	  venison,	  beef,	  pork,	  
veal,	  goat,	  lamb,	  rabbit,	  hare,	  mutton,	  swans,	  herons	  and	  poultry.	  Chickens	  were	  believed	  to	  have	  been	  
introduced	  to	  England	  by	  the	  Romans.	  Only	  lords	  and	  nobles	  of	  Tudor	  England	  were	  allowed	  to	  hunt	  
deer,	  boar,	  hares	  and	  rabbits.	  The	  punishment	  for	  poaching	  in	  Tudor	  England	  could	  result	  in	  death	  or	  
having	  hands	  cut	  off.	  
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Food	  in	  Tudor	  England	  -‐	  Fish	  available	  

Food	  in	  Tudor	  England	  also	  included	  a	  vast	  range	  of	  different	  fish.	  The	  range	  of	  fish	  included	  herring,	  
salmon,	  eel,	  whiting,	  plaice,	  cod,	  trout	  and	  pike.	  Shell	  fish	  also	  featured	  in	  Tudor	  food	  and	  included	  crab,	  
oysters,	  mussels	  and	  cockles.	  Only	  the	  Upper	  Classes	  benefited	  from	  this	  vast	  range	  of	  food.	  The	  wealthy	  
Tudors	  also	  enjoyed	  various	  spices	  imported	  from	  abroad.	  

	  

Food	  in	  Tudor	  England	  -‐	  Bread	  

The	  main	  parts	  of	  the	  basic	  diet	  in	  Food	  in	  Tudor	  England	  were	  bread,	  meat	  and	  fish.	  Bread	  was	  the	  
most	  important	  component	  of	  the	  diet	  and	  food	  in	  Tudor	  England.	  The	  Upper	  Class	  Tudors	  ate	  Manchet,	  
a	  bread	  loaf	  made	  of	  wheat	  flour.	  The	  Tudor	  Lower	  Classes	  ate	  rye	  and	  barley	  bread.	  Different	  types	  of	  
bread	  made	  from	  wheat	  were	  as	  follows:	  

	  

	  	  	  	  Manchet	  -‐	  Fine	  White	  Bread	  

	  

	  	  	  	  Cheat	  or	  wheaten	  bread	  -‐	  Coarse	  texture,	  grey	  in	  color	  

	  

	  	  	  	  Ravelled	  Bread	  -‐	  containing	  less	  of	  the	  pure	  substance	  of	  the	  wheat	  

	  

	  	  	  	  Brown	  or	  Black	  bread	  

	  

Food	  in	  Tudor	  England	  -‐	  Dairy	  Products	  

The	  Food	  in	  Tudor	  England	  included	  various	  dairy	  products.	  The	  dairy	  products	  produced	  in	  the	  Tudor	  
era	  included	  milk,	  cream,	  butter	  and	  cheese.	  Milk	  was	  used	  as	  an	  Tudor	  beverage	  and	  cream,	  curds,	  
whey,	  butter	  and	  cheese	  was	  a	  by-‐product	  of	  this	  basic	  commodity.	  Strawberries	  and	  cream	  was	  on	  the	  
menu	  in	  Tudor	  England!	  Eggs	  were	  also	  consumed!	  Butter	  was	  stored	  in	  wooden	  barrels	  called	  firkins	  
but	  only	  used	  by	  the	  Upper	  Classes	  for	  cooking	  food.	  Several	  types	  of	  cheese	  was	  available.	  Hard	  
cheeses	  were	  made	  from	  skimmed	  mild,	  soft	  cheeses	  were	  made	  from	  whole	  milk.	  All	  of	  these	  dairy	  
products	  were	  deemed	  inferior	  foods	  and	  therefore	  only	  to	  be	  eaten	  by	  the	  Tudor	  poor	  and	  lower	  
classes.	  
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Food	  in	  Tudor	  England	  -‐	  Vegetables	  

The	  term	  "vegetable"	  was	  used	  only	  rarely	  during	  Tudor	  times.	  Instead	  the	  term	  "herb"	  covered	  all	  
green	  plants,	  roots	  and	  herbs.	  Food	  items	  which	  came	  from	  the	  ground	  were	  only	  are	  considered	  fit	  for	  
the	  poor	  during	  the	  Tudor	  period.	  Only	  vegetables	  such	  as	  rape,	  onions,	  garlic	  and	  leeks	  graced	  a	  Noble's	  
table.	  

	  

Food	  in	  Tudor	  England	  -‐	  Daily	  Meals	  

The	  number	  of	  daily	  meals	  eaten	  during	  the	  day	  by	  the	  Tudors	  were	  as	  follows:	  

	  

	  	  	  	  Breakfast	  -‐	  Food	  and	  drink	  generally	  served	  between	  6	  -‐7	  

	  

	  	  	  	  Dinner	  -‐	  Food	  and	  drink	  generally	  served	  at	  mid-‐morning	  between	  12	  -‐	  2	  

	  

	  	  	  	  Supper	  -‐	  Was	  a	  substantial	  meal	  and	  food	  and	  drink	  was	  generally	  served	  between	  6	  -‐7	  and	  
accompanied	  by	  various	  forms	  of	  entertainment	  

	  

The	  poor	  Tudors	  also	  had	  three	  meals	  but	  obviously	  far	  less	  elaborate	  than	  the	  Upper	  Classes.	  

	  

Food	  in	  Tudor	  England	  -‐	  Daily	  Food	  Consumption	  for	  the	  poor	  Tudors	  of	  the	  lower	  classes	  

The	  food	  eaten	  daily	  by	  the	  average	  poor	  Tudor	  in	  England	  consisted	  of	  at	  least	  ½	  lb.	  bread,	  1	  pint	  of	  
beer,	  1	  pint	  of	  porridge,	  and	  1/4	  lb	  of	  meat.	  This	  would	  have	  been	  supplemented	  with	  some	  dairy	  
products	  -‐	  vegetables	  were	  a	  substantial	  ingredient	  of	  soups.	  Records	  show	  that	  the	  daily	  ration	  of	  a	  
food	  for	  a	  Tudor	  soldier	  with	  2	  lb.	  of	  beef	  or	  mutton	  with	  l	  lb.	  cheese,	  l/2	  lb.	  butter,	  1.5	  lb.	  bread	  and	  2/3	  
gallon	  of	  beer!	  It	  is	  probably	  worth	  pointing	  out	  that	  the	  the	  beer	  had	  a	  very	  low	  alcohol	  content!	  
	  

	  

Food	  in	  Tudor	  England	  -‐	  Daily	  Tudor	  Food	  Consumption	  for	  the	  rich	  Tudors	  

The	  quantity,	  quality	  and	  type	  of	  food	  consumed	  by	  the	  Tudor	  Upper	  Classes	  in	  England	  differed	  
considerably	  from	  the	  diet	  of	  the	  Lower	  Classes.	  The	  number	  of	  courses	  and	  variety	  of	  Tudor	  foods	  
consumed	  by	  the	  Upper	  Classes	  included	  ingredients	  which	  were	  too	  expensive	  for	  the	  majority	  of	  
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ordinary	  people	  in	  England.	  The	  Upper	  classes	  had	  a	  taste	  for	  spicy	  and	  also	  sweet	  foods	  and	  could	  
afford	  the	  expensive	  spices	  and	  sugar	  required	  to	  create	  these	  exotic	  recipes.	  In	  a	  Description	  Of	  Tudor	  
England,	  1577	  from	  Holinshed's	  Chronicles	  Upper	  Class	  food	  consumption	  was	  described	  as	  follows:	  

	  

Description	  Of	  Tudor	  Food	  Consumption	  in	  England,	  1577	  

	  

In	  number	  of	  dishes	  and	  change	  of	  meat	  the	  nobility	  of	  England	  (whose	  cooks	  are	  for	  the	  most	  part	  
musical-‐headed	  Frenchmen	  and	  strangers)	  do	  most	  exceed,	  sith	  there	  is	  no	  day	  in	  manner	  that	  passeth	  
over	  their	  heads	  wherein	  they	  have	  not	  only	  beef,	  mutton,	  veal,	  lamb,	  kid,	  pork,	  cony,	  capon,	  pig,	  or	  so	  
many	  of	  these	  as	  the	  season	  yieldeth,	  but	  also	  some	  portion	  of	  the	  red	  or	  fallow	  deer,	  beside	  great	  
variety	  of	  fish	  and	  wild	  fowl,	  and	  thereto	  sundry	  other	  delicates	  

Pancakes	  

Tudor	  Food	  Recipe	  

	  

Pancakes	  Recipe	  

	  

To	  make	  the	  best	  Pancakes	  

To	  make	  fine	  Pan-‐cakes	  fryed	  without	  Butter	  or	  Lard.	  Take	  a	  pint	  of	  Cream,	  and	  six	  new	  laid	  Egs,	  beat	  
them	  very	  well	  together,	  put	  in	  a	  quarter	  of	  a	  pound	  of	  Sugar,	  and	  one	  Nutmeg	  or	  a	  little	  beaten	  Mace	  
(which	  you	  please)	  and	  so	  much	  flower	  as	  will	  thicken	  almost	  as	  much	  as	  ordinarily	  Pan-‐cake	  batter;	  
your	  Pan	  must	  be	  heated	  reasonably	  hot	  &	  wiped	  with	  a	  clean	  Cloth,	  this	  done	  put	  in	  your	  Batter	  as	  
thick	  or	  thin	  as	  you	  please.	  

	  

Pancakes	  Tudor	  Food	  Recipe	  

The	  above	  Tudor	  recipe	  for	  Pancakes	  is	  written	  in	  totally	  different	  fashion	  to	  modern	  recipe	  books!	  

	  

	  	  	  	  There	  were	  no	  lists	  of	  ingredients	  in	  Tudor	  recipes	  -‐	  these	  were	  included	  as	  part	  of	  the	  text	  

	  

	  	  	  	  Ingredient	  measurements	  were	  extremely	  basic	  during	  the	  Tudors	  era	  and	  	  quantities	  were	  not	  often	  
specified!	  
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	  	  	  	  Temperature	  control	  was	  difficult	  and	  therefore	  not	  specified	  -‐	  this	  was	  left	  to	  the	  cook	  

	  

	  	  	  	  Cooking	  times	  were	  also	  vague	  and	  left	  to	  the	  cook	  

	  

	  	  	  	  It	  was	  assumed	  that	  the	  person	  reading	  the	  recipe	  would	  already	  have	  some	  knowledge	  of	  cooking	  

	  

The	  History	  of	  the	  Recipe	  Book	  

	  

	  	  	  	  Some	  of	  the	  language	  might	  be	  referred	  to	  as	  'Olde	  English'	  

	  

	  	  	  	  The	  art	  of	  cooking	  and	  the	  recipe	  was	  passed	  verbally	  from	  one	  generation	  to	  the	  next	  

	  

	  	  	  	  The	  first	  printed	  book	  ever	  to	  be	  published	  in	  English	  was	  in	  1474!	  

	  

	  	  	  	  Many	  Tudor	  women	  were	  unable	  to	  read	  

	  

	  	  	  	  The	  idea	  of	  a	  Recipe	  Book	  was	  an	  entirely	  new	  concept	  in	  the	  renaissance	  period	  of	  the	  Tudors	  

	  

	  	  	  	  The	  first	  Recipe	  Books	  to	  be	  printed	  in	  England	  which	  included	  many	  old	  Tudor	  and	  	  Medieval	  recipes	  
were	  called:	  

	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  1545	  -‐	  'A	  Propre	  new	  booke	  of	  Cokery'	  

	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  1588	  -‐	  'The	  Good	  Huswifes	  Handmaid	  for	  Cookerie	  in	  her	  kitchen'	  
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	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  1596	  -‐	  'The	  Good	  Hyswife's	  Jewell'	  

	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  1610	  'Mrs.	  Sarah	  Longe	  her	  Receipt	  Booke'	  

	  

Pancakes	  Recipe	  

The	  above	  Old	  recipe	  is	  taken	  from	  the	  book	  entitled:	  

	  

The	  Compleat	  Cook	  

Expertly	  Prescribing	  The	  Most	  Ready	  Wayes,	  Whether	  Italian,	  Spanish	  Or	  French,	  For	  Dressing	  Of	  Flesh	  
And	  Fish,	  Ordering	  Of	  Sauces	  Or	  Making	  Of	  Pastry	  

Author:	  Anonymous	  

Printed	  by	  E.B.	  for	  Nath.	  Brook	  ,	  at	  the	  Angel	  in	  Cornhill	  ,	  1658	  

Chicken	  with	  Lemons	  

Tudor	  Food	  Recipe	  

	  

Chicken	  with	  Lemons	  

	  

To	  make	  the	  best	  Chicken	  with	  Lemons	  

To	  boyle	  a	  Capon	  larded	  with	  Lemons.	  Take	  a	  fair	  Capon	  and	  truss	  him,	  boyl	  him	  by	  himselfe	  in	  faire	  
water	  with	  a	  little	  small	  Oat-‐meal,	  then	  take	  Mutton	  Broath,	  and	  half	  a	  pint	  of	  White-‐wine,	  a	  bundle	  of	  
Herbs,	  whole	  Mace,	  season	  it	  with	  Verjuyce,	  put	  Marrow,	  Dates,	  season	  it	  with	  Sugar,	  then	  take	  
preserved	  Lemons	  and	  cut	  them	  like	  Lard,	  and	  with	  a	  larding	  pin,	  lard	  in	  it,	  then	  put	  the	  capon	  in	  a	  deep	  
dish,	  thicken	  your	  broth	  with	  Almonds,	  and	  poure	  it	  on	  the	  Capon.	  

Note:	  Verjuice	  :	  The	  acidic	  juice	  of	  crab	  apples	  or	  other	  sour	  fruit,	  such	  as	  unripe	  grapes	  

	  	  

Chicken	  with	  Lemons	  -‐	  Tudor	  Food	  Recipe	  

The	  above	  Old	  recipe	  is	  taken	  from	  the	  book	  entitled:	  
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The	  Compleat	  Cook	  

Expertly	  Prescribing	  The	  Most	  Ready	  Wayes,	  Whether	  Italian,	  Spanish	  Or	  French,	  For	  Dressing	  Of	  Flesh	  
And	  Fish,	  Ordering	  Of	  Sauces	  Or	  Making	  Of	  Pastry	  

Author:	  Anonymous	  

Printed	  by	  E.B.	  for	  Nath.	  Brook	  ,	  at	  the	  Angel	  in	  Cornhill	  ,	  1658	  
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Tudor Jewelry for the Rich 

Tudor jewelry was similar to the type of jewelry worn in the modern age - but it was only available to the 
Nobility or Upper Class. Gold, silver, copper, gilded metals, ivory, jet together with precious and semi-precious 
stones were used to make Tudor jewelry. Faceted jewels using precious jewels such as diamonds and emeralds 
were still fairly simple flat table cuts. 

Tudor Jewelry for the Poor 

Poor Tudors had to make do with wooden beads. Cheaper alternatives to jewels were made of glass, bone, 
mother of pearl, metal and horn were also used to create Tudor jewelry. These cheaper stones were used singly 
and in strings. Gold work was also popular, enameled with colored glass or featuring cameos. Colored glass 
beads were also fashioned into jewelry for outside use, reducing the risk of loss or theft. They were also used as 
rosary beads. Glass beads, called bugles were used as ornaments, especially for women’s hair. Other beads were 
made of mother of pearl, metal, bone and even wood. 

The Jewels and Precious Stones used to make Tudor Jewelry 

The precious jewels used to make Tudor jewelry were surrounded by plain gold which became more intricate 
towards the end of the 1500's. Pearls were one of the most popular items of jewelry in the Tudor era and worn 
by both Anne Boleyn and her daughter Queen Elizabeth I. Pearls were worn in a string or as a single pearl or a 
combination of both. The jewels and precious stones used for the jewelry of Royalty and the Nobility in the 
Tudor era are included in the following list: 

     Diamonds   Topaz   Opals   Rubies 

     Emeralds   Pearls   Sapphires 

Semi-precious jewels were also used to make jewelry in the Tudor era and the most popular stones are included 

in the following list: 

     Turquoise   Bloodstone  Amber   Crystal 

     Onyx    Carnelian  Coral   Agate 

Types of Tudor Jewelry 

The following list of types of jewelry were the pieces worn by the Tudors 

 Brooches -decorative pin designed to be attached to garments. The brooch was often decorated with enamel or 
with gemstones and used as an ornament, or sometimes to serve a practical function as a fastening for a cloak. 
Used in a variety of ways with a pin or clasp and worn on various items of clothing around the neck, on hats and on 
buckles. 

 Chains - made in gold and often used as a symbol of high office. A livery collar or chain of office was a collar or 
heavy gold chain which was worn as insignia of office or a mark of fealty. The Collar of Esses was the heavy gold 
chain which was worn by Sir Thomas More symbolizing his office of as Lord Chancellor of England. Other gold 
chains of office included the Order of the Garter and the Order of the Golden Fleece. 

 Earrings - also referred to as ear-pickes - worn by both Tudor men and women. Men wore just one earring, usually 
in the left ear. Made off gold and encrusted with precious jewels. Earrings became popular during the Elizabethan 
era of the Tudor dynasty when cumbersome headdresses were no longer in fashion. Men wore their hair short and 
women wore their hair swept up as can be seen in the above image of Queen Elizabeth I allowing for display of 
earrings. Earrings could be worn as a single ring or jewel. Pendant earrings were also worn. 



Tudor Jewelry 
 

 Bracelets - made of gold and silver encrusted with precious jewels. Bracelets of the Tudor period were often 
multiple strands of pearls or other semi-precious stones which were usually created in matched pairs and wrapped 
around the wrist. 

 Pendants - elaborate creations of gold, jewelry, enamel and pearls which replaced the brooch in popularity 
towards the later part of the Tudor period. Pendants could be worn attached by a ribbon around the neck or 
attached to various items or parts of clothing such as hats, girdles, sleeves and gowns. Pendants were worn in the 
form of initials, crosses, cameos and jewels which were suspended from ribbons or chains. Pendants were also 
worn adorned by miniature portraits such as the pendant displaying a miniature of King Henry VIII given to Jane 
Seymour and wrenched from her throat by Anne Boleyn. These miniature pendants were called "Tablets" the 
Tudor word used for a locket or a pendant which opened to show a picture or scene. 

 Pins - made in gold or silver and sometimes studded with jewels. Pins could be used as practical fastenings or as 
decorations. 

 Watches - The pocket watch was invented during the Tudor period of the Elizabethans. Tudor Watches were 
garnished with jewels and worn suspended from pendants or in brooches. 

 Rings - included solitaires, clusters, wedding or signet rings and were made with gold and silver and decorated with 
precious jewels such as diamonds in Tudor jewelry. 

 Rosary Beads - string of beads of 5 or 15 decades on which prayers were counted. Rosary Beads were made of 
precious stones but also colored glass. 

 Necklaces and Carcanets - Necklaces were made of gold and silver and encrusted with precious jewels and worn 
by men and women. The word "necklace" was not used during the Tudor period. A necklace was called a 
"carcanet" which was like a wide choker. There were two main necklace designs. The short carcanet, or choker 
necklace, which was usually worn around the base of the throat or on collar of a high necked doublet. The necklace 
favored by men had a heavy chain whereas women wore a delicate filigree chain. Women also wore a longer, rope 
style necklace which could be draped up at the center or the side with a brooch. 

 Buckles - not only practical but also used as ornaments and jewelry for shoes and belts. 

 Buttons - highly decorative items covered with fabrics and made in a vast variety of materials including gold, silver, 
copper, bone, jewels, horn, mother of pearl, jet, ivory, glass or wood. Buttons were worn on every sort of outer 
clothing including hats. Buttons could be used as practical fastenings or as decorations in Tudor jewelry. 

 Pomanders - a round, highly decorative case, opens with a hinge, which contained perfume or sweet-smelling 
herbs. Men wore pomanders suspended from a chain or a belt and women attached them to their girdles. 

 Decorative Mirrors / Looking Glasses - hung from girdles, as part as fans or worn in brooches. 

 Billiments - strands of gold work and jewels used as Tudor Jewelry and sewn to the neckline of garments of 
clothing 

 Ear strings - a black string threaded through a hole in the left ear to hang sometimes to the shoulder. 

 Girdles - the Tudor form of a belt, worn by women, which followed the pointed waistline of the bodice, which 
usually had a triangular clasp at the front of the girdle. Tudor women attached various items to their girdles such 
as hand mirrors, fans, pomanders and prayer books. 

 



Tudor Sumptuary Laws 
	  
What	  are	  Sumptuary	  Laws?	  

The	  word	  'sumptuary'	  derives	  from	  the	  Latin	  word	  which	  means	  expenditure.	  Sumptuary	  Laws	  were	  imposed	  by	  rulers	  to	  
curb	  the	  expenditure	  of	  the	  people.	  Sumptuary	  laws	  applied	  to	  food,	  drink,	  furniture,	  jewelry	  and	  clothes.	  The	  Sumptuary	  
Laws	  were	  used	  to	  control	  behavior	  and	  ensure	  that	  a	  specific	  class	  structure	  was	  maintained	  and	  recognized.	  The	  idea	  and	  
concept	  of	  Sumptuary	  Laws	  dated	  back	  to	  the	  Roman	  era.	  

The	  History	  of	  English	  Sumptuary	  Laws	  

English	  Sumptuary	  Laws	  were	  well	  known	  by	  all	  of	  the	  English	  people,	  both	  rich	  and	  poor.	  The	  first	  English	  Sumptuary	  Laws	  
or	  Acts	  of	  Apparel	  had	  been	  passed	  during	  the	  reign	  of	  Edward	  III	  provided	  the	  first	  national	  sumptuary	  legislation	  on	  
record.	  Statutes	  were	  passed	  in	  the	  Parliaments	  of	  1336,	  1337,	  1363,	  1463	  and	  1483.	  The	  penalties	  for	  violating	  the	  English	  
Sumptuary	  Laws	  could	  be	  harsh	  -‐	  fines,	  the	  loss	  of	  property,	  title	  and	  even	  life.	  The	  Middle	  Ages	  had	  been	  dominated	  by	  the	  
Feudal	  system	  where	  everyone	  knew	  their	  place.	  Clothes	  provided	  an	  immediate	  way	  of	  distinguishing	  'Who	  was	  Who'	  in	  
the	  feudal	  pyramid	  of	  power.	  	  However,	  the	  Medieval	  Feudal	  system	  broke	  down	  and	  the	  ravages	  of	  the	  Black	  Death	  
significantly	  reduced	  the	  population.	  People	  and	  labor	  became	  valuable	  and	  even	  the	  peasants,	  the	  poor	  people	  were	  paid.	  
Opportunities	  to	  move	  to	  cities	  became	  viable	  for	  poor	  people.	  Trade	  started	  to	  flourish	  and	  the	  Merchant	  Class	  was	  born.	  
Medieval	  clothes	  provided	  information	  about	  the	  status	  of	  the	  person	  wearing	  them.	  This	  was	  not	  just	  dictated	  by	  the	  
wealth	  of	  the	  person,	  it	  also	  reflected	  their	  social	  standing.	  The	  new	  Merchants	  needed	  to	  be	  kept	  in	  their	  place.	  

Sumptuary	  Laws	  or	  Statutes	  of	  Apparel	  

The	  Sumptuary	  Laws	  and	  regulations	  called	  Statutes	  of	  Apparel	  were	  passed	  to	  restrain	  or	  limit	  the	  expenditure	  of	  people	  in	  
relation	  to	  their	  clothes,	  food,	  furniture,	  etc.	  The	  Sumptuary	  Laws	  forbade	  the	  use	  of	  certain	  articles	  of	  luxurious	  apparel	  
and	  graded	  ranks	  and	  classes	  and	  the	  various	  articles	  of	  clothing	  prohibited	  to	  both.	  The	  Sumptuary	  Laws	  became	  known	  as	  
the	  Statutes	  of	  Apparel.	  	  

The	  reason	  for	  Tudor	  Sumptuary	  Laws	  was	  to	  maintain	  control	  over	  the	  population.	  During	  the	  reign	  of	  King	  Henry	  VIII	  a	  
new	  and	  wealthy	  Merchant	  Class	  arose.	  These	  wealthy	  men	  were	  looking	  above	  their	  station	  and	  could	  afford	  to	  buy	  the	  
luxurious	  goods	  previously	  only	  possible	  for	  the	  rich	  Tudors.	  This	  new	  wealthy	  class	  of	  commoners	  needed	  to	  be	  kept	  
separate	  from	  the	  Upper	  Classes	  of	  the	  rich	  Tudor	  Nobility.	  King	  Henry	  VIII	  therefore	  drafted	  a	  new	  series	  of	  laws	  
concerning	  dress	  and	  personal	  adornment	  -‐	  he	  updated	  the	  existing	  English	  "Sumptuary	  Laws".	  His	  daughters	  Queen	  Mary	  I	  
(Bloody	  Mary)	  and	  Queen	  Elizabeth	  I	  followed	  suit.	  Tudor	  Sumptuary	  Laws	  dictated	  what	  color	  and	  type	  of	  clothing	  
individuals	  were	  allowed	  to	  own	  and	  wear	  an	  easy	  and	  immediate	  way	  to	  identify	  rank	  and	  privilege.	  An	  example	  of	  the	  
Tudor	  Sumptuary	  Laws:	  only	  Tudor	  Royalty	  was	  permitted	  to	  wear	  clothes	  trimmed	  with	  ermine	  while	  Lesser	  Nobles	  were	  
only	  allowed	  to	  wear	  clothing	  trimmed	  with	  fox	  and	  otter.	  

In	  January	  1510	  the	  first	  parliament	  in	  the	  reign	  of	  King	  Henry	  VIII	  passed	  a	  Sumptuary	  Law	  called	  'An	  Act	  against	  wearing	  of	  
costly	  Apparel'.	  This	  law	  was	  closely	  based	  on	  the	  English	  Sumptuary	  Laws,	  or	  Acts	  of	  Apparel,	  that	  had	  been	  passed	  in	  
England	  in	  1463	  and	  1483.	  	  The	  1510	  Sumptuary	  law	  was	  amended	  and	  added	  to	  in	  1514,	  1515	  and	  1553.	  Queen	  Mary	  1	  
(Bloody	  Mary)	  passed	  a	  Sumptuary	  Law	  in	  1554.	  Then	  on	  15	  June	  1574	  Queen	  Elizabeth	  I	  enforced	  even	  more	  Sumptuary	  
Laws	  called	  the	  'Statutes	  of	  Apparel'.	  The	  words	  Queen	  Elizabeth	  used	  in	  the	  Sumptuary	  Law	  or	  Statutes	  of	  Apparel	  
proclamation	  include	  excess,	  superfluity,	  unnecessary	  foreign	  wares,	  extremity,	  vain	  devices,	  wasting,	  abuses,	  decay	  of	  the	  
wealth	  of	  the	  realm,	  the	  rigor	  of	  her	  laws,	  reform,	  offenses,	  and	  punishment.	  These	  provide	  a	  quick	  insight	  into	  serious	  tone	  
of	  the	  Tudor	  Sumptuary	  Laws	  or	  Statutes	  of	  Apparel.	  	  







Six Wives of Henry VIII 

True/False Quiz 

 

 

T - 1. Catherine of Aragon was Spanish.  

F - 2. Catherine of Aragon was the mother of Elizabeth I.  

F - 3. Henry married Anne Boleyn in 1540.  

T - 4. Anne Boleyn was beheaded.  

F - 5. Katherine Parr was Henry's third wife. 

T - 6. Jane Seymour was the mother of Edward VI 

T - 7. Kathryn Howard was nineteen when she married Henry VIII.  

F - 8. Kathryn Howard was divorced.  

T - 9. Anne of Cleves came from Germany. 

T - 10. Henry was buried next to Jane Seymour. 
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Wyatt's Rebellion 

By David Ross 

Edward VI was only 15 when he died in July, 1553. The Duke of Northumberland seized upon 

Edward's death to put his daughter-in-law, Lady Jane Grey, upon the throne, but this attempt 

came to nothing. Lady Jane was put in prison, and Mary, eldest daughter of Henry VIII, was 

crowned queen on 10 July, 1553. 

Mary was a devout Catholic, and one of the tasks she saw as essential to the spiritual well-being 

of the realm was for her to foster the Catholic faith. One of the ways she could do that was to 

marry a devout Catholic and produce Catholic heirs. After prolonged negotiations a marriage 

was arranged between Mary and Philip, son of the Spanish Emperor Charles V. 

When the Spanish marriage was announced, Sir Thomas Wyatt the younger (born about 1521 - 

died 1554) took action. Wyatt was a courageous leader and a skilled soldier, but he was also 

reckless and hotheaded. He had served for a short time as sheriff of Kent, where he had his estate 

of Allington Castle. Wyatt considered the marriage an affront to English sovereignty - both 

spiritual and material. He saw it as the thin edge of a Catholic wedge which would undo the 

reforms of Henry VIII and draw England under the influence of the Catholic Church and the very 

Catholic Spanish Empire. 

Wyatt evolved a daring and dangerous plot to raise armies in different parts of the country and 

converge upon London. The most prominent of his fellow conspirators were Henry Grey, Duke 

of Suffolk, Sir Peter Carew, and Edward Courtenay, Earl of Devon. To Grey fell the task of 

raising troops in Leicestershire, while Courtenay did the same in Devon. More troops were 

expected from the Welsh borderland. 

Like many such plots during the turbulent Tudor period, Wyatt's plans were uncovered. 

Courtenay turned against him, and the other conspirators did not, or could not, fulfill their part in 

the plan. But Wyatt, perhaps foolishly, went ahead with his rebellion; he raised an army of some 

3000 men in Kent, and marched on London. Wyatt's motives seem hazy; perhaps he did not 

know himself what his aims were beyond putting a stop to the Spanish marriage. It is possible 

that Wyatt intended to put Elizabeth on the throne; indeed, it is hard to see how he could have 

envisaged any other outcome in the event of Mary's removal. There is some suggestion that he 

wanted to marry Elizabeth to Edward Courtenay. 

Whether Elizabeth herself knew of Wyatt's intentions is another matter. It was certainly 

politically expedient for her to not know, so that she could deny involvement should affairs to go 

to plan. It seems unlikely, though, that she was completely unaware of Wyatt's plans.  

 

There was little popular support for Mary and her Catholic leanings, but even so, Mary was not 

so secure on the throne that that she could be assured of victory. Wyatt, on the other hand, was 

counting on the citizens of London to rise up and join him in his rebellion. The first troops sent 

against him deserted to his cause, and Wyatt must have hoped that his rebellion would succeed 

against the odds. But Mary did not sit meekly waiting to see what he fate would be; she went in 

person to the London Guildhall and exhorted the citizens of the city to come to her aid. Twenty 

thousand men volunteered to act as militia against the insurgents.  

 

Wyatt's men entered London on 3 February, 1554, but the expected outbreak of popular support 



Wyatt's Rebellion 

By David Ross 

did not materialize, perhaps in part because of Mary's appeal to the Londoners. Wyatt had a 

minor skirmish with a troop of infantry at Hyde Park Corner on 7 February, and though he 

escaped, the morale of his men was dropping rapidly as the promised popular support was 

nowhere to be found.  

 

Wyatt reached Ludgate on the morning of 8 February, but the gate was shut against him and he 

had no means to break through. He retreated as far as Temple Bar, where he finally gave 

recognized that his cause was lost and he surrendered.  

 

Wyatt himself was taken to Whitehall, and thence to the Tower of London. Wyatt was tried for 

treason on 15 March, found guilty, and executed on Tower Hill on 11 April. Before he died 

Wyatt was put under extreme duress to implicate Elizabeth in his plot, but this he strenuously 

denied to the end. In his final address to the crowd gathered to watch his execution, Wyatt 

exonerated Elizabeth and Courtenay, and took the full responsibility for the rebellion on his own 

shoulders.  

 

Nevertheless, Elizabeth was imprisoned in the Tower of London for alleged involvement in 

Wyatt's Rebellion. Whether Mary actually believed that her sister had been involved in the plot 

is another question, but the Rebellion certainly provided a useful pretext for putting Elizabeth out 

of the way. In the aftermath of the rebellion Mary's advisors were zealous in tracking down and 

executing conspirators, and alleged conspirators. Many called for Elizabeth to be executed as 

well, and it is interesting to consider how history would have changed had Mary not resisted 

those calls.  

 

One unfortunate side effect of Wyatt's Rebellion was that it hastened the demise of the 

unfortunate Lady Jane Grey. The 'Nine Days Queen', who had been little more than a pawn in the 

hands of her ambitious father-in-law, was considered a threat to the throne, and was beheaded, 

along with her husband and her father, the Duke of Suffolk.  
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